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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
Around the time we published our last issue in March, the nation went into a lockdown. Life in the last 3 months
has been unprecedented in many ways. As governments around the world scrambled to fight coronavirus, people
in the scientific community, especially those on the frontline – doctors, healthcare professionals, medical staff
and researchers – made heroic efforts and sacrifices to curb the pandemic and save lives. The data management
and data science communities also sprang to action immediately. Globally, it is the first time that data driven
approaches are being used at such a large scale toward solving a common problem. Under this backdrop, in this
special issue of the Data Engineering Bulletin edited by Joseph Gonzalez, we feature 9 papers on the topic of
digital contact tracing, a technique that may prove crucial in the fight against Covid-19.
This issue also features two opinion pieces. Divyakant Agrawal and Amr El Abbadi’s wake-up call on
managing data in an untrusted environment takes us to the fascinating world of cryptocurrencies and blockchains.
It shows what the database community, which was responsible for creating and perfecting transaction management
and distributed systems, can learn from the blockchain approach when it comes to handling untrusted behaviours
from the underlying infrastructure. The second opinion piece, written by Jeffrey D. Ullman, addresses a question
on the mind of every data management person: What is our role in the machine learning and AI revolution?
Have we missed the boat again and become irrelevant? Ullman’s perspective, illustrated by his remake of the
well known Conway Venn Diagram that illustrates the relationship between computer science, mathematics &
statistics, and domain knowledge is incisive, thought-provoking, and entertaining at the same time.
Haixun Wang
WeWork Corporation
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Letter from the Special Issue Editor
These are not normal times and this is not a normal edition of the Data Engineering Bulletin. When we started
to prepare this edition, we were planning to focus on emerging trends in serverless computing and their impact
on the data engineering community. In normal times this would have been a compelling edition full of recent
advances and open challenges. However, everything changed with outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
COVID-19 pandemic halted the world economies, transformed our daily lives, and has already claimed over four
hundred thousands lives and it continues to surge around the world.
In midst of this defining moment in human history, many in the computing world have asked an important
question — How can we help? What skills and technologies can the computing world offer that could help in
the fight against COVID-19? In this edition of the Data Engineering Bulletin we attempt to provide an answer
to this question by examining current efforts to build digital contact tracing systems. We believe that the data
engineering community has a unique opportunity to help in this effort and hope that this edition will both provide
context and inspire people to join in the effort.
Contact tracing, the process of identifying and notifying individuals that may have been exposed to the
virus, is a critical step in curbing the outbreak of COVID-19 and reopening the world economies. Unfortunately,
traditional contact tracing is labor intensive and relies on interviews and manual field work to identify where
infected individuals have been, who they may have exposed, and then finding, isolating, and testing all potential
contacts. Scaling this process to hundreds of thousands of infected individuals in a monumental task. While there
are ample opportunities to deploy data management and even CRM technologies to help in the manual effort,
there is substantial academic and industrial interest in automating the process by leveraging mobile devices. It is
this automated effort that we focus on in this edition.
Mobile contact tracing relies on location services and (or) short range radio hardware on mobile phones to
help in the contact tracing efforts. There are a broad range of approaches and this edition of the Data Engineering
Bulletin tries to capture work in several of the major approaches and provide some of the tradeoffs. One of the
key tradeoffs discussed in this edition is between privacy and our ability to identify contacts, augment existing
manual tracing efforts, and inform public health efforts. The need to preserve privacy is critical both to defend
citizens from unjust government and civil actions but also to ensure the adoption needed for these technologies to
be effective.
In selecting contributors for this edition, we attempted to construct a snapshot of major efforts around the
world as well as some of the smaller research projects. The first two papers in the edition outline the problem
of mobile contact tracing and provide two views that form the basis of the major Apple and Google joint
Exposure Notification protocol. The first paper “PACT: Privacy-Sensitive Protocols And Mechanisms for Mobile
Contact Tracing” represents a collaboration between US academic and industrial research groups to characterize
the various approaches to mobile contract a propose a simple privacy preserving solution. The second paper
“Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing” captures the contemporaneous European effort to develop a
decentralized mobile contact tracing protocol and provides greater details around the design and analysis of the
security protocols. Both of these papers ultimately make a case for a cryptographic Bluetooth based approach
that does not collect or sahre location information.
The second pair of papers address two major mobile app development efforts that also explored both Location
Services and Bluetooth based contact tracing. The first paper, “Contact Tracing: Holistic Solution Beyond
Bluetooth”, describes an effort based out of the MIT Media Labs using location based solutions. The second
paper, “Slowing the Spread of Infectious Diseases Using Crowdsourced Data”, describes the Covid-Watch effort
that initially explored a dual approach combining Bluetooth and GPS technologies.
We then have a series of papers that address particular issues with the above approaches. The first paper
“CoVista: A Unified View on Privacy Sensitive Mobile Contact Tracing” describes extensions of the Apple and
Google Exposure Notification Protocol to capture exposure information associated with public spaces and shared
data across public health authorities. The paper “Epione: Lightweight Contact Tracing with Strong Privacy”
2

describes a way to improve privacy in the Bluetooth protocol by leveraging private set intersection. The paper
“BeeTrace: A Unified Platform for Secure Contact Tracing that Breaks Data Silos” explores how to aggregate and
query different data sources (e.g., location, bluetooth, calendar events) while preserving user privacy.
Finally, we conclude with two papers addressing the broader data science challenges and implications of
COVID-19. The paper “DeepEye: A Data Science Ssytem for Monitoring and Exploring COVID-19 Data”
describes a widely used system to support data science efforts around COVID-19. The paper “The Road for
Recovery: Aligning COVID-19 efforts and building a more resilient future” examines the greater implications of
the data technologies in COVID-19 and longer term implications of the data centric thinking in other disaster
scenarios.
We hope this edition will both serve as a snapshot of the efforts to develop data technologies to address
COVID-19 and also inspire the data community to get involved. All of the publication have active development
and research efforts and are looking for contributors. What are you doing to help in the fight against COVID-19?
Joseph Gonzalez
University of California at Berkeley
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A Wake-up Call: Managing Data in an Untrusted World
Divyakant Agrawal, Amr El Abbadi
University of California, Santa Barbara

Once upon a time databases were structured, one size fitted all and they resided on machines that were
trustworthy and even when they failed, they simply crashed. This era has come and gone as eloquently stated by
Stonebraker and Cetintemel [16]. We now have key-value stores, graph databases, text databases, and a myriad
of unstructured data repositories. The database community has wholeheartedly accepted the fact that the same
information might come in different formats, modes and representations. We also accept that data might not be
”clean” and that data might need to be ”cleaned” due to the diverse sources of information. However, we, as a
database community still cling to our 20th century belief that databases always reside on trustworthy, honest
servers. Although the database community has always considered fault-tolerance as an integral building block of
data management (remember ”D” in ACID is for Durability), we still have trouble accepting the fact that not all
failures are simply crash failures and might in fact involve malicious and non-trustworthy infrastructure. This
notion has been challenged and abandoned by many other Computer Science communities, most notably the
security and the distributed systems communities. The rise of the cloud computing paradigm as well as the rapid
popularity of blockchains demand a rethinking of our naı̈ve, comfortable beliefs in an ideal benign infrastructure.
In the cloud, clients store their sensitive data in remote servers owned and operated by cloud providers. The
Security and Crypto Communities have made significant inroads to protect both data and access privacy from
malicious untrusted storage providers using encryption and oblivious data stores. The Distributed Systems
and the Systems Communities have developed consensus protocols to ensure the fault-tolerant maintenance of
data residing on untrusted, malicious infrastructure. However, these solutions face significant scalability and
performance challenges when incorporated in large scale data repositories. Novel database designs need to
directly address the natural tension between performance, fault-tolerance and trustworthiness. This is a perfect
setting for the database community to lead and guide.
In this opinion article, we will illustrate an interesting atomicity problem in the context of exchanging
cryptocurrencies using permissionless blockchains. We also illustrate that transaction management can learn from
the blockchain approach when attempting to restrict untrusted behaviour from the underlying infrastructure. We
hope this will illustrate some of the challanges that need to be addressed in malicious, untrusted settings, as well
as connections with standard database problems like commitment, replication and transaction management in
general.
Bitcoin [14] took the world by surprise over a decade ago by introducing a novel cryptocurrency, which
supports the execution of transactions, albeit relatively simple transfers of assets. As with any data management
system, bitcoin needed to address the challenge of durability. Its approach, rather than using a trusted persistence
storage device to store the current state, e.g., a disk, relies on global replication of a distributed data structure
called a blockchain. A blockchain is basically a linked list of blocks, each of them containing a set of transactions.
The blockchain is replicated on a potentially unknown number of untrusted servers. Two of the main challenges
that bitcoin needed to address are (1) the unknown number of participants and (2) the untrusted nature of the
participants. The former challenge basically manifests itself when consensus is needed to add a new block to
the blockchain. This is resolved by avoiding communication to achieve consensus, as is typical in Byzantine
Agreement protocols, and replacing it with computation, namely the well-known Proof of Work mining puzzle
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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operation. The latter challenge is addressed using many different cryptographic techniques, including digital
signatures, hash pointers, etc. Currently, it seems that database vendors have adopted blockchains, with their
untrusted infrastructure, but only in contexts where the number of untrusted participants is known a priori. This
problem is suitable for supply-chain, financial and healthcare applications. In blockchain terminology, this is
referred to as permissioned blockchains. Over the past few years different permissioned blockchain systems
have been developed in both industry and academia. Some known industrial permissioned blockchain systems
include Hyperledger Fabric [5] which was introduced by IBM and is widely used in supply chain management,
Quorum [6] by JPMorgan which supports financial applications, and Libra [13] is a digital currency by Facebook.
Similarly, in academia, Fast Fabric [8], ParBlockchain [4], ResilientDB [9], Caper [3], AHL [7], etc. have been
proposed. This is a good step, and demonstrates our willingness to address the challenges of untrusted as well as
unreliable infrastructures. However, we believe database researchers have a lot more to offer. These efforts go
in both directions, i.e., to extend support for untrusted infrastructures in diverse data management contexts, as
well as exploiting data management techniques in diverse novel and non-traditional contexts, as for example in
permissionless blockchains.
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are permissionless blockchains. In a permissionless blockchain, the
network is public, and anyone can participate without a specific identity. The recent adoption of blockchain
technologies and open permissionless networks has demonstrated user needs to exchange assets and especially
without depending on centralized intermediaries such as banks or exchanges. This problem requires infrastructure
enablers and protocols that allow users to atomically exchange assests without giving up trust-free decentralization,
the main reasons behind using permissionless blockchain. We motivate the problem of atomic cross-chain
transactions and discuss the current available solutions and their limitations through the following example.
Suppose Alice owns X bitcoins and she wants to exchange them for Y ethers. Luckily, Bob owns ether and he
is willing to exchange his Y ethers for X bitcoins. In this example, Alice and Bob want to atomically exchange
assets that reside in different blockchains. In addition, both Alice and Bob do not trust each other and in many
scenarios, they might not be co-located to do this atomic exchange in person. Current infrastructures do not
support these direct peer-to-peer transactions. Instead, both Alice and Bob need to independently exchange their
assets through a trusted centralized exchange, Trent (e.g., Coinbase [1] and Robinhood [2]) either through fiat
currency or directly. Using fiat, both Alice and Bob first exchange their assets with Trent for a fiat currency
(e.g., USD) and then use the earned fiat currency to buy the other assets also from Trent or from another trusted
exchange. Alternatively, some exchanges (e.g., Coinbase) allow their customers to directly exchange assets (ether
for bitcoin or bitcoin for ether) without going through fiat currencies.
A two-party cross-chain commitment protocol was originally proposed by Nolan [15] and generalized by
Herlihy [10] to process multi-party cross-chain transactions, or swaps. Both Nolan’s protocol and its generalization
by Herlihy use smart contracts, hashlocks, and timelocks to execute cross-chain transactions. A smart contract is
a self executing contract (or a program) that is executed in a blockchain once all the terms of the contract are
satisfied. A hashlock is a cryptographic one-way hash function h = H(s) that locks assets in a smart contract
until a hash secret s is provided. A timelock is a time bounded lock that triggers the execution of a smart contract
function after a pre-specified time period. These proposals solve the cross-chain commitment problem and ensure
that untrusted participants comply and do not try to misuse the system. However, an expired timelock could lead
to a violation of the all-or-nothing atomicity property. An honest participant who fails to react in time due to
a crash failure, network delays or even a denial of service attack might end up losing their assets. Although a
crashed participant is the only participant who ends up worse off, current proposals are unsuitable for atomic
cross-chain transactions in asynchronous environments where crash failures and network delays are the norm.
This is a problem familiar to the database community since its inception, namely the atomic commitment problem.
In [17], we present a decentralized all-or-nothing atomic cross-chain commitment protocol. Events for redeeming
and refunding smart contracts to exchange assets are modeled as conflicting events. An open permissionless
network of witnesses is used to guarantee that conflicting events could never simultaneously occur and either all
smart contracts in an atomic cross-chain transaction are redeemed or all of them are refunded. A similar protocol
5

was also concurrently proposed by Herlihy et al. [11], which addresses the same atomicity challenge, but in the
context of cross chain deals, where a deal is a weaker notion of an atomic transaction.
Now, we briefly come back to traditional databases and large scale data fault-tolerant transaction management
but on untrusted infrastructures. As increasing amounts of data are currently being stored and managed on
third-party servers, there is emerging demand for a suite of protocols to manage data on untrusted infrastructures.
In Fides [12], we introduce a novel atomic commitment protocol, TFCommit, that executes transactions on
data stored across multiple untrusted servers. This novel atomic commitment protocol executes transactions
in an untrusted environment without the need for expensive Byzantine replication. One main obstacle for the
adoption of Byzantine Agreement protocols are the various impossibility results, that require a priori knowledge
of the maximum possible number of failures in the system (e.g., one third in case of malicious failures). From a
practical point of view, this might be difficult to ascertain. We propose using TFCommit in an auditable data
management system, Fides, residing completely on untrustworthy infrastructures. As an auditable system, Fides
guarantees the detection of potentially malicious failures occurring on untrusted servers using blockchain inspired
tamper-resistant logs with the support of cryptographic techniques. As a result, Fides is scalable and does not
require any a priori known bounds on the number of malicious faults when executing transactions on untrusted
infrastructure. If malicious behaviour occurs, it is recorded and can be detected by an external auditor. Just the
threat of investigation should usually deter improper behaviour.
In conclusion, we encourage researchers to explore a relatively new and uncharted domain for the database
community. Many techniques have indeed been developed by the security, cryptography and distributed systems
communities. However, these solutions are often too expensive to use in the practical scalable settings data
management systems encounter on a daily basis. In fact, we view this as a two way exchange of ideas and
innovations. Over four decades of fault-tolerant data management innovations can be beneficial and can have
significant impact in solving many of the practical large scale problems that need to be addressed in untrusted
infrastructures. On the other hand, many of the techniques developed to restrict malicious behaviour using
cryptographic and distributed computing approaches can facilitate the development of fault-tolerant database
management systems in untrused infrastructures, which are becoming more prevalent and commonplace for
storing data.
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The Battle for Data Science
Jeffrey D. Ullman
Stanford University

1

Introduction

Through the years, the database community has periodically looked at developments in technology and engaged
in hand-wringing over the idea that we are becoming irrelevant. The cry “have we missed the boat – again” is
common; e.g., here is a panel I served on several years ago [8]. My goal in this essay is to argue that the database
field and the techniques that have come from this research are still essential for “data science,” that is, for the
exploitation of data to solve problems of importance in application fields – science, commerce, medicine and
such. I believe, as I assume most readers of this article believe, that the field of database systems has always
had at its core the study of how to deal with the largest amounts of data possible at the time, whether that be
megabytes of corporate payroll data, terabytes of genomic information, or petabytes of satellite output. Thus
whatever study of data is necessary at the time – that’s our job.
To advance this argument, I want to look at three issues:
1. Is the field of statistics really the essential ingredient in data science?
2. Is machine learning really what data science is all about?
3. Is data science a danger to decent societal norms?
Hint: my answer to all three is “no.” I’ll try to address each of these in turn.

2

The Battle Line: Venn Diagrams for Data Science

Several years ago, I was invited to a panel of the National Research Council called the “Data-Science-Education
Roundtable.” The output of this group can be seen at [16]. It was organized not by the computer-science wing
of the NRC but the statistics branch. The participants were roughly equally divided between statisticians and
computer scientists, plus a few from other disciplines. Part of my experience was seeing how statisticians thought
about the world of data and its application. The most obvious point was that the field of statistics views data
science as its own.
To be fair, let’s be clear at the outset that I have great respect for statisticians and the work they do. Statistics
has become increasingly important to the modern study of data, including, but not limited to machine learning.
Many statisticians are starting to focus on computation and data analysis in the same way as we do in the database
community or in computer science more generally. Just to offer one small example, one of my favorite techniques
is locality-sensitive hashing, which is an idea that came squarely out of the database community [7]. Yet one of
my colleagues in the Statistics Department at Stanford, Art Owen, showed me something [12] about a key step,
minhashing [4], that speeds up the process by a very large factor – something we should have been able to figure
out years ago, but didn’t.
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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However, my experience in the roundtable also gave me the sense that there is an effort on the part of some
in the statistics community to define statistics as the central component of data science. I, in contrast, would
see the algorithms and techniques for processing large-scale data efficiently as the center of data science. There
is a general sense that data science is a discipline that combines the knowledge of several fields, and I agreed
completely. But what are those fields, and how do they interact? The question is considered so important that
competing communities have published Venn diagrams to justify their own centrality in data science. There was a
recent article [10] summarizing and commenting upon a number of these diagrams. Or if you really want to see
the full spectrum of viewpoints expressed as venn diagrams, issue the search query [wikipedia data science venn
diagrams].

2.1

The Conway Diagram

It appears that statisticians all use a particular diagram, due to Drew Conway. This diagram shows three sets
intersecting: “hacking skills,” “math and statistics,” and “substantive expertise.” At the roundtable, this diagram
was shown several times to illustrate the importance of statistics, and I have seen statisticians in several other
contexts showing the same diagram to explain the importance of their field to data science. I reproduce the
diagram in Fig. 1, but I have added my own edits and comments to explain what is misleading about the diagram.

It’s called CS.
And it’s a lot
more than
writing code.

Computer
Science

Really? ML is
just math/stat
Implemented, without application?

Really?
Math without
algorithms is a
tradition?

Danger? Really?
Most data science
operates here.

Normally
“domain
knowledge”

1

Figure 1: The Conway Venn diagram for data science
In fact, almost every region of the diagram is misleading in some way.
1. First, a small matter: what is referred to as “substantive expertise” is generally called “domain knowledge”
or something similar.
2. The most egregious impropriety is referring to computer science as “hacking skills.” Computer science
brings far more to data science than the ability to write code. We offer algorithms, models, and frameworks,
for solving problems of all sorts. All of that is essential in dealing with data.
3. “Traditional research” is shown in the diagram as math/stat intersected with applications. In other words,
in this form of research, one thinks about the application, but does not write any code, and therefore there
is nothing that affects the real world. I don’t know whose tradition that is, but I am glad to say it is not the
tradition of the database community.
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4. Machine learning has an odd place in this diagram. It is described as “hacking” plus math/stat. The
implication is that machine learning has nothing to do with applications. In practice, it has everything to do
with applications, which is why today the algorithms from machine learning are taken so seriously, not
only in the database community, but all across computer science.
5. And then there is what Conway calls the “danger zone” – writing code to solve problems in application
areas without the wise guidance of a statistician. Well almost all of data science is like that. For just one
example, Google and other mail services are pretty good at detecting phishing emails. How good? We
really don’t know, and even if we could do a statistical analysis today, it would not be valid tomorrow, as
the threats change. The real danger would be refusing to do the best we could, and letting some poor soul
send their life savings to some scam artist.

2.2

My Venn Diagram

I too offered a Venn diagram (Fig. 2) that I believe better represents the relationships between the fields. There is
computer science and the various domain sciences, and somewhere in the intersection of these is data science.
Machine learning is a branch of computer science – a very important subset these days. Some of machine learning
is used for data science, although there are other uses of machine learning that are more internal to computing.
Many of these applications are considered “artificial intelligence” these days, e.g., driverless cars or intrusion
detection. Finally, I see both math and statistics as very important tools for all of computer science, and the small
bubbles in my diagram do not do justice to their importance. However, I drew them as shown to emphasize that
they do not really impact domain sciences directly. but rather they do so through the software that is developed,
often with their important aid.

Computer
Science
Math
Machine
Learning

Bubbles not to scale

Stat

Data Science

Domain
Science
1

Figure 2: A personal view of the relationship between computer science, machine learning, and statistics

2.3

The Big Difference: Database and Statistics Value Systems

Perhaps the most contentious implication of my diagram is that math/stat does not address domain applications
directly. After all, the Conway diagram talks about “traditional research” as doing just that. But while there may
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be interaction between applications and math/stat that bypasses computing, I think it is rare that the interaction
results in any benefit to the application.
To illustrate the distinction, look at the report of the fourth meeting of the data-science education roundtable
[14]. One part of the discussion centered on the “hackathon” run by the American Statistical Association, called
“Datafest.” Superficially, this event is just like the sort of hackathon we see run for computer-science students. The
competing teams are given a large dataset, drawn from some application area. But there is a big difference in how
the competition is evaluated. Competitors are not expected to solve someone’s problem, and are not evaluated on
the quality of their solution. Rather, “awards were given for best data visualization, best use of external data, and
best insight.” In other words, you win a statistical hackathon by doing something of interest to statisticians, not
by solving someone else’s problem. I hope the reader appreciates the opposite approach, where the goal is to
serve, not to amuse oneself. That approach, for example, is what drives the computer-science-oriented Kaggle
competitions [13].

3

Database Systems and Machine Learning

Now, let us turn to how the rise of machine learning has impacted the use of data. There is no question that
machine learning has had enormous impact on our ability to use data to solve problems. Many of the most
impressive recent achievements have been applications of algorithms in the machine-learning class. However, I
do not believe that machine learning is a complete replacement for the algorithms that have been developed in the
database community. I wish the reader to consider three issues:
1. There are many problems involving “big data” that are not really machine-learning problems.
2. Not everything that machine learning claims as its own really comes from there.
3. Many machine-learning methods produce mysterious models that do not support explanation or justification.

3.1

Machine Learning Is Not All of Data Science

I believe a fair definition of machine learning is algorithms that use data to create a model of something, from
which answers can be derived. For example, machine learning can be used to build a model of spam emails, so
that a given email can be fed to the model and reliably found to be spam or not spam (“ham”). But not every
useful solution can be expressed as a model. For example, we earlier mentioned locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)
as an important technique from the database community for dealing with data. LSH is a body of techniques (see,
e.g., Chapter 3 of [11]) for finding similar items in a dataset without having to look at all pairs. You don’t need
for the dataset to be very large before looking at all pairs is prohibitive; even a million items in your set implies
half a trillion pairs that would need to be looked at. So when applicable, LSH can be a very powerful tool. But
there is no model involved. It is not an instance of machine learning.

3.2

Machine-Learning Advocates Sometimes Claim Too Much

I have heard of clustering, for example, defined as a branch of machine learning, even though clustering has
been studied from well before there was such a thing as machine learning. Gradient descent is another example
of something that predates machine learning, yet somehow is popularly regarded as a machine-learning topic.
Another important example concerns association rules. This idea was pioneered in 1993–4 by Rakesh Agrawal
and his friends [1] [2] and predates almost all of machine learning. I even recall talking to a machine-learning
advocate and offering LSH as an example of a big-data algorithm that had nothing to do with machine learning.
His response was that LSH “must be machine learning, because it is a really good idea.”
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3.3

Explainability

Often, a machine-learning algorithm draws correct conclusions that cannot be explained except by showing
the model. And that model is often so complex that it means nothing to the average user. Sometimes, no one
cares; the important thing is that the model, say, gives the correct diagnosis, even if its reasoning is hidden in the
processing of a megapixel image. On the other hand, sometimes, we have a right to an explanation. For example,
if your insurance company raises your rates because some model of automobile accidents has decided you are
more likely to have an accident than the previous model showed, it seems proper that you at least be told why this
is happening to you. In Europe, the GDPR laws [17] guarantee you that right.
But non-machine-learning approaches are often more explainable than machine-learning models. To see
the difference, let us reconsider the matter of association rules as a way to identify spam emails. One would
produce a set of “rules,” which in this case would be sets of words, whose presence in an email indicates it is
spam. You might think of these rules as a model of spam, which is probably why machine-learning advocates
view the method as their own. But in fact, the algorithms used to find association rules do not “learn” a model
from the data. They simply count the number of spam emails that contain certain sets of words, and if that count
is high enough, they declare a rule that emails containing that set of words is spam. For instance, we might expect
that one rule would say that emails containing the set {Nigerian, prince} are spam. In contrast, even the
simplest machine-learning technique, such as learning a (positive or negative) weight on each possible word, and
declaring spam if the sum of the weights exceeds a threshold, will be more accurate than a solution based on
association rules.
However, the association-rule approach is explainable, while the machine-learning model is not. If I really
am a Nigerian prince, and all my emails are sent to spam, at least I can understand why. On the other hand, if you
have ever asked gmail why it declared something to be spam, its usual answer is something like “it looked like
other emails that were spam.” That is, whatever model we are using today said it was spam, and that’s all we can
tell you.1

4

Attacks on the Use of Data

It is common to blame data for the ills of society. However, the fault rarely lies in the idea of using data to address
a social issue. Rather, the source of error is more likely to come from:
1. People intentionally or unintentionally misusing the data, or
2. Problems in the reality that the data faithfully reflects.

4.1

Misuse of Data

At the Data-Science-Education Roundtable, there was a discussion in the fifth session on data ethics, which you
may find in [15]. One common problem discussed was the use of “false proxies.” For an example given there, a
city wants to deploy its police to the areas where crime occurs. What they have is data on where arrests occur,
so they send their police there, and lo and behold, they arrest more from those areas. But arrests do not reflect
solely the occurrence of crime; they also reflect the presence of police to make the arrests. So a possible error is
perpetuated by the data. That is, if for bad reasons, police had been sent to certain areas preferentially in the past,
1

Interestingly, I was the victim in way similar to that of the hypothetical Nigerian prince. A dean asked me for a letter concerning a
candidate for promotion, which I sent. He claimed the email never arrived, so I sent it again. It never arrived. Eventually, he discovered
that the mail system at his university had a rule that said anything from my email address was to be discarded immediately. I suspect
someone at some time engaged in a denial-of-service attack using my faked email address. At least we were able to understand the
problem and get it fixed quickly.
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the data will truly reflect that there are more arrests in those areas. Perhaps, just as much crime occurs elsewhere,
but the arrest rate is lower in places where the police presence is low.
Another common example of where data can perpetuate bias concerns a hypothetical company that has
always discriminated against women when promotions are handed out. They want to build an AI system using
machine learning, to process resumes and identify those with characteristics similar to those of their successful
employees. But the data shows that being female is an indication that the candidate will not be successful, so the
machine-learning algorithm learns from the data to reject applications from females. The data again perpetuates
an existing bias. But the data didn’t create the bias; people did.

4.2

Data Reflecting a World We Don’t Like

A less reasonable charge against the use of data is that the resulting systems reflect something about society that
the speaker opposes. A clear example of this sort of false reasoning concerns Word2Vec [13], a system developed
at Google several years ago (since popularly superseded by an alternative system called BERT [6]) that embeds
words in a high-dimensional vector space, in such a way that words with similar meaning have vectors that are
close. The intuitive idea is to look at the words that typically surround the word w in question. The vector for
w then is a weighed combination of directions associated with its surrounding words. For example, we would
expect Coke and Pepsi to have similar vectors, because people talk about them in much the same way.
The problem arose when it was observed that certain vector equations were approximately followed. For
example, as vectors,
London − England + France = Paris
That is, London and Paris, being the capitals and largest cities of their respective countries, have around them
many words reflecting that status. However, we would expect London to have more words that are associated
with England surrounding it, so take them away and substitute words associated with France.
No one was disturbed by that observation, but other equations raised some hackles. For instance, [5] called
out the equation
doctor − man + woman = nurse
A similar objection to another such equation is discussed in [3]. However, if you look at this equation, it is asking
“find me a profession like doctor, but with more females. About 50% of doctors are women, but close to 90% of
nurses are women. We expect that words surrounding doctor and nurse would be similar, but the latter will
more often be found near words like she. So the equation makes sense. What these negative articles are really
objecting to is a society where women are more likely to be channeled into nursing. I agree, and probably in the
not-too-distant future, that will not be the case. But my point is: don’t blame the data. Systems like Word2Vec or
BERT, when trained on a large corpus like Wikipedia, will reflect language as used by a broad segment of the
public, and that usage will in turn reflect what is generally thought to be true, regardless of whether we like that
truth or not.

5

The Last Word

I hope the reader will take away the following thoughts:
• Data and its management is still the essence of data science.
• While machine learning is very important, it is far from the only tool or idea needed for effective data
science.
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• Although there have been misuses of data, we should not blame data if it reflects the world as it is, rather
than as we would like it to be.
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Abstract
The global health threat from COVID-19 has been controlled in a number of instances by large-scale
testing and contact tracing efforts. We created this document to suggest three functionalities on how
we might best harness computing technologies to supporting the goals of public health organizations in
minimizing morbidity and mortality associated with the spread of COVID-19, while protecting the civil
liberties of individuals. In particular, this work advocates for a third-party–free approach to assisted
mobile contact tracing, because such an approach mitigates the security and privacy risks of requiring
a trusted third party. We also explicitly consider the inferential risks involved in any contract tracing
system, where any alert to a user could itself give rise to de-anonymizing information.
More generally, we hope to participate in bringing together colleagues in industry, academia, and
civil society to discuss and converge on ideas around a critical issue rising with attempts to mitigate the
COVID-19 pandemic.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Several communities and nations seeking to minimize death tolls from COVID-19, are resorting to mobilebased, contact tracing technologies as a key tool in mitigating the pandemic. Harnessing mobile computing
technologies is an obvious means to dramatically scale-up conventional epidemic response strategies to do
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
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tracking at population scale. However, straightforward and well-intentioned contact-tracing applications can
invade personal privacy and provide governments with justification for data collection and mass surveillance
that are inconsistent with the civil liberties that citizens will and should expect—and demand. To be effective,
acceptable, and consistent with the need to observe commitments to privacy, we must leverage designs and
computing advances in privacy and security. In cases where it is valuable for individuals to share data with
others, systems must provide voluntary mechanisms in accordance with ethical principles of personal decision
making, including disclosure, and consent. We refer to efforts to identify, study, and field such privacy-sensitive
technologies, architectures, and protocols in support of mobile tracing as PACT (Privacy sensitive protocols And
mechanisms for mobile Contact Tracing).
The objective of PACT is to set forth transparent privacy and anonymity standards,
which permit adoption of mobile contract tracing efforts while upholding civil liberties.
This work specifies a third-party–free set of protocols and
mechanisms in order to achieve these objectives. While approaches which rely on trusted third parties can be straightforward,
many naturally oppose the aggregation of information and power
that it represents, the potential for misuse by a central authority,
and the precedent that such an approach would set.
It is first helpful to review the conventional contact tracing
strategies executed by public health organizations, which operate
as follows: Positively tested citizens are asked to reveal (voluntarily, or enforced via public health policy or by law depending on
region) their contact history to public health officers. The public Figure 1: Proximity-Based Tracing. The
health officers then inform other citizens who have been at risk basic idea is that users broadcast signals
to the infectious agent based on co-location, via some definition (“pseudonyms”), while also recording the sigof co-location, supported by look-up or inference about locations. nals they receive. Notably, this co-location
The citizens deemed to be at risk are then asked to take appropri- approach avoids the need to collect and share
ate action (often to either seek tests or to quarantine themselves absolute location information. Credit: M Eiand to be vigilant about symptoms). It is important to emphasize fler.
that the current approach already makes a tradeoff between the
privacy of a positively tested individual and the benefits to society.
We describe mobile contact-tracing functionalities that seeks to augment the services provided by public
health officers, by enabling the following capabilities via computing and communications technology:
• Mobile-assisted contact tracing interviews: A citizen who becomes ill can use this functionality to
improve the efficiency and completeness of manual contact tracing interviews. In many situations, the
citizen can speed up the interview process by filling in much of a contact interview form before the contact
interview process even starts, reducing the burden on public health authorities. The privacy-sensitivity here
is ensured since all the data remains on the user’s device, except for what they voluntarily decide to reveal
to health authorities in order to enable contact tracing. In advance of their making a decision to share, they
are informed about how their data may be used and the potential risks of sharing.
• Narrowcast messages: Public health authorities can make available custom-tailored messages to specific,
relevant subsets of citizens. For example, the following message might be issued: “If you visited the X
Eldercare Center between March 7th and 10th, please email yy@hhhealth.org” or “Please refrain from
entering playground Z until April 6th because it needs to undergo decontamination.” A mobile app can
download all of these messages and display those relevant to a citizen based on the app’s sensory log or
potential future movements. This capability allows public health officials to quickly warn people when new
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hotspots arise, or canvas for general information. It enables a citizen to be well-informed about extremely
local pandemic-relevant events.
• Privacy-sensitive, mobile tracing: Proximity-based signals seem to provide the best available contact
sensor from one phone to another; see Figure 1 for the basic approach. Proximity-based sensing can
be done in a privacy-sensitive manner. With the approach, no absolute location information is collected
nor shared. Variants of proximity-based analyses have been employed in the past for privacy-sensitive
analyses in healthcare [26]. Taking advantage of proximity-based signals can speed the process of contact
discovery and enable contact tracing of otherwise undiscoverable people like the fellow commuter on the
train. This can also be done with a third-party–free approach providing similar privacy tradeoffs as manual
contact tracing. This functionality can enable someone who has become ill with symptoms consistent with
COVID-19, or who has received confirmation of infection with a positive test for COVID-19, to voluntarily
and under a pseudonym, share information that may be relevant to the wellness of others. In particular, a
system can manage, in a privacy-sensitive manner, data about individuals who came in close proximity to
them over a period of time (e.g., the last two weeks), even if there is no personal connection between these
individuals. Individuals who share information do so with disclosure and consent around potential risks of
private information being shared. We further discuss disclosure, security concerns, and re-identification
risks in Section 2.
Importantly, these protocols, by default, keep all personal data on a citizens’ phones (aside for pseudonymous
identifiers broadcast to other local devices), while enabling these key capabilities; information is shared via
voluntary disclosure actions taken, with the understandings relayed via careful disclosure. For example, if
someone never tests positive for COVID-19 or tests positive but decides not to use the system, then *NO* data is
ever sent from their phone to any remote servers; such individuals would be contacted by standard contact tracing
mechanisms arising from reportable disease rules. The data on the phone can be encrypted and can be set up to
automatically time out based on end-user controlled policies. This would prevent the dataset from being accessed
or requested via legal subpoena or other governmental programs and policies.
We specify protocols for all three separate functionalities above, and each app designer can decide which
ones to use. These protocols notably have different value adoption curves: Narrowcast and Mobile-assisted
contact tracing have a value which is linear in the average adoption rate while privacy-sensitive mobile tracing
has value quadratic in the average adoption rate due to requiring both ends of the connection be working. This
quadratic dependence implies low initial value so we expect Narrowcast and Mobile-assisted contact tracing to
provide initial value in adoption while privacy-sensitive mobile tracing provides substantial additional value once
adoption rates are high.
We note that there are an increasing number of concurrent contact tracing protocols being developed – see in
particular Section 5 for a discussion of solutions based on proximity based tracing (as in Figure 1). In particular,
there are multiple concurrent approaches using proximity based signaling; our approach has certain advantageous
properties, as it is particularly simple and requires very little data transfer.
One point to emphasize is that, with this large number of emerging solutions, it is often difficult for the user
to interpret what “privacy preserving” means in many of these protocols1 . One additional goal in providing the
concrete protocols herein is to have a broader discussion of both privacy-sensitivity and security, along with a
transparent discussion of the associated re-identification risks — the act itself of alerting a user to being at risk
provides de-anonymizing information, as we discuss shortly.
From a civil liberties standpoint, the privacy guarantees these protocols ensure are designed to be consistent
with the disclosures already extant in contract tracing methods done by public health services (where some
1

In fact, due to re-identification risks, there is a strong case to be made that the terminology of “privacy preserving” is ill-suited to this
context.
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Figure 2
Figure 3: PACT Tracing Protocol. First, a user generates a random seed, which they treat as private information.
Then all users broadcast random-looking signals to users in their proximity via Bluetooth and, concurrently, all
users also record all the signals they hear being broadcast by other users in their proximity. Each person’s broadcasts (their “pseudonyms”) are a function of their private seed, and they change these broadcasted pseudonyms
periodically (e.g. every minute). Whenever a user tests positive, the positive user then can voluntarily publish, on
a public server, information which enables the reconstruction of all the signals they have broadcasted to others
during the infection window (precisely, they publish their private seed, and, using the seed, any other user can
figure out what pseudonyms the positive user has previously broadcasted). Now, any other user can determine
whether they are at risk by checking whether the signals they heard are published on the server. Note that the
“public lists” can be either lists from hospitals, which have confirmed seeds from positive users, or they can be
self-reports (see Section 2.3). Credit: M Eifler.
information from a positive tested citizen is revealed to other at risk citizens). In short, we seek to empower
public health services, while maintaining civil liberties.
We also note that these contact tracing solutions are not meant to replace conventional contact tracing
strategies employed by public health organizations; not everyone has phones, and not everyone that has a phone
will use this app. Therefore, it is still critical to leverage conventional approaches, along with the approaches
outlined in this paper. In fact, two of our protocols are designed for assisting public health organizations (and are
designed with input from public health organizations).

2

FAQ: Privacy, Security, and Re-Identification

Throughout, we refer to an at risk individual as one who has been in contact with an individual who has tested
as positive for COVID-19 (under criteria as defined by public health programs, e.g., “within 6 feet for over 10
minutes”).
Before we start this discussion, it is helpful to consider one principle which the proposed protocols respect:
“If you do not report as being positive, then no information of yours will leave your phone.” From a more technical
standpoint, the statement that is consistent with our protocols is:
If you do not report as being positive, then only random (“pseudonymized”) signals
are permitted to be broadcast from your phone.
These random broadcasts are what allows proximity based tracing; see Figure 2 for a description of the mobile
tracing protocol. It is worthwhile to note that this principle is consistent, in spirit, with conventional contract
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tracing approaches, where only positively tested individuals reveal information to the public health authorities.
With the above principle, the discussion at hand largely focuses on what can be inferred when a positive disclosure
occurs along with how a malicious party can impact the system.
We focus the discussion on the “mobile tracing” protocol for the following reasons: “Narrowcasting” allows
people to listen for events in their region, so it can viewed as a one way messaging system. For “mobile-assisted
interviews,” all the data remains on the user’s device, except for what they voluntarily reveal to public health
authorities in order to enable contact tracing.
All the claims are consequences of basic security properties that can formally be proved about the protocol,
and in particular, about the cryptographic mechanism generating these random-looking signals.

2.1

Confidentiality, Re-Identification, and Inferential Risks

We start first with what private information is protected and what is shared voluntarily, following disclosure and
consent. The inferential risk is due to that the alert itself is correlated with other information, from which a user
could deduce de-anonymizing information.
1. If I tested positive and I voluntarily disclose this information, what does the protocol reveal to others?
Any other citizen who uses a mobile application following this protocol who has been at risk is notified. In
some versions the time(s) that the exposure(s) occurred may be shared. In the basic mobile tracing system
that we envision, beyond exposure to specific individuals, no information is revealed to any other citizens or
entities (authorities, insurance companies, etc).
It is also worthwhile noting that, if you are negative, then the protocol does not directly transmit any of
your private information to any public database or any other third party; the protocol does transmit random
(“pseudonymized”) signals that your phone broadcasts.
2. Re-Identification and Inferential Risks. Can a positive citizen’s identity, who chooses to report being
positive, be inferred by others?
Identification is possible and is a risk to volunteers who would prefer to remain de-identified. Preventing
proximity-based identification of this sort is not possible to avoid in any protocol, even in manual contact
tracing as done by public health services, simply because the exposure alert may contain information that is
correlated with identifying information. For example, an individual who had been in close proximity to only
one person over the last two weeks can infer the identity of this positively tested individual. However, the
positive’s identity will never be explicitly broadcast. In fact, identities are not even stored in the dataset: It is
only the positive person’s random broadcasts that are stored.
3. Mitigating Re-identification. Can the app be designed so as to mitigate re-identification risks to average
users?
While the protocol itself allows a sophisticated user, who is at risk, to learn the time at which the exposure
occurred, the app itself can be designed to mitigate the risk. For example, in the app design, the re-identification
risk could be mitigated by only informing the user that they are at risk, or the app could only provide the
rough time of day at which the exposure occurred. This is a mild form of mitigation, which a malicious or
sophisticated user could try to circumvent.

2.2

Attacks

We now directly address questions about the potential for malicious hackers, governments, or organizations to
compromise the system. In some cases, cryptographically secure procedures can prevent certain attacks, and, in
other cases, malicious disclosure of information is prevented because the protocol stores no data outside of your
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device by default. Only cryptographically secure data from positively confirmed individuals is stored outside of
devices.
1. Integrity Attacks. If you are negative, can a malicious citizen listen to your phone’s broadcasts and, then
report positive pretending to be you?
No, this is not possible, provided you keep your initial seed private (see Figure 2). Furthermore, even if the
malicious party records all Bluetooth signals going into and out of your phone, this is not possible.
This attack is important to avoid, since, suppose a malicious entity observes all Bluetooth signals sent from
your phone. Then, you would not want this entity to report you as positive. This attack is not possible as the
seed uniquely identifies your broadcasts and remains unknown to the attacker, unless the attacker is able to
successfully break the underlying cryptographic mechanism, which is unlikely to be possible.
2. Inferential Attacks. Can a positive citizen’s location, who chooses to report being positive, be inferred by
others?
It is possible for a malicious party to simultaneously record broadcasts at multiple different locations, including
those that the positive citizen visited. Using these recordings, the malicious party could infer where the positive
citizen was. The times at which the citizen visited these locations can also be inferred.
3. Replay and Reliability Attacks. If a citizen is alerted to be at risk, is it possible the citizen was not in the
proximity of a positive individual?
There are a few unlikely attacks that can trigger a false alert. One is a replay attack. For example, suppose a
malicious group of multiple individuals colludes to try and pretend to be a single individual; precisely, suppose
they all use the same private seed (see Figure 2). Then if only one of these malicious individuals makes a
positive report, then multiple people can be alerted, even if those people were not in the proximity of the
person who made the positive report. The protocol incorporates several measures to make such attacks as
difficult as possible.
4. Physical Attacks. What information is leaked if a citizen’s device is compromised by a hacker, stolen, or
physically seized by an authority?
Generally, existing mechanisms protect access to the storage of a phone. Should these mechanisms fail, the
device only stores enough information to reconstruct the signals broadcast over a period of time prior to the
compromise which amounts to the length of the infection window (i.e., two weeks), in addition to collected
signals. This enables some additional inference attacks. It is not possible to learn whether the user has ever
reported positive.

2.3

Lab-Based and Self-Confirmed Reporting; Reliability Concerns

Given that we would like the protocol to be of use to different states and countries, we seek an approach which
allows for both security in reporting and for flexibility from the app designer in regions where it may make sense
to consider reports which are self-confirmed positives tests or self-confirmed symptoms.
1. Reporting. Does the protocol support both medically confirmed positive tests and self-confirmed positives
tests?
Yes, it supports both. The uploaded files contain signatures from the uploading party (i.e. from a hospital lab
or from any app following the protocol). This permits an app designer the freedom to use information from
health systems and information from individuals in possibly different manners. In less developed nations, it
may be helpful to permit the app designer to allow for reports based on less reliable signatures.
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2. Reliability. How will the protocol handle issues of false positives and false negatives, with regards to alerting?
What about cases when users don’t have (or use their) mobile phones?
The protocol does not explicitly address this, but a deployment requires both thoughtful app design and
responsible communication with the public.
With regards to the former, the false positive and false negative rates have to be taken into account when
determining how to make at risk reports. More generally, estimates of the probabilities can be helpful to a user
(or an otherwise interpretable report); such reports can be particularly relevant for those in high risk categories
(such as the elderly and immuno-compromised individuals).
Furthermore, not everyone has a smartphone, and not everyone with a smartphone will use this app. Thus,
users of this app – if they have not received any notification of exposure with COVID-19 positive cases –
should not assume that they have not been around such positive cases. This means, for example, that they
should still be cautious and follow all appropriate current public health guidelines, even if the app has not
alerted them to possible COVID-19 exposure. This is particularly important until there is sufficient penetration
of the app in any local population.

2.4

Other Threats (Exogenous to the Protocols)

We now list threats that are outside of the scope of the protocol, yet important to consider. Care should be taken
to address these concerns:
• Trusted Communication. Communication between users and servers must be protected using standard
mechanisms (i.e., the TLS protocol [20]).
• Spurious Entries. Self-reporting allows a malicious user to report themselves positive when they are not,
and generally may allow several fake reports (i.e. a flooding attack). Mitigation techniques should be
introduced to reduce the risk of such attacks.
• Invalid Authentication. Positive reports should be validated using digital signatures, e.g., by healthcare
providers. This requires appropriate public-key infrastructure to be in place. Additional vulnerabilities
related to misuse or misconfiguration of this infrastructure can affect reliability of positive reports.
• Implementation Issues. Implementation aspects may weaken some of our claims, and need to be addressed.
For example, signals we send over Bluetooth as part of our protocol may be correlated with other signals
which de-anonymize the user.

3

Protocols

We now provide an overview of the three functionalities of PACT.

3.1

Privacy-sensitive Mobile Tracing

This section describes and discusses a privacy-sensitive mobile tracing protocol. Our protocol follows a pattern
wherein users exchange IDs via Bluetooth communication. If a user is both infected (we refer to such users
as positive, and otherwise as negative) and willing to warn others who may have been at risk via proximity to
the user, then de-identified information is uploaded to a server to warn other users of potential exposure. The
approach has been followed by a number of similar protocols – we describe the differences with some of them in
Section 5. In Appendix 6.B, we discuss an alternative approach which may offer some efficiency and privacy
advantages, at the cost of relying on signatures as opposed to hash functions.
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3.1.1

Protocol description

Low-level technical details are omitted, e.g., how values are broadcast. Further, it is assumed the communication
between users and the server is protected using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol. We first describe a
variant of the protocol without entry validation, and discuss how to easily extend it to validate entries below.
• Parameters. We fix an understood time unit dt and define ∆ such that ∆ · dt equals the
infection window. (Typically, this would be two weeks.) We also fix the bit length n of the
identifiers. (Typically, n = 128.) We also use a function G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}2n which is
assumed to be a secure cryptographic pseudorandom generator (PRG).2 If n = 128, we can
use G(x) = SHA-256(x).
• Pseudorandom ID Generation. Every user broadcasts a sequence of IDs id1 , id2 , . . . ∈
{0, 1}n . The i-th idi is broadcast at any time in the window [t0 + dt · (i − 1), t0 + dt · i[, where
t0 is the start time. To generate these IDs, the user initially samples a random n-bit seed S0 ,
and then computes
(Si , idi ) ← G(Si−1 )
for i = 1, 2, . . .. After i time units, the user only stores S ∗ ← Smax{i−∆,0} , the time t∗ at
which S ∗ was generated, the current Si , and the time ti at which Si was generated. Note that if
the device was powered off or the application disabled, we need to advance to the appropriate
Si .
• Pseudorandom ID Collection. For every id broadcast by a device in its proximity at time t, a
user stores a pair (id, t) in its local storage S.
• Reporting. To report a positive test, the user uploads (S ∗ , tstart = t∗ , tend = ti ) to the server,
which appends it to a public list L. The server checks that tstart and tend are reasonable before
accepting the entry. Once reported, the user erases its memory and restarts the pseudorandom
ID generation procedure.
• Checking Exposure. A user downloads L from the server (or the latest portion of it). For
every entry (S ∗ , tstart , tend ) in L, it generates the sequence of IDs id∗1 , . . . , id∗∆ starting from
S ∗ , as well as estimates t∗i of the time at which each id∗i was initially broadcast. If S contains
(id∗i , t) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , ∆} such that t and t∗i are sufficiently close, the user is alerted of
potential exposure.
Setting Delays. To prevent replay attacks, an entry (S ∗ , tstart , tend ) should be published with a slight delay. This
is to prevent an id∗∆ generated from S ∗ being recognized as a potential exposure by any user if immediately
rebroadcast by a malicious party.
Entry Validation. Entries can (and should) be validated by attaching a signature σ on (S ∗ , tstart , tend ) when reporting, as well as (optionally) a certificate to validate this signature. An entry thus has form (S ∗ , tstart , tend , σ, cert).
Entries can be validated by multiple entities, by simply re-uploading them with a new signature.
A range of designs and policies are supported by this approach. Upon an initial update, a (weakly secure)
signature with an app-specific key could be attached for self-reporting. This signature does not provide any real
security (as we cannot guarantee that an app-specific signing key remains secret), but can be helpful to offer
improved functionality. Third-parties (like health-care providers) can re-upload an entry with their signature after
validation. An app can adopt different policies on how to display a potential exposure depending on how it is
validated.
We also do not specify here the infrastructure required to establish the validity of certificates, or how a user
interacts with a validating party, as this is outside the scope of this description.
2

This means that its output, under a random input, is indistinguishable from a random string to a computationally bounded adversary.
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Fixed-Length Sequences of IDs. As stated, during the first ∆ − 1 time units a user will have generated a
sequence of fewer than ∆ IDs. During this time, the number of IDs the user has generated from its current S ∗ is
determined by how long ago the user started the current pseudorandom ID generation procedure (either when they
initially started using the protocol or when they last submitted a report). This may be undesirable information to
reveal to a party that gains access to the sequence of IDs (e.g. if the user submits a report or if the party gains
physical access to the user’s device). So to avoid revealing this information, a user may optionally iterate to S∆
and use id∆ as the first ID they broadcast when starting or restarting the pseudorandom ID generation procedure.
Synchronized Updates. Suppose a user updates their seed every dt amount of time after whenever they
happened to originally start the ID generation process. Then it may be possible to correlate two IDs of a user by
noticing that the times at which the IDs were initially broadcast were separated in time by a multiple of dt. To
mitigate this it would be beneficial to have an agreed schedule of when all users update their seed. For example,
if dt is 15 minutes then it might be agreed that everyone should update their seed at midnight UTC, followed by
12:15, 12:30, and so forth.
Unfortunately, a user’s ID updates also need to be synchronized with their device’s Bluetooth UUID. The
timing of this cannot be controlled by applications on many phones, so it is likely not possible to arrange for the
update of IDs to be synchronized as described. Other mitigation techniques should be taken instead to prevent
IDs from being linked based on the timing of when they are changed.
3.1.2

Privacy and Security Properties

Privacy and integrity properties of the protocol follow from the following two propositions. (Their proofs are
omitted and follow from standard techniques.) In the following discussion, it is convenient to refer to an ID value
idi output by a user as unreported if it is not within the ∆ id’s generated by a seed the user has reported to the
server.
Proposition 1 (Pseudorandomness): All unreported IDs are pseudorandom, i.e., no observer (different than
the user) can distinguish them from random looking strings (independent from the state of the user) without
compromising the security of G.
Proposition 2 (One-wayness): No attacker can produce a seed S which generates a sequence of ∆ IDs that
include an unreported ID generated by an honest user (not controlled by the adversary) without compromising the
security of G.
To discuss the consequences of these properties on privacy and integrity, let us refer to users as either “positive”
or “negative” depending on whether they decided to report as positive, by uploading their seed to the server, or
not.
• Privacy for negative users. By the pseudorandomness property, a negative user u only broadcasts pseudorandom IDs. These IDs cannot be linked without knowledge of the internal state of u. This privacy
guarantee improves with the frequency of updating the seed Si – ideally, if a different idi is broadcast each
time, no linking is possible. This however results in less efficient checking for exposure by negative users.3
• Privacy for positive users. Upon reporting positive, the last ∆ IDs generated by the positive user can
be linked. (We discuss what this means below, and possible mitigation approaches.) However, by
pseudorandomness, this is only true for the IDs generated within the infection window. Older IDs and
newer IDs cannot be linked with those in the infection window, and with each other. Therefore, a positive
user has the same guarantees as a negative user outside of the reported infection window.
3
In a Bluetooth implementation, one needs to additionally ensure that each different idi is broadcast with a different UUID to prevent
linking.
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• Integrity guarantees. It is infeasible for an attacker to upload to the server a value S ∗ which generates an
unreported ID that equals one generated by another user. This prevents the attacker from misreporting IDs
of otherwise negative users and erroneously alerting their contacts.
Timing Information and Replay Attacks. The timestamping is necessary to prevent replay attacks. In
particular, we are concerned by adversaries rebroadcasting IDs of legitimate users (to be tested positive) outside
the range of their devices. This may create a high number of false exposures to be reported.
An attack we cannot prevent is the following relay attack: An attacker captures an ID of an honest user at
location A, sends it over the Internet to location B, where it is re-broadcast. However, as soon as there is sufficient
delay, the attack is prevented by maintaining sufficiently accurate timing information. (One can envision several
accuracy compromises in the implementation, which we do not discuss here.)
Strong Integrity. Our integrity property does not prevent a malicious user from reporting a seed Se∗ generating
an ID which has been already reported. Given an entry with seed S ∗ , the attacker just chooses (for example)
Se∗ as the first half of G(S ∗ ). The threat of such attacks does not appear significant. However, they could be
prevented with a less lightweight protocol, as we explain next. We refer to the resulting security guarantee as
strong integrity.
Each user generates a signing/verification-key pair (sk, vk) along with the initial seed. Then, we include vk in the ID generation process, in particular let (Si , idi ) ← G(Si−1 , vk). An entry now consists of
(S ∗ , tstart , tend , vk, σ), where σ is a signature (with signing key sk) on (S ∗ , tstart , tend , vk). Entries with invalid
signatures are ignored. (This imposes slightly stronger assumptions on G – pseudorandomness under related
seeds sharing part of the input and binding of vk to Si .)
The TCN protocol, discussed in Section 5, is the only one that targets strong integrity, though their initial
implementation failed to fully achieve it. (The issue has been fixed after our report.)
3.1.3

Inference from Positive IDs

One explicit compromise we take is that IDs of a positive user can be linked within the infection window, and
that the start and end time of the infection window is known. For example, an adversary collecting IDs at
several locations can detect that the same positive user has visited several locations at which it collects broadcast
identifiers. This can be abused for surveillance purposes, but arguably, surveillance itself could be achieved by
other methods. The most problematic aspect is the linking of this individual with the fact that they are positive.
A natural approach to avoid linking, as in [5], is for the the server to only expose the IDs, rather than a seed
from which they are computed. However, this does not make them unlinkable. Imagine, at an extreme, that the
storage on the server is append only (which is a realistic assumption). Then, the IDs belonging to the same user
are stored sequentially. One can obfuscate this leakage of information in several ways, for example by having
the server buffer a certain amount of new IDs, and shuffle them before release. Nonetheless, the actual privacy
improvement is hard to assess without a good statistical model of upload frequency. This also increases the
latency of the system which directly harms its public health value.
A user could also learn at which time the exposure took place, and hence infer the identity of the positive
user from other available information. We stress that the application can and should refuse to display the time of
potential exposure – thus preventing a “casual attacker” from learning timing information. However, a malicious
app can always remember at which time an ID has been seen.

3.2

Mobile-Assisted Contact Tracing Interviews

Contact tracing interviews are laborious and often miss important events due to the limitations of human memory.
Our plan to assist here is to provide information to the end user that can (with consent) be shared with a public
health organization charged with performing contact tracing interviews. This is not an exposure of the entire
observational log, but rather an extract of the information which is requested in a standard contact tracing
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interview. We have been working with healthcare teams from Boston and the University of Washington on
formats and content of information that are traditionally sought by public health agencies. Ideally, such extraction
can be done working with the user before a contact tracing interview even occurs to speed the process.

3.3

Narrowcasting

Healthcare authorities from NYC have informed us that they would love to have the ability to make public service
announcements which are highly tailored to a location or to a subset of people who may have been in a certain
region during specific periods of time. This capability can be enabled with a public server supporting (area x
time,message) pairs. Here “area” is a location, a radius (minimum 10 meters), a beginning time and an ending
time. Only announcements from recognized public health authorities are allowed.
Anyone can manually query the public server to determine if there are messages potentially relevant to
them per their locations and dwells at the locations over a period of time. However, simple automation can
be extremely helpful as phones can listen in and alert based on filters that are dynamically set up based on
privately-held locations and activities. Upon downloading (area x time, message) pairs a phone app (for example)
can automatically check whether the message is relevant to the user. If it is relevant, a message is relayed to the
device owner.
Querying the public server provides no information to the server through the protocol itself, because only a
simple copy is required.

4

Alternative Approaches

We discuss some alternative approaches to mobile tracing. Some of these are expected to be adopted in existing
and future contact-tracing proposals, and we discuss them here.
Hart et al. [11] provides a useful high-level understanding of the issues involved in contact tracing. They
discuss, among other topics, the value of using digital technology to scale contract tracing and the trade-offs
between different classes of solutions.

4.1

Reporting collected IDs

PACT users upload their locally generated IDs upon a positive report. An alternative is to upload collected
IDs of potentially at risk users. This approach (which we refer to as the dual approach) has at least one clear
security disadvantage and one mild privacy advantage over PACT. (The latter is only true if the system is carefully
implemented, as we explain below.)
Disadvantages: Reliability and Integrity Attacks. In the dual approach, a malicious user cannot be
prevented from very easily reporting a very large number of IDs which were not generated by users in physical
proximity. These IDs could have been collected by colluding parties elsewhere, at any time before the report.
Such attacks can seriously hurt the reliability of the system. In PACT, to achieve a similar effect, the attacker
needs to (almost) simultaneously broadcast the same ID in direct proximity of all individuals who should be
falsely alerted to be potentially at risk.
PACT ensures integrity of positive reporting by exhibiting a seed generating these IDs, known only to the
reporter. A user u cannot frame another negative user u0 as a positive user by including an ID generated by u0 .
In the dual approach, user u0 could be framed for example by uploading IDs that have been broadcast in their
surroundings.
Advantage: Improved Temporal Ambiguity. Both in the dual approach and in PACT-like designs, a user
at risk can de-anonymize a positive user from the time at which the matching ID was generated/collected, and
other contextual information (e.g., a surveillance video).
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The dual approach offers a mitigation to this using re-randomization of IDs. We explain one approach [13].
Let G be a prime-order cyclic group with generator g (instantiated via a suitable elliptic curve).
1. Each user u chooses a secret key su as a random element in Zp .
2. Each broadcast ID takes the form idi = (g ri , g ri su ), where r1 , r2 , . . . are random elements of Zp .
3. To upload an ID with form id = (x, y) with a report, a positive user uploads instead a re-randomized
version id0 = (xr , y r ), where r is a fresh random value from Zp .
4. To determine whether they are at risk, user u checks whether an ID of the form id = (x, y) such that
y = xsu is stored on the server.
Under a standard cryptographic assumption – the so-called Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption – the
IDs are pseudorandom. Further, a negative user who learns they are at risk cannot tell which one of the IDs they
broadcast has been reported, as long as the reporting user re-randomized them and all IDs have been generated
using the same su . Note that incorrect randomization only hurts the positive user.
Crucially, however, the privacy benefit inherently relies on each user u re-using the same su , and we cannot
force a malicious user to comply. For example, to track movements of positive users, a surveillance entity can
generate IDs at different locations with form (x, y) where y = xsL and sL depends on the location L. Identifiers
on the server with form (x, xsL ) can then be traced back to location L. A functionally equivalent attack is in fact
more expensive against PACT, as this would require storing all IDs of users broadcast at location L.

4.2

Centralized (Trusted Third-Party) Approaches

We discuss an alternative centralized approach here, which relies on a trusted third party (TTP), typically an
agency of a government. Such a solution requires an initial registration phase with the TTP, where each user
subscribes to the service. Moreover, the protocol operates as follows:
1. Users broadcast random-looking IDs and gather IDs collected in their proximity.
2. Upon a positive test, a user reports to the TTP all of the IDs collected in their proximity during the relevant
infection window. The TTP then alerts the users who generated these IDs, who are now at risk.
In order for the TTP to alert potentially at risk users, it needs to be able to identify the owners of these identifiers.
There a few technical solutions to this problem.
• One option is to have the TTP generate all IDs which are used by the users - this requires either storing
them or (in case only seeds generating them are stored) a very expensive check to identity at risk users.
• A more efficient alternative for the TTP (but with larger identifiers) goes as follows. The trusted third-party
generates a public-key/secret-key pair (sk, pk), making pk public. It also gives a unique token τu to each
user u upon registration, which it remembers. Then, the i-th ID of user u is idi = Enc(pk, τu ). (Note
that encryption is randomized here, so every idi appears independent from prior ones.) The TTP can then
efficiently identify the user who generated idi by decrypting it.
Privacy Considerations. Such a centralized solution offers better privacy against attackers who do not
collude with the TTP - in particular, only pseudorandom identifiers are broadcast all times. Moreover, at risk
individuals only learn that one of the IDs they collected belongs to a positive individual. A -risk users can still
collude, learning some information from the time of being reported at risk, and correlate identifiers belonging to
the same positive user, but this is harder.
The biggest drawback of this solution, however, is the high degree of trust on the TTP. For example:
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• The TTP learns the identities of all at risk users who have been in proximity of the positive subject.
• The TTP can, at any time and independently of any actual report, learn the identity of the user u who
broadcasts a particular ID, or at least link them to their token τu . This could be easily exploited for
surveillance of users adopting the service.
Security Consideration. As in the dual approaches described above, it is trivial for a malicious party
identifying as honest to report valid identifiers of other users (which may have been collected in a distributed
fashion) to erroneously alert them as being at risk. Replay attacks can be mitigated by encrypting extra meta-data
along with τu (e.g., a timestamp), but this would make IDs even longer.
If the TTP is malicious it can target specific users to falsely claim they are at risk or to refrain from informing
them when they actually are at risk.

4.3

Absolute-Location–Centric Mobile Tracing Methods

It is also possible to design protocols based on the sensing of absolute locations (GPS, and GPS extended with
dead reckoning, WiFi, other signals per current localization methods) consistent with “If you do not report as
being positive, then no information of yours will leave your phone” (see Section 2). For example, a system could
upload location traces of positives (cryptographically, in a secure manner), and then negative users, whose traces
are stored on their phones could intersect their traces with the positive traces to check for exposure. This could
potentially be done with stronger cryptographic methods to limit the exposure of information about these traces
to negative users; one could think of this as a more general version of private-set intersection (PSI) [1, 9, 18].
However, such solutions would still reveal traces of positives to a server.
There are two reasons why we do not focus on the details of such an approach here:
• Current localization technologies are not as accurate as the use of Bluetooth-based proximity detection,
and may not be accurate enough to be consistent with medically suggested definitions for exposure.
• Approaches employing the sensing and collection of absolute location information would need to rely more
heavily on cryptographic protocols to keep the positive users traces secure.
However, this is an approach worth keeping in mind as an alternative, per assessments of achievable accuracies
and relevance of the latter accuracies for public health applications.

5

Related Efforts

There are an increasing number of contact tracing applications being created with different protocols. We will
briefly discuss a few of these and how their mobile tracing protocols compare with the approaches described in
Section 3.1 and 4.

5.1

Similar Bluetooth-Based Efforts

The privacy-sensitive mobile tracing protocols proposed by the TCN coalition [21] (adopted e.g. by CoEpi [6] and
CovidWatch [1]), DP3 T [3], and MIT PACT [14] have a similar structure to our proposed protocol. We briefly
describe the technical differences between all of these protocols and discuss the implications of these differences.
(After appearance of all of the aforementioned protocols, Apple and Google adopted a similar approach for their
exposure notification APIs [10].)
Similar to our proposed protocol, these are based on producing pseudorandom IDs by iteratively applying a
PRG G to a seed. In the TCN protocol, the initial seed is derived from a digital signature signing key rak and
G is constructed from two hash functions (which during each iteration incorporate an encoding of the number
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of iterations done so far and the verification key rvk which matches rak). Another proposal is the DP3 T [3]
protocol, in which G is constructed from a hash function, a PRF, and another PRG. The latter PRG is used so that
a single iteration of G produces all the IDs needed for a day. These IDs are used in a random order throughout
the day. Both of these (under appropriate cryptographic assumptions) achieve the same sort of pseudorandomness
and one-wayness properties as our protocol.
The incorporation of rvk into G with TCN is intended to provide strong integrity and allow a reporting user
to include a memo with their report that is cryptographically bound to the report. Two ideas for what such a
memo might include are a summary of the user’s self-reported symptoms (CoEpi) or an attestation from a third
party verifying that the user tested positive (CovidWatch). Because a counter of how many times the seed has
been updated is incorporated into G, a report must specify the corresponding counters. This leaks how long ago
the user generated the initial seed, which could potentially be correlated with identifying information about the
user (e.g., when they initially downloaded the app).
An earlier version of TCN incorrectly bound the digital signature key to the identifiers in a report. Suppose
an honest user has submitted a report for idj through idj 0 (for j < j 0 ) with a user chosen memo. Given this
report, an attacker could create their own report that verifies as valid, but includes the honest user’s idi for some i
between j and j 0 together with a memo of the attacker’s choosing. A fix was proposed after we contacted the
team behind the TCN protocol.
The random order of a user’s IDs for a day by DP3 T is intended to make it difficult for an at risk individual
to identify specifically when they were at risk (and thus potentially, by whom they were exposed). A protocol
cannot hope to hide this sort of timing information from an attacker that chooses to record the time when they
received every ID they see; this serves instead as a mitigation against a casual attacker using an app that does
not store this sort of timing information. In our protocol and TCN, information about the exposure time is not
intended to be hidden by the protocol. In our protocol the time an ID was used is even included as part of a report
and used to prevent replay attacks, as discussed earlier. TCN does not use timing information to prevent replay
attacks, but considers that an app may choose to give users precise information about where they were exposed
(so the user can reason about how likely this potential exposure was to be an actual exposure).
A similar protocol idea was presented in [5]. It differs from the aforementioned proposals in that individual
IDs are uploaded to the server, rather than a seed generating them (leading to increased bandwidth and storage).
Alternatives using bloom filters to reduce storage are discussed, but these inherently decrease the reliability of the
system. DP3 T also recently included a similar protocol as an additional option, using cuckoo filters in place of
bloom filters.

5.2

Centralized Example

The TraceTogether [23] app is currently deployed in Singapore. It uses the BlueTrace protocol designed by at
team at the Government Technology Agency of Singapore. This protocol is closely related to the encryption-based
technique discussed in Section 4.2.

5.3

Absolute-Location–Centric Example

The Private Kit: Safe Paths app [22, 19] intends to use an absolute-location–centric approach to mobile tracing.
They intend to mitigate some of the downsides discussed in Section 4.3 by reported location traces of positive
users to be partially redacted. It is unclear what methodology they intend to use for deciding how to redact traces.
The trade-off in this redaction process between how easily a positive user can be identified from their trace and
how much information must be removed from it (decreasing its usefulness). They intend to use cryptographic
protocols (likely based on [2]) to minimize the amount of information revealed about positive users’ traces.
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5.4

Other Efforts

A group of scientists at the Big Data Institute of Oxford University have proposed the use of a mobile contacttracing app [15, 4] based on their analysis in [8]. The NextTrace [16] project aims to coordinate with COVID-19
testing labs and users, providing software to enable contact tracing. The details of these proposals and the privacy
protections they intend to provide are not publicly available.
The projects we refer to are only a small selection of the mobile contract-tracing efforts currently underway.
A more extensive listing of these projects is being maintained at [25], along with other information of interest to
contract tracing.

6
6.1

Discussion and Further Considerations
Interoperability of Different Protocols

Most protocols like ours store a seed on a server, which is then used to deterministically generate a sequence
of identifiers. Details differ in how exactly these sequences are generated (including the adopted cryptographic
algorithms). However, it appears relatively straightforward for apps to be modified to support all of these different
sequence formats. A potential challenge is data from different protocol may provide different levels of protection
(e.g., the lack of timing information may reduce the effectiveness against replay attacks). This difference in
reliability may be surfaced via the user-interface.
In order to support multiple apps accessing servers for different services, it is important to adopt an interoperable format for entries to be stored on a server and possibly, to develop a common API.

6.2

Ethics Considerations

We acknowledge that ethical questions arise with contact tracing and in the development and adoption of any new
technology. The question of how to balance what is revealed for the good of public health vs individual freedoms
is one that is central to public health law. We iterate that privacy is already impacted by tracing practices. In some
nations, positively tested citizens are required, either by public health policy or by law, to disclose aspects of
their history. Such actions and laws frame multiple concerns about privacy and freedom, and bring up important
questions. The purpose of this document is lay out some of the technological capabilities, which supports broader
discussion and debate about civil liberties and the risks that contact tracing can pose to civil liberties.
Another concern is accessibility to the service: not everyone has a phone (or will have the service installed).
One consequence of this is that the quality of contract tracing in a certain population inherently depends on
factors orthogonal to the technological aspects, which in turn raises important questions about fairness.

6.3

Larger Considerations of Testing, Tracing, and Timeouts

Tracing is one part of a conventional epidemic response strategy, based on Tests, Tracing, and Timeouts (TTT).
Programs involving all three components are as follows:
• Test heavily for the virus. South Korea ran over 20 tests per person found with the virus.
• Trace the recent physical contacts for anyone who tests positive. South Korea conducted mobile contact
tracing using telecom information.
• Timeout the virus by quarantining contacts until their immune system purges the virus, rendering them
non-infectious.
The mobile tracing approach allows this strategy to be applied at a dramatically larger scale than only relying on
human contact tracers.
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6.4

Challenge of Wide-Scale Adoption

This chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Widespread testing is required and wide-scale adoption must
occur. Furthermore, strategies must also be employed so that citizens takes steps to self-quarantine or seek testing
(as indicated) when they are exposed. We cannot assume 100 percent usage of the application and concomitant
enlistment in TTT programs. Studies are needed of the efficacy of the sensitivity of the effectiveness of the
approach to different levels of subscription in a population.
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Appendix
6.A

Issues around Practical Implementation

A number of practical issues and details may arise with implementation.
1. With regards to anonymity, if the protocol is implemented over the internet, then GeoIP lookups can be
used to localize the query-maker to a varying extent. People who really care about this could potentially
query through an anonymization service.
2. The narrowcast messages in particular may be best expressed through existing software map technology.
For example, we could imagine a map querying the server on behalf of users and displaying public health
messages on the map.
3. The bandwidth and compute usage of a phone querying the full database may be too high. To avoid this, it’s
reasonably easy to augment the protocol to allow users to query within a (still large) region. We mention
one such approach below.
4. Disjoint authorities. Across the world, there may be many testing authorities which do not agree on a
common infrastructure but which do wan to use the protocol. This can be accommodated by enabling the
phone app to connect to multiple servers.
5. The mobile proximity tracing does not directly inform public authorities who may be a contact. However,
it does provide some bulk information, simply due to the number of posted messages.
There are several ways to implement the server. A simple approach, which works fine for not-too-many
messages just uses a public GitHub repository.
A more complex approach supporting regional queries is defined next.
6.A.1

Regional Query Support

Anyone can ask for a set of messages relevant to some region R where R is defined by a latitude/longitude range
with messages after some timestamp. More specific subscriptions can be constructed on the fly based on policies
that consider a region R and privately observed periods of time that an individual has spent in a region. Such
scoped queries and messaging services that relay content based on location or on location and periods of time are
a convenience to make computation and communication tractable. The reference implementation uses regions
greater in size than typical GeoIP tables.
To be specific, let’s first define some concepts.
• Region: A region consists of a one byte latitude prefix, a one byte longitude prefix, and the precision used
in each byte. For example, New York which is at 40.71455 N, -74.00712 E can be coarsened to 40 N, -74 E
with two digits of precision (the actual implementation consider the precision in bits). A zero-precision
region corresponds to the whole world.
• Time: A timestamp is specified in the number of seconds (as a 64 bit integer) since the January 1, 1970.
The Time will always be truncated to 15 minutes of precision to avoid revealing to much information.
• Location: A location consists of a full precision Latitude and Longitude
• Area: An area consists of a Location, a Radius, a beginning Time, and an ending Time.
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• Bluetooth Message: A Bluetooth message consists of a fixed-length string of bytes. It is used with the
Bluetooth sensory log to discover if there is a match, which results in a warning that the user may have
been in contact with an infected person.
• Message: A message is a cryptographically signed string of bytes which is interpreted by the phone app.
This is used for either a public health message (announced to the user if the sensory log matches) or a
Bluetooth Message.
With the above defined, there are two common queries that the server supports as well as an announcement
mechanism.
• GetMessages(Region, Time) returns all of the (Area, Message) pairs that the server has added since Time
for the Region. The app can then check locally whether the Area intersects with the recorded sensory log
of (Location,Time) pairs on the phone, and alert the user with the Message if so.
• HowBig(Region, Time) returns the (approximate) number of bytes worth of messages that would be
downloaded on a GetMessages call with the same arguments. HowBig allows the phone app to control how
much information it reveals to the server about locations/times of interest according to a bandwidth/privacy
tradeoff. For example, the phone could start with a very coarse region, specifying higher precision regions
until the bandwidth required is acceptable, then invoke GetMessages. (This functionality is designed to
support controlled anonymity across widely varying population densities.)
• Announce(Area,Message) uploads an (Area, Message) pair for general distribution. To prevent spamming,
the signature of the message is checked against a whitelist defined with the server.

6.B

Alternative Protocol

We propose an alternative to the protocol in Section 3.1. One main difference is that the server cannot generate
the IDs broadcast by a positive user, and only stores a short verification key used to identify IDs broadcast by the
positive user. While this does not prevent many of the inference scenarios we discussed above, this appears to be
a desirable property. As we explain below, this protocol offers a different cost for checking exposure, which may
be advantageous in some deployment scenarios.
This alternative approach inherently introduces risks of replay attacks which cannot be prevented by storing
timestamps, because the server obtains no information about the times at which IDs have been broadcast. To
overcome this, we build on top of a very recent approach of Pietrzak [17] for replay-attack protection. (Along
similar lines, this can also be extended to relay-attack protection by including GPS coordinates, but we do not
describe this variant here.)
• Setup and Parameters. We fix an understood time unit dt. We make use of a digital signature
scheme specifying algorithms for key generation, signing, and verification, denoted Kg, Sign,
and Vrfy, respectively. We also use a hash function H : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n . We can
use H(k, x) = SHA256(k||x) and Ed25519 [3, 12] for the signature scheme.
• Pseudorandom ID Generation. Every user broadcasts a sequence of IDs id1,d , id2,d , . . .
during day d. The i-th idi,d is broadcast at any time in the window [td + dt · (i − 1), td + dt · i[,
where td is the time at the beginning of the day. To generate these IDs, the user runs Kg to
generate a daily signing key / verification key pair (skd , vkd ), and keeps both of them secret.
They also determine the current time ti = td + dt · (i − 1). Finally, the user samples n-bit
random strings Ri and ri and computes the identifier as
idi = (σi , Ri , hi ),
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where σi = Sign(skd , Ri ||hi ) and hi = H(ri , ti ). They broadcast (idi , ri , ti ). When day d
ends the user deletes their signing key skd . (The verification key vkd is not deleted, until an
amount of time equal to the infection window has elapsed.)
• Pseudorandom ID Collection. For every (idi = (σi , Ri , hi ), ri , ti ) broadcast by a device
in their proximity, a user first checks if ti is sufficiently close to their current time and if
hi = H(ri , ti ). If so, they store idi in their local storage S.
• Reporting. To report a positive test, the user uploads each of their recent vkd to the server,
which appends them to a public list L. Once reported, the user erases their memory and restarts
the pseudorandom ID generation procedure.
• Checking Exposure. A user downloads L from the server (or the latest portion of it). For
every entry vk in L and every entry (σ, R, h) in S, they run Vrfy(vk, σ, R||h). If this returns
true, the user is alerted of potential exposure.
Efficiency Comparisons. Let ∆ be the number of IDs broadcast over the infection window. Let S = |S| be the
size of the local storage. Let L be the number of new verification keys a user downloads. To check exposure, the
protocol from Section 3.1 roughly runs in time
L × ∆ × log(S) × tG ,
where tG is the time needed to evaluate G. In contrast, for the protocol in this section, the time is
L × S × tVrfy ,
where tVrfy is the time to verify a signature. One should note that tVrfy is generally larger than tG , but can still be
quite fast. (For example, Ed25519 enables fast batch signature verification.)
Therefore, the usage of this scheme makes particular sense if a user does not collect many IDs, i.e., S is small
relative to ∆ · log(S).
Broadcast Bit Comparisons. Letting n = 128, each broadcast of the protocol from Section 3.1 consists
only of the 128 bit identifier. In contrast, the protocol in this section needs to broadcast several times as many
bits. The signature σi , alone, is 512 bits for Ed25519. The hash value hi could possibly be omitted from the
broadcast because it can be recomputed from ri and ti , but even then the rest of the broadcast will add at least
another 256 bits to the broadcast. The power usage of Bluetooth broadcasts is heavily dependent on the number
of bits broadcast, so this increase in broadcast size may inhibit the practicality of this scheme for current devices.
Another important point of comparison is how many bits need to be broadcast by the protocol.
Assumptions. We require the following two standard properties for the hash function H:
• Pseudorandomess: For any x and a randomly chosen r ∈ {0, 1}n , the output H(r, x) looks random to
anyone that doesn’t know r.
• Collision resistance: It is hard to find distinct inputs to H that produce the same output.
Of our digital signature scheme we require the following three properties. The first is a standard property of
digital signature schemes. The latter two are not commonly required of a digital signature scheme, so one needs
to be careful when choosing a signature scheme to implement this protocol. We have verified that these properties
are achieved by Ed25519 under reasonable cryptographic assumptions.
• Unforgeability: Given vk and examples of σ = Sign(sk, m) for attacker-chosen m, an attack cannot
produce a new (σ 0 , m0 ) for which Vrfy(vk, σ 0 , m0 ) returns true.
• One-wayness: Given examples of σ = Sign(sk, m) for attacker-chosen m (but not given vk), an attacker
cannot find vk0 for which Vrfy(vk0 , σ, m) returns true for any of the example (σ, m).
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• Pseudorandomess: The output of Sign(sk, ·) looks random to an attacker that does not know vk or sk.
Privacy and Security Properties. We discuss the privacy and integrity properties this protocol has in
common with the earlier protocol, as well as some newer properties not achieved by the earlier protocol.
• Privacy for negative users. By the pseudorandomness property, the signatures broadcast by a user u look
pseudorandom. Beyond that, u broadcasts two random strings and their view of the current time ti which
is already known by any device hearing the broadcast.4 Thus these broadcasts cannot be linked without
knowledge of the internal state of u. As before, this privacy guarantee improves with the frequency of
generating new IDs.
• Privacy for positive users. Upon reporting positive, the IDs broadcast by a user within a single day can be
linked to each other. IDs broadcast on different days can be linked if the server does not hide which vk’s
were reported together. Older IDs from days before the infection window and newer IDs from after the
report cannot be linked with those in the infection window or with each other. Therefore, a positive user
has the same guarantees as a negative user outside of the reported infection window.
• Integrity guarantees. It is infeasible for an attacker to upload to the server a value vk which verifies an
unreported ID that was broadcast by another user. This prevents the attacker from misreporting IDs of
otherwise negative users and erroneously alerting their contacts.
• Replay protection. The incorporation of t in each ID prevents an attacker from performing a replay attack
where they gather IDs of legitimate users (to be tested positive) and re-broadcast the IDs at a later time to
cause false beliefs of exposure. A vk reported to the server cannot be used to broadcast further IDs that
will be recognized by other users as matching that report.
• Non-sensitive storage. Because H(ri , ti ) looks random, the information intentionally stored by the app
together with an ID does not reveal when the corresponding interaction occurred. (Of course, it may be
possible to infer information about ti through close examination of how the ID was stored, e.g., where it
was written in memory as compared to other IDs.)

4
We note that this information does have the potential to be used for tracking if a user’s device has some large systematic bias in its
measurement of time.
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Executive Summary
This document describes and analyzes a system for secure and privacy-preserving proximity tracing at large scale.
This system provides a technological foundation to help slow the spread of SARS-CoV-2 by simplifying and
accelerating the process of notifying people who might have been exposed to the virus so that they can take
appropriate measures to break its transmission chain. The system aims to minimise privacy and security risks for
individuals and communities and guarantee the highest level of data protection.
The goal of our proximity tracing system is to determine who has been in close physical proximity to a COVID19 positive person and thus exposed to the virus, without revealing the contact’s identity or where the contact
occurred. To achieve this goal, users run a smartphone app that continually broadcasts an ephemeral, pseudorandom ID representing the user’s phone and also records the pseudo-random IDs observed from smartphones in
close proximity. When a patient is diagnosed with COVID-19, she can upload pseudo-random IDs previously
broadcast from her phone to a central server. Prior to the upload, all data remains exclusively on the user’s phone.
Other users’ apps can use data from the server to locally estimate whether the device’s owner was exposed to the
virus through close-range physical proximity to a COVID-19 positive person who has uploaded their data. In case
the app detects a high risk, it will inform the user.
The system provides the following security and privacy protections:
•

Ensures data minimization. The central server only observes anonymous identifiers of COVID19 positive users without any proximity information. Health authorities learn no information
except that provided when a user reaches out to them after being notified.

•

Prevents abuse of data. As the central server receives the minimum amount of information
tailored to its requirements, it can neither misuse the collected data for other purposes, nor can
it be coerced or subpoenaed to make other data available.

•

Prevents tracking of users. No entity can track users that have not reported a positive diagnosis.
Depending on the implementation chosen, others can only track COVID-19 positive users in a
small geographical region limited by their capability to deploy infrastructure that can receive
broadcasted Bluetooth beacons.

•

Graceful dismantling. The system will dismantle itself after the end of the epidemic. COVID19 positive users will stop uploading their data to the central server, and people will stop using
the app. Data on the server and in the apps is removed after 14 days.

We are publishing this document to inform the discussion revolving around the design and implementation of
proximity tracing systems. This document is accompanied by other documents containing an overview of the
data protection compliance of the design, an extensive privacy and security risk evaluation of digital proximity
tracing systems, a proposal for interoperability of multiple systems deployed in different geographical regions,
and alternatives for developing secure upload authorisation mechanisms.
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1

Need, purpose and requirements

In this section, we describe the problems that motivate the need for digital proximity tracing systems, the purpose
of our system, and its requirements. We discuss additional, potentially desirable goals that have been proposed
for digital proximity tracing that our design does not attempt to achieve.
In the next sections, we present three protocols to implement decentralized proximity tracing. One protocol is
an extremely lightweight system that permits limited tracing of COVID-19 positive users under very specific
conditions. The other protocols provide additional privacy properties at a moderate increase in cost.

1.1

Context and need

Beyond its medical and economic consequences, the COVID-19 pandemic poses a severe challenge to healthcare
authorities and governments: how to contain the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus while simultaneously returning
to normality. There has been a vigorous debate about the best strategy to achieve these two goals. However, many
experts advocate for a strategy based on testing, contact tracing, isolation, and quarantine1 (TTIQ - see also the
contact tracing2 and proximity tracing3 policy briefs by the Swiss National COVID-19 Science Task Force).
A cornerstone of the TTIQ strategy is effective contact tracing. Contact tracing identifies individuals who
have been exposed to a COVID-19 positive person and consequently are at risk of having contracted COVID-19.
Identifying the contacts of a confirmed positive case, so they can go into quarantine as quickly as possible, is of
crucial importance to successfully containing the spread of the virus. In particular, presymptomatic transmission i.e., transmission during the 2-3 days before the onset of symptoms - is estimated to account for about half of the
overall transmission.4 Thus, asking all exposed contacts to go into quarantine very rapidly is key in breaking the
transmission chains of the virus.
Manual contact tracing relies on interviews conducted by trained personnel. This process alone is limited in
responding to the demands of COVID-19 for two reasons:
1)

In-person or over-the-phone contact tracing interviews are time consuming, and in order to
handle a large number of infected people, they require many trained contact tracers and are
therefore difficult to scale rapidly.

2)

Even with a long, in-depth interview, the list of contacts from the interview is often incomplete.
In the case of a respiratory disease, such as COVID-19, any person who has been in close
physical proximity to a COVID-19 positive person should be listed as a contact. This includes
strangers that a diagnosed person will not be able to recall or identify in an interview, such
as nearby passengers on public transportation. Even remembering all acquaintances one has
encountered over the past two weeks can be a challenge.

These issues have prompted numerous initiatives towards the use of digital proximity tracing systems to
support human contact tracers.
1
Salathé M et al. COVID-19 epidemic in Switzerland: on the importance of testing, contact tracing and isolation. Swiss Med Wkly.
March 19, 2020
2
Swiss National COVID-19 Science Task Force. “SARS-CoV-2 contact tracing strategy: epidemiologic and strategic considerations”
(26 April 2020) Accessed on 23 May 2020: https://ncs-tf.ch/en/policy-briefs/contact-tracing-strategy26-april-20-en/download
3
National COVID-19 Science Task Force. “Digital Proximity Tracing” (15 May 2020) https://ncs-tf.ch/en/policybriefs/digital-proximity-tracing-15-may-20-en/download
4
See e.g. He X et al. Temporal dynamics in viral shedding and transmissibility of COVID-19. Nature Medicine 2020; Ganyani T et al.
Estimating the generation interval for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) based on symptom onset data, March 2020. Eurosurveillance
2020.
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1.2

Purpose

The primary purpose of digital proximity tracing systems is to provide a mechanism that alerts users who
have been in close physical proximity to a confirmed COVID-19 positive case for a prolonged duration
that they may have been exposed to the virus. Exposure to the virus does not imply that the person has contracted
COVID-19, but serves as a trigger for a precautionary intervention recommended by a public health authority,
such as testing or quarantine. This process does not require revealing the identity of the diagnosed person or
when and where the contact occurred.
Most adults carry smartphones throughout the day. This opens the possibility of a mobile application that
collects data about close physical proximity between individuals and thus allows the tracing of contacts that
might have been infected through droplet transmission, widely assumed to be the dominant transmission route of
SARS-CoV-25 . To this end, the application records exposure events between personal smartphones. An exposure
event is recorded when two phones are in close physical proximity for a period of time, for some pre-defined
value for distance and duration. Proximity tracing is the process that the app uses to calculate whom to notify of
a high-risk exposure..
Digital proximity tracing is a complement, not a substitute, for manual contact tracing. It can augment
the efforts of health officials, gaining precious time as alerts can be sent automatically and can inform otherwise
unidentifiable contacts of a COVID-19 positive person.
Non-goals
Our system does not aim to achieve the following goals:
•

Track positive cases: The system does neither attempt to provide a mechanism to track users
who report a positive COVID-19 diagnosis through the app, nor to ensure that confirmed
positive cases comply with medical orders. We assume that users who have received a positive
test result act responsibly and take necessary precautions. Therefore, we do not attempt to
detect contacts of confirmed positive cases after their diagnosis nor do we attempt to detect
or prevent misbehavior. In our view, the gain in utility (potentially detecting irresponsible
behavior of few individuals) does not justify the loss of privacy for the majority of users who
adhere to guidelines to protect their fellow citizens. Moreover, our system does not provide
location-tracking functionality and cannot determine when a user is “in public.”

•

Detect hotspots or trajectories of positive cases: The system does not attempt to identify
locations frequented by confirmed positive cases, which might increase others’ risk of exposure.
This is a deliberate design decision. We limit the purpose of our system to its primary goal.
This choice enables us to collect and process very little data. In particular it avoids collecting
location data, which is highly sensitive and very difficult to publish in a privacy-preserving way.

•

Sharing data for research purposes6 : The system is not designed to support epidemiological
research. As a side effect of fulfilling their primary purpose, proximity tracing systems produce
data about close-range proximity between personal smartphones that might be of great value to
epidemiologists and related research groups. This has triggered a public debate about whether
proximity tracing systems should be designed specifically to collect additional data that might

5

US CDC How COVID-19 spreads:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-covid-spreads.html
6
It is in theory possible for proximity tracing systems to additionally share data intended for research purposes. However, this would
invalidate the existing security and privacy analyses, and would require additional in-depth investigations into the impact of the shared
data and the interaction with the other functions of the system.
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help epidemiologists improve their understanding of and predictions about the spread of SARSCoV-2.
We strongly believe, however, that it is not the time to conflate novel, untested technologies
with the understandable desire to collect new epidemiological insights. Furthermore, the data
collected by proximity tracing applications does not allow inferences about causal transmission
chains (who infected whom), fomite transmission (transmission through surfaces of objects), or
aerosol transmission (transmission via aerosols that remain suspended in the air for some time).
We thus designed a system that is optimised to fulfill its primary purpose and to support and
complement manual contact tracing through measurement of proximity over a prolonged period
of time. How much of this data should be shared to support epidemiological research purposes
is a separate question. We plan to publish a separate analysis of the privacy implications of data
sharing.

1.3

System requirements

1) Enable proximity tracing To fulfill its primary purpose, the application must provide the following properties:
•

Completeness: The exposure history captures all exposure events.

•

Precision: Reported exposure events must reflect actual physical proximity.

•

Authenticity: Exposure events are authentic, i.e., users cannot fake exposure events.

•

Confidentiality: A malicious actor cannot access the contact history of a user.

•

Notification: Individuals can be informed about prolonged exposure to the virus.

2) Respect and preserve digital right to privacy of individuals It is of paramount importance that any digital
solution to proximity tracing respects the privacy of individual users and communities and complies with
relevant data protection guidelines such as the European General Data Protection Regulation (EDPB Statement
on GDPR and COVID-19) or the related Swiss law. The GDPR does not prevent the use of personal data for
public health, particularly in times of crisis, but it still imposes a binding obligation to ensure that ’only personal
data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed’ (art 25). It is therefore a legal
requirement to consider, particularly in the creation of systems with major implications for rights and freedoms,
whether such a system could be technically designed to use and retain less data while achieving the same effect.
To this end, an application must minimize the amount of data collected and processed to avoid risks for individuals
and communities, and it should reveal only the minimum information truly needed to each authorized entity.
Furthermore, a common concern with systems such as these is that the data and infrastructure might be
used beyond its originally intended purpose. Data protection law supports the overarching principle of ‘purpose
limitation’ — precluding the widening of purposes after the crisis through technical limitations. Such assurances
will likely be important to achieve the necessary level of adoption in each country and across Europe, by providing
citizens with the confidence and trust that their personal data is protected and used appropriately and carefully.
Only applications that do not violate a user’s privacy by design are likely to be widely accepted.
The system should provide the following guarantees:
•

Data use: Data collection and use should be limited to the purpose of the data collection:
proximity tracing. This implies that the design should avoid collecting and using any data, for
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example geolocation data, that is not directly related to the task of detecting a close contact
between two people.
•

Controlled inference: Inferences about individuals and communities, such as information about
social interactions or medical diagnosis, should be controlled to avoid unintended information
leakage. Each authorised entity should only be able to learn the information strictly necessary
to fulfill its own requirements.

•

Protect identities: The system should collect, store, and use anonymous or pseudonymous data
that is not directly linkable to an individual’s identity where possible.

•

Erasure: The system should respect best practices in terms of data retention periods and delete
any data that is not relevant.

3) Fulfill the scalability requirements posed by a global pandemic SARS-CoV-2 is rapidly spreading across
the globe following people across national borders and continents. As a core principle of free democratic societies,
after the current confinement measures end, free movement should resume. Proximity tracing must support free
movement across borders and scale to the world’s population.
The system should provide the following guarantees:
•

Scalability: The system scales to billions of users.

•

Interoperability: The system works across borders and health authorities.

4) Feasibility under current technical constraints There is an urgency to not only design but implement a
digital system that simplifies and accelerates proximity tracing in the near future. This mandates a system design
that is mindful of the technical constraints posed by currently available technologies.

2

•

No reliance on new breakthroughs: The system should, as far as possible, only use techniques,
infrastructure, and methods readily available at the time of development and avoid relying on
new breakthroughs in areas such as cryptography, GPS localisation, Bluetooth or Ultra Wide
Band distance measurements; or new deployments such as novel anonymous communications
systems that have not been widely tested for privacy.

•

Widely available hardware: The goal of high adoption of proximity tracing can only be
achieved if both server- and client-side applications can run on widely available smartphones
and server hardware.

Decentralized proximity tracing

We propose a privacy-friendly, decentralized proximity tracing system that reveals minimal information to the
backend server. We propose three different protocols to support exposure detection and tracing. These protocols
provide developers with choice regarding the trade-off between privacy and computation cost but share a common
framework.
In all three protocols, smartphones locally generate frequently-changing ephemeral identifiers (EphIDs) and
broadcast them via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons. Other smartphones observe these beacons and store
them together with a time indication and measurements to estimate exposure (e.g., signal attenuations). See
Figure AA.
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Figure 1: Processing and storing of observed beacons.
The proximity tracing process is supported by a backend server that distributes anonymous exposure information to the app running on each phone.7 This backend server is trusted to not add information (i.e., to not add fake
exposure events) nor remove information (i.e., to not remove exposure events) and to be available. The backend
acts solely as a communication platform and does not perform any processing. It is untrusted with regards to
protecting users’ privacy. In other words, the privacy of the users in the system does not depend on the actions
of this server. Even if the server is compromised or seized, their privacy remains intact.
If patients are diagnosed with COVID-19, they will be authorized by health authorities to publish a protocolspecific representation of their EphIDs for the contagious period to aid in decentralized proximity tracing. We are
aware that each country, and in some cases each country’s regions, will have existing processes and systems in
place to manage mass testing, to communicate between testing facilities and laboratories, and to inform patients.
In a separate document,8 we discuss three proposals for secure mechanisms to validate upload requests from
personal devices to the central backend and evaluate their usability trade-offs. Here, we leave the authorisation
mechanism abstract. We further note that some implementations of the system might skip the authorisation
step altogether and rely on self-reporting. However, we strongly advise implementing one of the proposed
authorisation mechanisms to achieve stronger security guarantees.
When authorized, users can instruct their phones to upload a representation of the EphIDs to the backend.
The backend stores the uploaded representations. To protect COVID-positive users from network observers, all
phones equipped with the app generate dummy traffic to provide plausible deniability of real uploads.
Other smartphones periodically query the backend for information and reconstruct the corresponding EphIDs
of COVID-19 positive users locally. If the smartphone has recorded beacons corresponding to any of the reported
EphIDs, then the smartphone’s user might have been exposed to the virus. The smartphone uses the exposure
measurements of the matched beacons to estimate the exposure of the phone’s owner, see Section 4.

2.1

Low-cost decentralized proximity tracing

In this section, we present a low-cost protocol that has good privacy properties and very small bandwidth
requirements.
Setup Initial seed generation. Let t be the current day. Smartphones generate a random initial daily seed SKt
for the current day t. We assume days correspond to UTC days.
7

We assume that the MAC address of the phone changes every time the ephemeral identifier (EphID) changes to prevent prolonged
tracking of smartphones.
8
“Secure Upload Authorisation for Digital Proximity Tracing”, The DP-3T Project, https://github.com/DP3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20-%20Upload%20Authorisation%20Analysis%20and%20Guidelines.pdf
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Creating ephemeral IDs (EphIDs) EphID Generation. Each day, smartphones rotate their secret day seed
SKt by computing
SKt = H( SKt - 1 ),
where H is a cryptographic hash function. The smartphone will use the seed SKt during day t to generate
EphIDs.
To avoid location tracking via broadcast identifiers, devices should frequently change the ephemeral identifier
EphID that they broadcast to other devices. We refer to the duration for which a device broadcasts the same
EphID as an epoch. The length of an epoch, in minutes, is a configurable system parameter that we denote as L.
At the beginning of each day t, smartphones locally generate a list of n = (24 * 60)/L new EphIDi s to broadcast
during day t. Given the day seed SKt , each device computes
EphID1 || ... || EphIDn = PRG( PRF(SKt , “broadcast key”) ),
where PRF is a pseudo-random function (e.g., HMAC-SHA256), “broadcast key” is a fixed, public string,
and PRG is a pseudorandom generator (e.g. AES in counter mode) producing n * 16 bytes, which we split into
16-byte chunks to obtain the n ephemeral Bluetooth identifiers EphID for the day.
Smartphones pick a random order in which to broadcast the EphIDs during the day. Each EphIDi is broadcast
for L minutes.
Local storage of observed EphIDs and seeds SKt

For each received beacon, phones store:

•

The received ephemeral Bluetooth identifier EphID.

•

The exposure measurement (e.g., signal attenuation).

•

The day on which this beacon was received (e.g., “April 2”).

Note that an EphID could be received multiple times and will result in multiple entries in the database (Figure
??). For efficient storage, we propose to group these entries by EphID, resulting in 36 bytes per EphID. Given
a very conservative estimate of 140k different observations over the course of 14 days (i.e., if epochs are 15
minutes, these are 100 different people observed per epoch), this would require around 6.1 MB.
In addition, each device stores the seeds SKt it generated during the past 14 days. This parameter (i.e., 14
days), which defines the maximum period for which any data (both observed and generated EphIDs)is stored on
the device, is a system parameter and is determined by guidance from health authorities.
Decentralized proximity tracing Once the health authority has authorised the proximity tracing for a confirmed
COVID-19 positive user (Figure 2, step 1), the user can instruct their phone to send to the backend the seed SKt
and the day t corresponding to the first day in which the user was considered to be contagious (Figure 2, step 2).
The start date of the contagious window t can either be determined by the health authority or the user might be
trusted to manually enter this day.9 Epidemiologists estimate that for COVID-19 the contagious window starts 1
to 3 days before the onset of symptoms.
After reporting the seed SKt and day t for the first day of the contagious window, the smartphone deletes SKt .
It then picks a completely new random seed and commences broadcasting EphIDs derived from this new seed.
This ensures that after uploading their past seed, users do not become trackable. Recall that our system does not
attempt to track users after reporting a diagnosis because we assume users act responsibly. The new seed will
thus only be uploaded if necessary, i.e., if after a second positive diagnosis the user is considered contagious.
Given the seed SKt , everyone can compute all ephemeral identifiers EphID broadcast by the COVID-19
positive user, starting from day t by repeating the process described in EphID generation above.
9

“Secure Upload Authorisation for Digital Proximity Tracing”, The DP-3T Project,
3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20-%20Upload%20Authorisation%20Analysis%20and%20Guidelines.pdf
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https://github.com/DP-

Figure 2: Proximity tracing process.
The backend collects the pairs (SKt ,t) of COVID-19 positive users. Phones periodically download these
pairs (Figure 2, step 3). Each smartphone uses this pair to reconstruct the list of EphIDs of a diagnosed person
for each day t’ and checks (1) if it has observed any beacon with one of these EphIDs on day t’ and (2) that
such observations occurred before the corresponding seed SKt was published.10 Restricting the matching to a
specific day limits replay attacks in which malicious users redistribute captured EphIDs and ensures more efficient
lookups.
For each matching recorded beacon (e.g., a beacon with an EphID that was transmitted by a user who reported
a positive diagnosis), the beacon’s receive time and exposure measurement are taken into account for the exposure
risk computation (Figure 2, step 4) and Section 4.
Scalability For each user who reports a positive diagnosis, the backend needs to store a 32-byte seed and
a 2-byte day counter for the duration of the contagious window. Storage cost at the backend is therefore not
a problem. Throughout the day, smartphones download the 32-byte seeds and 2-byte day counters of newly
diagnosed patients. This data is static and can therefore be effectively served through a content delivery network
(CDN).

2.2

Unlinkable decentralized proximity tracing

In this section, we present a variant of the low-cost design in the previous section that offers better privacy
properties than the low-cost design at the cost of increased bandwidth. This design does not disseminate a
10

To facilitate this check, the smartphone temporarily stores a more precise receive timestamp of all the beacons it received after the
last download from the server. Once all downloads from the server have been processed, the phone coarsens this timestamp for all past
observations.
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list containing the seeds of users who have reported a positive diagnosis. Instead, the ephemeral identifiers of
COVID-19 positive users are hashed and stored in a Cuckoo filter, which is then distributed to other users.
This design choice offers several advantages. It prevents adversaries from linking the ephemeral identifiers of
COVID-19 positive users (see privacy analysis for details), and it enables COVID-19 positive users to redact,
after a positive diagnosis, identifiers corresponding to sensitive locations, times, or periods in which users are
certain they have not been in contact with other people, e.g. while they were alone or behind a window.
Setup No setup is needed.
Generating ephemeral IDs As in the low-cost design, smartphones broadcast each ephemeral identifier EphID
during one epoch of fixed duration L. Epochs i are encoded relative to a fixed starting point shared by all entities
in the system.
Smartphones generate the ephemeral identifier EphIDi for each epoch i as follows. The smartphone draws a
random 32-byte per-epoch seed seedi and sets:
EphIDi = LEFTMOST128( H( seedi ) ),
where H is a cryptographic hash function, and LEFTMOST128 takes the leftmost 128 bits of the hash
output. Smartphones store the seeds corresponding to all past epochs in the last 14 days. They delete older seeds.
As before, the maximum storage period is a system parameter and is determined with guidance from health
authorities.
Local storage of observed EphIDs For each observed beacon the smartphone stores:
•

The hashed string H(EphID || i), where H is a cryptographic hash function, and EphID the
identifier of the beacon, and i is the epoch in which the beacon is received. (Note that this differs
from the low-cost design, in which the phone stores the raw EphID.)

•

The exposure measurement (e.g., signal attenuation)

•

The day in which this beacon was received (e.g., “April 2”).

We include the epoch i in the hash to ensure that replaying an EphID outside the epoch in which it was
originally broadcast can never cause a fake at-risk event (regardless of whether the EphID corresponds to a person
who later reports a positive diagnosis).
For efficiency of storage, we propose to group these entries by hashed string. A single entry then requires
around 52 bytes. Given a very conservative estimate of 140k different observations over the course of 14 days
(i.e., 100 people observed per epoch), this would require around 6.9 MB of local storage.
Decentralized proximity tracing In case of a positive diagnosis, users can instruct their device to upload a
representation of the EphIDs produced by the smartphone during the contagious window. Unlike in the low-cost
design, the user first has the option to redact identifiers by choosing the set I of epochs for which they want to
reveal their identifiers. For example, the user may want to exclude Monday morning and Friday night. The phone
then uploads the set {(i, seedi )} for all epochs i in I. Requiring seedi rather than the resulting EphID, ensures that
malicious users cannot claim somebody else’s EphID as their own (see security analysis).
Periodically (e.g., every 2 hours), the backend creates a new Cuckoo filter F and for each pair (i, seedi )
uploaded by a COVID-19 positive user it inserts
H ( LEFTMOST128( H( seedi ) ) || i)
into the Cuckoo filter F, i.e., the hashed string H(EphID || i) where EphID = LEFTMOST128( H( seedi )
) as above. The outer hash-function is needed for security. The backend publishes the filter. All smartphones
download it.
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Each smartphone uses the filter F to check if in the past (i.e., before the corresponding filter F was published),
it has observed any of the EphIDs reported by COVID-19 positive users. The phone checks if any of its stored
hashes are included in the filter F.
For each matching beacon (e.g., a beacon with a recorded hashed identifier that was transmitted by a user who
reported a positive diagnosis), the beacon’s receive time and exposure measurement are provided to the exposure
risk computation (Section 4).
Cuckoo filters have a low, but non-zero, probability of false positives, that is reporting that they contain an
element that was not in the input set. In order to avoid unnecessarily alarming users, we select the parameters of
the Cuckoo filter such that false positives are highly unlikely to occur even with heavy usage of the system over a
number of years. In the scalability calculation below, we configure the filter to produce one false positive in a
million users over a period of 5 years.
The use of a Cuckoo filter hides the set of ephemeral identifiers of COVID-19 positive users from the general
public. The system uses a Cuckoo filter in conjunction with inputs that are obtained from cryptographic hashes of
random values (the seeds, concatenated with timestamps). The inputs to the filter are sparse in a large set, i.e.,
the set of all possible inputs (128-bit strings). These two factors makes enumeration attacks against the filter an
unattractive attack vector for adversaries, while still making it possible for users who have observed particular
ephemeral identifiers to check for their inclusion in the filter. Attacks that attempt to reverse the filter and directly
recover inputs from values held in the filter do not result in exposure of ephemeral IDs because of the extra layer
of hashing performed on ephemeral IDs before entering them into the filter.
Scalability This design requires more bandwidth and storage than in the low-cost design. The backend needs
to store Cuckoo filters containing the hashed identifiers of COVID-19 positive users during the contagious period.
Smartphones regularly download new cuckoo filters containing the latest hashed identifiers of COVID-positive
patients. This data is static and can therefore be effectively served through a content delivery network. The
computational cost on the phone is likely smaller than in the low-cost design, as phones only need to do one
lookup per stored hashed identifier per cuckoo filter sent by the backend.

2.3

Hybrid decentralized proximity tracing

In this section, we present a hybrid design that combines ideas from the low-cost design and the unlinkable design.
In this design, phones generate random seeds for each time window (for example, of length 2 hours) and use
these seeds similar to the low-cost design to generate ephemeral identifiers for all epochs within that time window.
Users upload seeds only if they are relevant to exposure estimation by other users.
Depending on the length of the time window, this design offers much better protection against linking
ephemeral identifiers of COVID-19 positive users than the low-cost design and enables a user to redact time
windows. The protection against tracking is weaker than the unlinkable design, but this scheme has a smaller
bandwidth requirement.
This design is very similar to the Google/Apple design.11 The Google/Apple design uses one seed to generate
the ephemeral identifiers of that day, and thus corresponds to the special case where windows are 1 day long. In
that configuration, the advantages with respect to the low-cost design are smaller. We recommend a time window
of 2 or 4 hours depending on the bandwidth availability in the region.
Setup No setup is needed.
11

See https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/
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Generating ephemeral IDs As in the previous designs, smartphones broadcast EphID during an epoch of fixed
duration L. We group consecutive epochs into a time window w. The length of a time window can range from 10
minutes to a full day and needs to be an integer multiple of L.
At the start of each time window w, smartphones pick a new random 16-byte seed seedw . Given the seed
seedw for window w, each device computes
EphIDw,1 || ... || EphIDw,n = PRG( PRF(seedw , “DP3T-HYBRID”) ),
where PRF is a pseudo-random function (e.g., HMAC-SHA256), “DP3T-HYBRID” is a fixed and public
string, and PRG is a pseudorandom generator (e.g. AES in counter mode) producing n * 16 bytes, which we split
into 16-byte chunks to obtain the n ephemeral Bluetooth identifiers EphID for the window w.
Smartphones pick a random order in which to broadcast the n ephemeral Bluetooth identifiers within the
window w. Each EphIDi is broadcast for L minutes.
Local storage of observed EphIDs Smartphones locally record the observed beacons, similar to the low-cost
design. For each received beacon the phone stores:
•

The received ephemeral Bluetooth identifier EphID,

•

The exposure measurement,

•

The time window w in which the EphID was received.

For efficiency of storage, we propose to group these entries by EphID, resulting in 36 bytes per EphID. Given
a very conservative estimate of observing 140k different EphIDs over the course of 14 days (i.e., if epochs are 15
minutes, this would be 100 people observed per epoch), this would require 4.8 MB of local storage.
Decentralized proximity tracing In case of a positive diagnosis, users can instruct their device to upload the
relevant seeds seedw generated by the smartphone during the contagious period. If the phone did not observe
any EphID sufficiently close to be considered as an exposure during a time window w, it does not upload the
corresponding seed seedw for efficiency. As in the unlinkable design, the user additionally has the option to
redact identifiers, by choosing the set W of windows for which they want to reveal their identifiers. For example,
the user may want to exclude windows for Monday morning and Friday night. The phone then uploads the set
{(w, seedw )} for all windows w in W.
The backend collects pairs (w, seedw ) of COVID-19 positive users. Phones periodically download these pairs.
Each smartphone uses these pairs to reconstruct the list of EphIDs of COVID-19 positive users for each window
w’ and checks if it has observed any of these EphIDs during window w’ in the past (i.e., before the corresponding
seed seedw was published). Restricting the matching to a specific time window limits replay attacks in which
malicious users redistribute captured EphIDs and ensures more efficient lookups.
For each matching recorded beacon (e.g., a beacon with an EphID that was transmitted by a COVID-19
positive user), the beacon’s receive time and exposure measurement are given as inputs to the exposure risk
computation, see Section 4.
Scalability This design requires more bandwidth and storage than the low-cost design, but less than the
unlinkable design. The backend needs to store the (w, seedw ) pairs corresponding to COVID-19 positive users.
Smartphones regularly download all new pairs. This data is static and can therefore be effectively served through
a content delivery network.
The download cost depends on the length of the window and how many windows can be automatically
omitted by the smartphone when uploading seeds. See Figure ?? for a comparison. See the next section for how
we computed these numbers.
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Figure 3: Scalability of the hybrid design. Comparison of the daily download cost per user (MB) depending on
the number of new confirmed cases per day for different upload configurations of the hybrid design. We compare
the download cost for different lengths of the time window w under two different assumptions. In the “normal”
case, COVID-positive users upload seeds for all windows. In the “reduced” case their smartphone automatically
omits the seeds for windows with a total length of 8 hours (e.g., because they were alone during that time and the
phone did not detect any contacts).
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Figure 4: Comparison of the daily download cost per user (MB) by number of new confirmed cases per day for
different decentralised proximity tracing designs.

2.4

Scalability

All three designs benefit from the use of a content delivery network (CDN). Smartphones of COVID-positive
patients upload a small amount of data to the backend server. The backend server regularly redistributes this data
to all other smartphones using a CDN. The daily download size scales linearly with the number of COVID-positive
patients in all three designs. We assume a contagious window of 5 days and 15-minute epochs.
•

In the low-cost design, the server needs to distribute one (SKt , t) pair per diagnosed patient.
This requires 36 bytes per patient.

•

In the unlinkable design, the server needs to distribute 5 * 96 hashed strings per diagnosed
patient. When using a well-tuned Cuckoo filter, this requires 2880 bytes per patient.

•

In the hybrid design, we assume windows of 2 to 4 hours. The server must therefore distribute 5
* 6 or 5 * 12 seeds per diagnosed patient. This requires 480 to 960 bytes per user. Users that
can redact 8 hours of windows only need to send 5 * 4 and 5 * 8 seeds, requiring 320 and 640
bytes respectively.

See Figure 4 for the resulting daily download cost for smartphones. Table DC shows specific values based on
peak rates in several countries.
We expect that proximity tracing systems, even when deployed in large EU countries, will operate in the
range of up to 2000 new cases a day. At the time of writing, all large EU countries see less than 1500 new cases a
day. We expect that if the rate of new cases increases, countries will take policy measures to restrict the infection
rates. Thus, we expect the download cost to never exceed the single-digit requirement.
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Switzerland (8M)
1390 cases
58 cases
Germany (83M)
6294 cases
933 cases
France (67M)
7578 cases
708 cases
Spain (42M)
9181 cases
849 cases
Italy (60M)
6557 cases
1402 cases

Low-cost (MB)

Unlinkable (MB)

Hybrid (4h) (MB)

0.04
0.00

3.82
0.16

0.64
0.03

0.19
0.03

17.29
2.56

2.88
0.43

0.23
0.02

20.81
1.94

3.47
0.32

0.28
0.03

25.22
2.33

4.20
0.39

0.20
0.04

18.01
3.85

3.00
0.64

Table 1

3

Interoperability in decentralised proximity tracing systems

Effective proximity tracing systems must be interoperable across borders. Phones of users visiting foreign
countries, whether it is for work, or for leisure, must be able to capture beacons from users in countries that
they visit and include beacons of COVID-19 diagnosed patients in those countries in their exposure computation.
Likewise, residents of a country must be able to receive notifications if a visitor to their country is diagnosed with
COVID-19.
All three proposed designs support interoperability between different operators of different regions. Interoperability is possible as long as these operators use one of the decentralized designs proposed in this document. To
interoperate with a specific protocol, the smartphone application must be able to process tracing data published
for that protocol. That is, the application must run as many protocols as it needs to interoperate with.
To enable cross-border interoperability, backend servers of different regions (e.g., countries, or states) must
exchange data. We propose the following mechanisms, explained in detail in other documents.12
First, when visiting a region, users enter the region into their phone. If a user visits a region frequently, e.g.,
workers commuting across borders, both regions can be permanently added to their phones. Phones use the list of
visited regions to retrieve any proximity tracing data published by that region’s backend for up to 14 days after
the end of the users’ visit. The way in which proximity data are published differs by protocol. For the low-cost
design, this is a list of (SKt ,t) pairs, for the unlinkable design this is the cuckoo filter, and for the hybrid design
this is the list of (w, seedw )pairs. The phones then follow the protocol-specific procedures to match observed
EphIDs, which they then feed into the exposure risk computation described in the next section.
Second, to ensure all contacts of diagnosed users are notified, when a user is diagnosed with COVID-19, the
phone will ask the user for recently visited regions. When uploading the seeds to the server, the phones also
supply the list of visited regions. The backend authenticates the upload and then redistributes the uploaded tracing
12

For an overview see “Interoperability of decentralized proximity tracing systems across regions” retrieved from
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mGfE7rMKNmc51TG4ceE9PHEggN8rHOXk on 20 May 2020.
A more detailed specification is provided here:
“Decentralized Proximity Tracing:
Interoperability Specification”.
The DP-3T Team
(18 May 2020).
Retrieved on 20 May 2020 from:
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20%20Interoperability%20Decentralized%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Specification%20(Preview).pdf
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data to all visited regions. As a result, users in those regions will download this data and can determine if they
observed any of the visitors’ EphIDs.

4

Exposure estimation

The goal of the exposure estimation is to estimate the duration of the smartphone owner’s exposure to COVID-19
positive users in the past. This measurement serves as a proxy for the level of exposure to the SARS-CoV-2
virus. Local health authorities determine the exposure threshold for when a user should receive a notification. A
prolonged exposure to the virus does not imply that the virus has been transmitted. However, the notification
serves as a trigger for precautionary interventions recommended by local health authorities, such as testing or
quarantine.
To compute exposure, the smartphone proceeds as follows. First, if necessary, it downloads the latest
parameters provided by the health authority. Next, it takes all matches reported by the proximity tracing system
for the past 14 days and estimates the exposure. In Switzerland, for instance, for each day, the phone combines
the exposure measurements (e.g. signal attenuations) of all matches corresponding to that day, to compute a
per-day exposure score.13
If the exposure score is above the threshold determined by the health authority, the smartphone displays
a notification that the user has been exposed to the virus through prolonged physical proximity to COVID-19
positive individuals. The notification advises the user on what to do and where to find more information. The
details of the messages displayed, including the rate of repeated notifications and their content, need to be
designed in close collaboration with health authorities and mental health experts.

5

Security and privacy considerations

In this section, we analyse the privacy and security properties of the three decentralised proximity tracing protocols
introduced in this document. We have published a separate, far more extensive, risk evaluation of digital proximity
tracing systems14 that includes the class of decentralised systems our three designs belong to.

5.1

Threat model

In this section, we describe the adversaries that we take into account when carrying out the security and privacy
analysis. For each of these adversaries, we describe their capabilities and the kind of risk they pose for the system.
In the next section, we analyze the security and privacy of the system with respect to these adversaries.
Regular user. A typical user of the system that is assumed to be able to install and use the application by
navigating its user interface (UI). They exclusively look at information available via the app’s UI to infer private
information about other users.
Tech-savvy user (Blackhat/Whitehat hacker, NGOs, Academic researchers, etc.). This user has access to the
system via the mobile App. In addition, she can set up (BT, WiFi, and Mobile) antennas to eavesdrop locally.
Finally, she can decompile/modify the app, and she has access to the backend source code.
• (Whitehat hacker) Will investigate the App code, the information in the phone, and will look at what
information is exchanged with the server (using an antenna or software installed on the phone, e.g., Lumen)
or broadcast via Bluetooth (passive).
13

Details on the exposure estimation from BLE proximity measurements will be provided soon as separate documentation
“Privacy and Security Risk Evaluation of Digital Proximity Tracing Systems”, The DP-3T Project, https://github.com/DP3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Systems.pdf
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• (Malicious) Can DOS the system (targeted or system-wide), deviate from protocols, and actively broadcast
Bluetooth identifiers.
Eavesdropper (Internet Service Provider, Local System administrators, Bluetooth sniffer). They can observe
network communication (i.e., source and destination of packages, payload, time) and/or BLE broadcast messages.
•

(Network adversary) Can use observed network traffic to attempt to determine the state of a user
(e.g., whether they are at-risk, COVID-19 positive, etc.).

•

(Local Bluetooth BLE Sniffer) Can observe local Bluetooth broadcasts (possibly with a powerful
antenna to cover a wider area) and try to trace people.

It should be noted however that in many instances, for individuals or companies to use data in this way, or to
collect data about passers-by to try and estimate their infection status based on the announced identifiers, will fall
foul of a range of existing national and European laws around data protection, ePrivacy and computer misuse.
Health authority. Receives information about COVID-19 positive users as part of their normal operations to
diagnose patients. The health authority learns information about at-risk people only when these at-risk people
themselves reach out to the health authority (e.g., after receiving a notification from their app).
Backend and App developers. Can access all data stored at the servers. Moreover, the backend can query
data from the mobile app in the same way that it would do during normal operations (in our designs, it can only
change the data downloaded by the smartphones). They could also change the code of their backend software and
the code of the mobile apps (including parameters related to proximity tracing). We assume they will not modify
the mobile app because such action would be detectable. They can combine and correlate information, request
information from apps, combine with other public information to learn (co-)location information of individuals.
State-level adversary (Law enforcement, intelligence agencies, etc). Has the combined capabilities of the
tech-savvy user and the eavesdropper. In addition, a state-level adversary can obtain subpoenas that give them the
capabilities of the health authority, or the backend. Their goal is to obtain information about the population or to
target particular individuals. They may be interested in past information, already stored in the system, or future
information that will enable them to trace target individuals based on observed EphIDs.
Unlimited-budget adversary. An adversary with an unlimited budget, e.g., large organizations and (foreign)
nation states, has the capabilities of tech-savvy users but can deploy these at a much larger scale. Additionally,
such an adversary might be able to gain control over the project’s infrastructure such as the backend. The goals
of this adversary might be to learn information about the population or individuals (cf. a state-level adversary)
or to disrupt the proximity tracing system, resulting in a form of denial of service. One form of disruption is to
try cause a sizable part of the population to receive fake at-risk notifications by deploying antennas in public
locations (e.g., airports, train stations, shopping malls, or parliament buildings) and relaying messages far and
wide. This relay attack increases the chances of “at risk” contacts for the targeted population because their phones
will perceive proximity where there is none.

5.2
5.2.1

Privacy
Privacy concerns

Social graph. The social graph describes social relationships between users. Each node in the graph represents
an individual user and an edge connecting two nodes indicates that there is a social relationship between the two
users. A proximity tracing system does not need to provide information on the social graph to any party to fulfill
its primary purpose.
Interaction graph. The interaction graph reflects close-range physical interactions between users. A labelled
edge indicates an interaction between two adjacent users at a specific time. Knowledge of this graph is not
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necessary for proximity tracing nor for analyzing the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, no party needs to learn
the interaction graph.
Location traceability. To perform proximity tracing, location traces (e.g. GPS coordinates) are not required.
Therefore, no party in the system needs to have access to them or be able to easily trace individuals based on the
BLE signals that the app broadcasts.
At-risk individuals. At-risk individuals are people who have recently been in contact with somebody who
has tested positive for COVID-19. At-risk individuals need to know that they have been exposed to the virus so
that they can take appropriate measures. No other party in the system needs to learn this information, other than
when the notified user contacts and identifies herself to the health authority.
COVID-19 positive status. Only the user and the health authority need to know that the user has tested
positive for COVID-19. No other party in the system needs to learn this information. In particular, app users do
not need to know which of the individuals with whom they have been in contact have tested positive.
(Highly) Exposed locations. The system does not need to reveal any information about the locations that
COVID-19 positive individuals have visited or the number of positive cases that have visited a specific location
(e.g., to build a heat map of exposures). Proximity tracing can be performed without any party learning this
information.
5.2.2

Privacy analysis of low-cost design

Social graph. The low-cost design does not reveal any information to any entity. Any two users involved in a
contact may learn this contact’s existence from the system, but this was already known to them.
Interaction graph. The system does not reveal any information about the interaction between two users to
any entity. The EphIDs revealed by COVID-19 positive users do not allow any inference about the people they
have been in contact with to anyone except those contacts. The system thus prevents outside parties from learning
the interaction graph.
Location traceability. In our low-cost design, the EphIDs of all users are unlinkable, and only the smartphone
that generated them knows the corresponding seeds SKt . When the phone’s owner is diagnosed with SARS-Cov-2
and gives permission, the phone publishes to the backend the seed SKt corresponding to the first contagious day.
After disclosing this information, the phone will generate a new seed at random. Given the seed SKt of the first
contagious day, the EphIDs of a COVID-19 positive user are linkable from the start of the contagious window
until the time of upload (at which point the phone picks a new seed).
As a result, tech-savvy users, eavesdroppers, and state-level adversaries can locally track infected patients
during the (past) window in which the identifiers broadcasted via Bluetooth are linkable. To do so, the attacker uses
strategically placed Bluetooth receivers and recording devices to receive EphIDs. The app’s Bluetooth broadcasts
of non-diagnosed users and COVID-19 positive users outside the contagious window remain unlinkable.
At-risk individuals. The seeds revealed to the server by COVID-19 positive users are independent of their
contacts, i.e., the people they interacted with. They therefore do not give any information about people at risk to
any party other than the at-risk individuals themselves.
COVID-19 positive status. Any proximity tracing system that informs a user that she has been in contact
with a confirmed positive case inherently reveals a piece of information to the person at risk: one of the people
they interacted with has tested positive for COVID-19.
A curious or malicious adversary might attempt to exploit this and other information in the system to identify
the COVID-positive individuals with whom they have been in close proximity.
A curious user who only uses the standard interface of the app, cannot learn which of their contacts has tested
positive because the app in normal operation does not reveal any information other than that the user was exposed
at some point in the past. Such a curious user can only learn which of their contacts has tested positive if they
learn this fact on an out-of-band channel (e.g., the COVID-positive person informs them, they observe the person
going to the hospital, a common friend reveals the COVID-positve status, etc.).
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A proactive tech-savvy adversary can abuse any proximity tracing system to identify individuals who have
reported a positive diagnosis to the system and that she has been in close proximity with. This risk is a
consequence of the basic proximity tracing functionality. The attack can be executed regardless of implementation
and proximity tracing protocol (BLE or otherwise). It only relies on the single bit of information that any
proximity tracing system must reveal — whether you have been exposed to a confirmed COVID-19 positive case.
To reveal an individual’s COVID-19 positive status, the adversary must (1) keep a detailed log of who they
saw and when, (2) register many accounts in the proximity tracing system, and (3) use each account for proximity
tracing during a short time window. When one of these accounts is notified, the attacker can link the account
identifier back to the time-window in which the contact occurred to learn when she was in close proximity to
an individual who reported a positive diagnosis. The attacker can correlate this information with their detailed
interaction log to narrow down who in their list of contacts is COVID-19 positive. In some cases, the adversary
might even be able to single out an individual. This attack is inherent to any proximity-based notification
system, as the adversary only uses the fact that they are notified together with additional information gathered by
their phone or through other means.15
In decentralized proximity tracing systems, such as the three designs we propose in this white-paper, techsavvy adversaries can learn when they were in close proximity to a COVID-19 positive individual without having
to create multiple accounts. To determine when they interacted with a COVID-19 positive individual, they
proactively modify the app16 to store detailed logs of which EphID they received and when, and cross reference
this list with the EphIDs reported by COVID-19 positive cases downloaded from the backend server. They then
correlate exposure times with their log of who they saw to reveal which individuals they have been in contact
with reported a positive diagnosis.
The low-cost design allows an adversary to link the EphIDs reported by COVID-19 positive cases, i.e. to
learn which Bluetooth identifiers belong to the same device. COVID-19 positive individuals upload a single seed
SKt that enables others to reconstruct, and thus link, a person’s EphIDs for the entire contagious period. Due
to the linkability of reported EphIDs, an attacker can combine observations at different times to identify who
reported a positive diagnosis to the system. For example, the attacker might learn that the infected person she saw
at 10:11AM is the same as the one she saw at 14:14PM. While she may have encountered many different people
at each time, the intersection might be much smaller. This further increases the likelihood that the attacker can
successfully single out a COVID-19 positive individual.
Tech-savvy users can also conduct a retroactive attack in which they attempt reidentification based on linkage
and stored data, without the need to collect additional information in advance. The retroactive attacker only
uses information stored by the app and auxiliary knowledge about the whereabouts of individuals during the
contagious period. The data stored in the app provides coarse timing information when a specific EphID has been
observed, e.g., per day in the low-cost design. A tech-savvy adversary could leverage this information to single
out a COVID-19 positive individual based on matching observed EphIDs to background knowledge of whom
the adversary was with during this time window. A combination of multiple time windows might be enough to
uniquely identify to whom the reported EphIDs belong. However, since smartphones broadcast the daily set of
EphIDs in random order, the attacker cannot use the published seeds SKt to narrow down this coarse time-window.
This decreases the likelihood that she will be able to successfully identify the COVID-19 positive individual in
her contact list.
To re-identify an individual who has reported a positive diagnosis for COVID-19 to the system, an adversary
needs to be able to associate an identity to the auxiliary information they have collected. For instance, a
tech-savvy adversary who collects a detailed log of who they saw when needs to associate identities to each log
entry. Without knowing the identities, the adversary cannot learn who tested positive. We can divide individuals
15

For further details on this attack see “Privacy and Security Risk Evaluation of Digital Proximity Tracing Systems”, The DP-3T Project,
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%
16
We note that in some schemes such modifications would preclude the App from accessing measurement data entirely when using the
Google and Apple API.
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the adversary interacts with into three groups depending on whether she will be able to reveal their identities or
not:
•

Close individuals: Family, friends, or colleagues with whom the adversary spends long periods
of time. If these people received a positive diagnosis, they will inform the adversary personally
about their diagnosis if they have spent time together. It is common practice that the authorities
ask COVID-19 patients to notify any contact person at risk they remember.

•

Routine-sharing individuals: People who share an activity with the adversary, such as riding a
bus every day, supermarket tellers, etc. COVID-19 positive individuals in this group will likely
not remember having been in contact with them and therefore will not (and cannot) notify the
adversary.

•

Anonymous individuals: People that the adversary sees sporadically and whose identities are
unknown to the adversary.

As close individuals will reveal themselves, there is no extra information that an adversary can gain about
the COVID-19 positive status of this group by exploiting the app. Anonymous COVID-19 positive users cannot
be easily identified. Their privacy is only at risk if the adversary deploys additional (costly) means to associate
identities with collected background knowledge. For instance, the adversary could attempt to combine data from
surveillance cameras with facial recognition techniques to learn who is whom. The main group that is thus at risk
through identification attacks is routine-sharing individuals.
We stress that in any case, having been close to an COVID-19 positive person is not proof of causality
regarding transmission of the virus. Moreover, it is worth noting that reidentifying individuals and inferring their
health status as a private entity without their permission would likely violate data protection law and, potentially,
computer misuse law, which would further increase the cost and risk of undertaking this attack.
The pattern associated with the upload of identifiers to the server would reveal the COVID-19 positive status
of users to network eavesdroppers (ISP or curious WiFi provider) and tech-savvy adversaries. If these adversaries
can bind the observed IP address to a more stable identifier such as an ISP subscription number, then they can
de-anonymize the confirmed positive cases. This can be mitigated by using dummy uploads. These dummy
uploads provide plausible deniability to actual users’ uploads, i.e., given an upload an observer cannot distinguish
if it corresponds to an actual positive or a dummy. To avoid revealing which uploads were dummies to an
adversary that polls the backend to learn if the list of ephemeral identifiers was updated, the backend should batch
updates and only publish them in designated download slots.17
The backend server learns the IP address of COVID-19 positive users when they upload (a representation of)
their EphIDs. If this adversary can bind the observed IP address to a more stable identifier, they can de-anonymize
the confirmed positive patients. To reduce the risk, we recommend that the backend not log IPs.
Mitigations. In the current setting, retroactive attackers can link beacons received at different, coarse times
to aid in identifying COVID-19 positive users. The amount of information available to such an attacker can be
reduced by running the proximity tracing protocol either inside a privileged OS-level module18 or inside a local
trusted execution environment (TEE). These approaches isolate the proximity tracing protocol and the data they
collect from users and malicious apps. The protocols running in the isolated environment would only output for
each matching beacon: the corresponding exposure measurement (e.g., the attenuation) and a coarse time. The
app then computes the exposure score (see Section 4). As a result, retroactive attackers can only learn the number
of beacons of infected patients received each day but can no longer link beacons by the same COVID-19 positive
patient.
17
18

Details on the generation of dummy traffic will be provided in future documentation.
This is the approach taken by the Google/Apple API.
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By itself, this approach does not protect against tech-savvy users that proactively modify their device to
collect beacons and then compute matching COVID-19 positive beacons using the public list of COVID-19
positive EphIDs. However, when using TEEs to isolate the proximity protocol, the system can be extended to
hide this public list from tech-savvy users, ensuring that they cannot recognize COVID-19 positive beacons. To
protect against tech-savvy users when using TEEs, the backend encrypts the list of seeds so that this list can
only be decrypted inside the TEE. Each TEE downloads and decrypts the list of infected EphIDs and finds the
matching beacons by cross referencing the list of infected EphIDs with the collected beacons. The TEE then
returns to the app, for each day, a vector of the exposure measurements that enable the app to determine the user’s
exposure. As long as the TEE remains secure, tech-savvy users do not learn the EphIDs of COVID-19 positive
patients.
Modern phones are equipped with TEEs that are used to harden smartphone kernels against attacks and
to store cryptographic seeds. TEEs require buy-in from mobile platform providers (Apple, Google) and, for
Android, the device manufacturers (Samsung, Huawei, etc.). The TEEs are well protected and difficult to attack
even for tech-savvy users. While it is not impossible to leak this information, it is unlikely. We think such a
mitigation is worthwhile in a later version of the proximity tracing system to further increase privacy guarantees.
Other mitigation techniques could include the use of Private Information Retrieval and Private Set Intersection
techniques, although current implementations may bring severe performance penalties.
Such technical measures as well as non-technical measures (e.g., banning modified applications from the
market) could be introduced in case that the identification of COVID-19 positive individuals would become a
threat to the system operation and to the users. The introduction of such measures depends on the overall risk
assessment.
Finally, we note that if a small, cautious or misinformed portion of the population is concerned with these
attacks and decides not to participate, this will not greatly impair the effectiveness of the deployment. As long
as a large fraction of the population runs the app, the number of at-risk identifications will be large enough to
significantly reduce the rate of transmission.
(Highly) Exposed locations. A powerful tech-savvy adversary operating its own BLE equipment from a
single location can collect EphIDs within 20-100m range, depending on the phone output power and environment.
When combining this list with the EphIDs that can be computed from the SKs downloaded to the phone, an
adversary could learn whether any COVID-19 positive user has visited the location in a small radius of 50m.
Furthermore, the adversary could reveal how many distinct diagnosed persons have visited the location in the
past.
5.2.3

Privacy analysis of unlinkable design

The unlinkable design provides overall better privacy properties at the cost of increased bandwidth. The two
designs provide the same level of protection for the social and interaction graph. We address the remaining
differences point by point.
Location traceability. In the unlinkable design, the EphIDs remain unlinkable for all users against a local
attacker. This unlinkability also holds for COVID-19 positive patients so long as the server is honest. However, if
the server is malicious, then it can infer which ephemeral identifiers belong to a COVID-19 positive user through
timing information or other metadata created when ephemeral identifiers are uploaded to the server. The use of
anonymous communications could mitigate this threat.
At-risk individuals. As in the low-cost design, the seeds revealed to the server by users who have received a
positive diagnosis are independent of their contacts. Hence, they do not give any information about people at risk.
The rest of the analysis is the same as for the low-cost design.
COVID-19 positive status. The unlinkable design reduces the linkability of the EphIDs reported by a
COVID-19 positive user. Compared to the low-cost design, this reduces the likelihood that a proactive or
retroactive tech-savvy adversary can identify which of their contacts has reported a positive diagnosis through
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linkage attacks. The adversary can no longer combine observations at multiple points of time to single out a
COVID-19 positive individual.
Retroactive attackers can extract little information from the records stored on the phone. For each beacon, the
phone only stores the hashed string, a coarse receive time (e.g., the day on which the beacon was received) and
the exposure measurement. Retroactive attackers cannot recover a more detailed receive time, and thus only learn
the total count of COVID-19 positive beacons for each day.
However, a proactive tech-savvy adversary can still modify their application to learn when she has been in
close proximity to a confirmed positive case. As described in our detailed privacy risk evaluation,19 this attack
can be executed in any proximity tracing system by using multiple accounts. It cannot be avoided.
The unlinkable design enables COVID-19 positive individuals to redact periods of time that they consider
sensitive and for which they prefer not to disclose their contacts. This can alleviate concerns in a close-knit or
small community in which users may be concerned that community members learn of their positive diagnosis
through the app, instead of being informed in person.
(Highly) Exposed locations. As in any practical BLE-based PT system, an adversary could identify locations
that have been visited by COVID-positive users in the past. However, as EphIDs cannot be linked to a single
device, it is more difficult for the adversary to learn how many distinct cases visited the location.
5.2.4

Privacy analysis of hybrid design

The hybrid design provides privacy properties similar to the low-cost and the unlinkable design. There are two
major differences between the hybrid and the low-cost design.
1)

The hybrid design controls the linkability of the ephemeral identifiers reported by COVID-19
positive users and restricts linkability to short to medium-length time windows.

2)

The hybrid design allows users who report a positive diagnosis to redact identifiers for specific
time windows before sharing them with other devices.

These two differences affect the privacy properties of the hybrid design in the following ways:
COVID-19 positive status. Proactive and retroactive linkage attacks by tech-savvy adversaries aim to reveal
the COVID-19 positive status of individuals they have been in close proximity with. To learn this information, the
adversary needs to extract from the system at which times they have been in contact with a COVID-19 positive
user. They can then correlate this information to auxiliary knowledge about who they saw when to identify
individuals who reported a positive diagnosis. If the adversary can link ephemeral identifiers, i.e., associate
multiple of the EphIDs reported by COVID-19 positive users to the same individual, the adversary can combine
observations from different time frames to single out individuals. The hybrid design restricts the linkability of
reported EphIDs to a time window w. This reduces the likelihood that the adversary can successfully narrow
down the group of contacts who might have tested positive.
In comparison to the unlinkable design, the medium-term linkability of EphIDs implies the hybrid design
provides slightly less protection against proactive and retroactive identification attacks. We note though, that
as in all decentralized designs discussed in this white paper, the proactive tech-savvy user must modify their
application to record receive times.
The hybrid design allows COVID-19 positive users to decide not to share their broadcast identifiers for certain
time windows. This further reduces the likelihood of successful identification attacks as the adversary cannot use
auxiliary information for the redacted time frames to reveal the identity of diagnosed users.
Retroactive attackers can extract some information from the records stored on the phone. For each beacon,
the phone stores the EphID, a time and the exposure measurement. Because EphIDs from the same COVID-19
19

See “Privacy and Security Risk Evaluation of Digital Proximity Tracing Systems”, The DP-3T Project, https://github.com/DP3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Systems.pdf
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positive patient are linkable during a time window, the retroactive attacker can estimate contact duration with a
single COVID-19 positive patient for each time window.20
(Highly) Exposed locations. An adversary is less likely to be able to learn the number of positive cases who
visited a specific location because of the restricted linkability of ephemeral identifiers. The adversary can link
EphIDs for the duration of a time window but cannot link identifiers of the same individual across multiple time
windows.

5.3
5.3.1

Security
Security concerns

Fake exposure events. A fake exposure event could make a person believe that they are at risk, even though they
have never been exposed to a diagnosed user. Attackers could try to generate fake exposure events to trigger false
alerts, e.g. by relaying or broadcasting EphIDs at large scale. This would violate the authenticity requirement of
the system.
Suppressing at-risk contacts: There is a risk that either a COVID-19 positive user or the backend server
could prevent other individuals from learning they are at risk, e.g., by modifying the app’s local storage. This
violates the integrity of the system and would lead to an increased health risk for at-risk individuals who rely on
the system for alerts.
Prevent contact discovery: A malicious actor could disrupt the system, e.g. by jamming Bluetooth signals,
and prevent contact discovery.
5.3.2

Security analysis of low-cost design

Fake exposure events. In all practical proximity tracing systems based on Bluetooth-based exposure measurements, an adversary with a powerful antenna can trigger false alerts of an exposure to a COVID-19 positive
person that do not reflect real-world proximity to a positive-case person.
To cause false alarms, a malicious adversary simply places her proximity tracing device in a crowded area
and hooks up a powerful transmitter to artificially increase the range of her Bluetooth contacts. As a result, other
devices located beyond 2 meters can interact with the attacker’s device and will perceive the attacker’s device as
“near-by”. To complete the attack, the attacker must ensure that these interactions between her device and other
devices are flagged as exposure events. To do so, the attacker either:
1.

Herself tests positive and brings her device to the hospital when she gets tested (requiring the
adversary to be infected).

2.

Bribes a diagnosed person to bring the attacker’s device to the hospital instead of their own
(or simply obtains the upload authorization code from them).

3.

Hijacks/bribes the health authority that authorises COVID-19 positive individuals to trigger
proximity tracing.

4.

Compromises the backend server that sends information or directly notifies users of the
system.

In the low-cost design, an attacker can record an individual’s ephemeral identifier and broadcast it to victims
at a different location and/or time, as long as it is relayed on the same day. If that individual later receives a
positive diagnosis, the victims will incorrectly believe they have been exposed.
20

This retroactive attack does not work when using the Google/Apple API as it does not expose received EphID to any application or
user.
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In the low-cost design, the seeds of COVID-19 positive users shared for exposure calculation are bound to the
day on which they were valid. This prevents relay attacks in which the adversary attempts to relay an individual’s
ephemeral identifiers with a delay of more than 24 hours.
An attacker could be motivated to claim another user’s EphID as their own and report that it should be
included in the exposure risk calculation. The low-cost design addresses this risk by requiring users to upload the
seeds SKt from which their EphIDs are derived. As these EphIDs are derived from the seed using a cryptographic
hash function and a pseudo-random function, it is computationally infeasible for an attack to learn another user’s
seed from observing their broadcasts.
Suppressing at-risk contacts. Hiding at-risk contacts is possible in any proximity tracing system. Infected
users can choose to not participate at all; to temporarily not broadcast Bluetooth identifiers, or not to upload their
data once diagnosed.
Prevent contact discovery. Any proximity tracing system based on Bluetooth low energy is susceptible to
jamming attacks by active adversaries. Such jamming attacks will cause the normal recording of EphIDs to stop
working, hence preventing contact discovery. This is an inherent problem of this approach.
5.3.3

Security analysis of unlinkable design

The unlinkable design has the same security properties as the low-cost design with respect to suppressing at-risk
contacts and preventing contact discovery.
Fake exposure events. As in all practical proximity tracing systems based on BLE handshakes between
personal smartphones, a powerful adversary can cause false alarms through BLE range extension attacks.21
In the unlinkable design, ephemeral identifiers are cryptographically linked to the epoch in which they are
broadcast. To create fake exposure events, the attacker must therefore receive and rebroadcast EphIDs within
the same epoch. Such an “online” relay attack is unavoidable in proximity tracing systems based on passive
Bluetooth advertisements.
As in the low-cost design, the EphID generation protocol of the unlinkable design prevents an attacker from
claiming another user’s EphID as their own. To do so, an attacker would have to be able to infer a user’s seed
seedt from their broadcast identifier which is computationally infeasible.
5.3.4

Security analysis of hybrid design

The hybrid design has the same security properties as the low-cost design with respect to the risks of suppressing
at-risk contact and preventing contact discovery.
Fake exposure events. As in all practical proximity tracing systems based on BLE handshakes between
personal smartphones, a powerful adversary can cause false alarms through BLE range extension attacks.
In the hybrid design, EphIDs are linked to the valid time window of the seed they were derived from. To
create fake exposure events, the adversary must therefore receive and broadcast EphIDs within the same time
window. This prevents relay attacks in which the adversary attempts to relay an individual’s ephemeral identifiers
with a delay of more than the length of a time window.
As in the low-cost design, the EphID generation protocol of the hybrid design prevents an attacker from
claiming another user’s EphID as their own. To do so, an attacker would have to be able to infer a user’s seed
value seedw from their broadcast identifier which is computationally infeasible.
21
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6

Protection from short-term and remote eavesdropping at the physical layer

In this section, we introduce an enhancement to the decentralised proximity tracing solutions proposed in this
document. It would also apply to similar initiatives such as PACT and TCN,22 and the joint Apple and Google
Exposure Notification protocol.23
A shortcoming in most decentralized proximity tracing systems based on the exchange of BT advertisements
between devices is that a malicious party who is willing to modify their app or deploy their own software is
able to record a proximity event despite only being in contact for a short amount of time or at a long distance.
This violates the requirement that the system provide precise data, i.e. only report exposure events that represent
actual physical proximity.
In particular, an attacker could attempt to gather a significant number of EphIDs by deploying specialist
equipment, either in high-traffic locations or in a vehicle that can cover a wide area (“wardriving”). The attacker
can also deploy high gain, directional antennas to cover wide areas, further increasing the range and selectivity of
the attack. The attacker can later see which of the recorded EphIDs correspond to users who reported a positive
diagnosis and use additional metadata such as location, timing, video surveillance, etc. to infer their identities.
We note that for these enhancements to be efficient, changes in low-level smartphone components (e.g.,
Bluetooth chips) are likely necessary. We expect that without these changes, these enhancements will have a
non-negligible impact on battery life.

6.1

EphID spreading with secret sharing

To address these problems, we introduce an enhancement to our system: EphID Spreading With Secret Sharing.
In a nutshell, this enhancement spreads each ephemeral identifier EphID across low-power beacons using a
k-out-of-n secret sharing scheme. Instead of transmitting each EphID within a single beacon, we encode it into
n shares, such that each receiver needs to receive at least k shares to reconstruct the EphID. There are a number of
secret sharing techniques that could be used for this purpose. We are currently running experiments to determine
which is the most robust scheme for the scenarios in which these systems are to be deployed.
In our earlier designs, each device divides time into epochs and picks a random EphIDi for each epoch i. The
EphID is transmitted several times during the epoch and each broadcast contains the whole EphID. The broadcast
frequency depends on manufacturer- and implementation-specific details.
With this enhancement, each broadcast contains shares of the EphID. If EphID is to be retransmitted within
an epoch, new shares are generated. In the simplest case, however, the number n of shares can be set to equal
the number of broadcasts that the device makes within an epoch. We stress that this enhancement, even with the
spread of the EphIDs, should not have a significant impact on battery life. It requires no additional transmission
or reception over the basic designs, and the additional computation is minimal.

6.2

Tuning the trade-off between privacy and utility

Tuning privacy parameters. Setting the value k requires careful consideration. A system must receive enough
beacons during the contact interval (as determined by epidemiologists) to receive k shares and register a contact.
A smaller k thus increases the robustness of the system in normal operation. However, the larger the value of
k, the longer an adversary is forced to shadow a victim in order to collect a sufficient number of beacons to
reconstruct the EphID. Hence, the proposed number k of shares is a trade-off between privacy and the ability to
record short contacts.
22

For PACT, see Justin Chan et al. (2020) PACT: Privacy Sensitive Protocols and Mechanisms for Mobile Contact Tracing, retrieved
from: https://covidsafe.cs.washington.edu/on 20 May 2020. For TCN, see TCN Coalition (2020) TCN Protocol, retrieved from
https://github.com/TCNCoalition/TCN on 20 May 2020.
23
See https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing/
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Figure 5: EphID spreading with secret sharing.
Eavesdropping from a distance. Spreading EphID across beacons not only protects against eavesdropping by
adversaries who are only briefly collocated with their victim, but it also makes eavesdropping from a distance
much harder. The requirement to successfully receive multiple broadcasts increases the asymmetry between
a legitimate receiver in proximity and a malicious eavesdropper at a distance. An eavesdropper who is placed
further away will typically experience a worse channel to the transmitter and a higher packet loss.
If we assume an attacker without access to specialised equipment and with reasonable assumptions on the
broadcast transmission power, frequency, and probability of successful reception, we can select k, n such that a
close by, legitimate user within 5 meters would have a very high probability of successfully receiving an EphID
within a reasonable contact time threshold of five minutes (>99.9%), but an attacker attempting to eavesdrop from
16 meters away would have a small probability of success (<1%). An attacker using specialised hardware would
be able to improve their odds either by increasing their probability of successful reception or by cryptographic
analysis of the malformed broadcasts.
To achieve the appropriate balance between the desired range of reception of EphIDs (epidemiologically
relevant) and the resilience to eavesdropping, we need to select the right combination of transmission power,
transmission frequency, and required number k of reconstruction shares. We expect these parameters to be
configurable and determined by further experiments, functional requirements, and risk assessment. The use of
ultra-low or low power beacons will likely best protect the privacy of the users and facilitate proximity detection.
Our scheme can be integrated within a ranging technique or used in addition to existing (e.g., RSSI-based)
ranging. In the latter case, ranging would use a different epoch identifier that is different but linked to the EphID
that the device is broadcasting. If supported by BLE chipsets, this scheme could be further enhanced by in
addition distributing the shares across three BLE advertisement channels.

7

Comparison with centralized approaches

We classify two key functionalities in proximity tracing systems that are decentralized in our schemes:
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•

Ephemeral identifier generation: Ephemeral identifiers broadcast via Bluetooth are generated on
the phone.

•

Exposure estimation: The estimation of the exposure is computed locally on the phone.

We now compare the security and privacy properties of the decentralized approaches presented above with
schemes in which both operations are centralized, and with schemes in which seeds are generated on phones but
COVID-exposure estimation is centralized.

7.1

Centralized identifier generation and exposure estimation

In approaches in which both identifier generation and COVID-exposure estimation are centralized, such as
ROBERT,24 PEPP-PT-NTK,25 and OpenTrace/BlueTrace/TraceTogether,26 a central server estimates a user’s
likelihood of COVID-exposure, instead of the user’s smartphone in decentralized designs. Depending on the
system, the server notifies the at-risk users (PEPP-PT-NTK, OpenTrace) or users query the server about their
status (ROBERT).
In all these systems, the central server holds a long-term pseudo-identifier for every user and uses it to derive
ephemeral pseudo-identities (EphIDs) that are pushed to the smartphones.
The smartphones broadcast the EphIDs received from the central server and record the EphIDs transmitted by
near-by smartphones. Smartphones locally store all observed EphIDs together with their corresponding proximity
and duration. See Figure ZZ.
In case of a positive diagnosis, users can give permission for their smartphone to send the recorded list of
observations to the server to enable proximity tracing.
7.1.1

Central proximity tracing

PEPP-PT-NTK and OpenTrace The PEPP-PT-NTK and OpenTrace backends execute the proximity tracing
process after a diagnosed user has uploaded their list of observations [(EphID, epoch, duration)] for the contagious
window. The backend recovers the long-term pseudo-identifiers of the at-risk users from the reported observed
EphIDs and triggers a process to notify them if their exposure is high enough. See Figure ZY.
ROBERT In the ROBERT system, the backend tracks the exposure of each user of the system. As in PEPP-PTNTK and OpenTrace, COVID-19 diagnosed patients upload their observed EphIDs to the backend server. The
backend server associates these observed EphIDs to long-term pseudo-identifiers of at-risk users. The backend
uses the associated data to update the exposure for each of the at-risk users.
Unlike PEPP-PT-NTK and OpenTrace, the backend does not notify patients. Instead, smartphones of
ROBERT users regularly query the backend to request their exposure status. The backend answers whether the
exposure passed the threshold or not.
24

Inria PRIVATICS and Fraunhofer AISEC (19 April 2020) ROBERT: ROBust and privacy presERving proximity Tracing. Retrieved
from https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/ on 19 May 2020.
25
PEPP-PT (20 April 2020) Data Protection and Information Security Architecture: Illustrated on German Implementation. Retrieved
from https://github.com/pepp-pt/ on 19 May 2020.
26
Jason Bay, Joel Kek, Alvin Tan, Chai Sheng Hau, Lai Yongquan, Janice Tan, Tang Anh Quy (9 April 2020) BlueTrace: A
privacy-preserving protocol for community-driven contact tracing across borders. Retrieved from https://bluetrace.io/ on 19 May 2020.
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Figure 6: Processing and storing of observed EphIDs.

Figure 7: Proximity tracing for centralized PEPP-PT-NTK and OpenTrace designs. In ROBERT, the users instead
query the backend.
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7.2

Local identifier generation and centralized exposure estimation

Other approaches, such as DESIRE27 instead generate identifiers on the phone, while still estimating COVIDexposure centrally. Instead of broadcasting self-contained, ephemeral identifiers, smartphones in DESIRE
broadcast ephemeral public keys that, when combined with others’ public keys, yield ephemeral identifiers
EphIDs.
In case of a positive diagnosis, users can give permission for their smartphone to send a version of the
observed EphIDs to the backend to enable proximity tracing.
Central proximity tracing Smartphones regularly query the backend to request their current exposure status.
To enable the backend to compute this status, phones upload a version of the EphIDs computed from all the
encounters they had in the relevant period. The server takes all observations reported of these encounters [(EphID,
epoch, duration)] and estimates exposure. If the exposure is long enough, the user receives a positive exposure
response. Otherwise, the user receives a negative.

7.3

Privacy comparison

Social graph. In a system in which both identifiers and COVID-exposure are computed centrally, the backend
server can always associate ephemeral broadcast identifiers with permanent pseudo-identifiers for individual
devices. If EphIDs are associated with a long-term identifier (e.g., in PEPP-PT-NTK), the backend server can
reconstruct the social graph of users from the information shared by COVID-19 positive users. The server can
join subgraphs from different positive cases to gain a comprehensive picture of the true underlying social graph.
Given other partial social graphs with identities, the server can match its graph to the other graphs and reidentify
nodes.
ROBERT and DESIRE propose to prevent the leakage of the social graph by using an anonymous communication network to upload observed identifiers in an unlinkable manner. In this way, the backend cannot associate
uploads to a user nor determine which identifiers were observed by the same COVID-19 positive user. As a result,
the backend cannot reconstruct an infected user’s contacts.
In separate documents, we show that (1) these mechanisms when applied to ROBERT are ineffective and still
allow reconstruction of the social graph;28 and (2) are difficult to realise in practice for DESIRE.29
Interaction graph. In a system in which both identifiers and COVID-exposure are computed centrally and
uploaded observed identifiers are linked, the backend server can always associate uploaded ephemeral broadcast
identifiers to permanent pseudo-identifiers for individual devices. In PEPP-PT-NTK, OpenTrace, and ROBERT,
observed identifiers are timestamped. Thus the backend server can not only reconstruct a social graph, but it can
reconstruct an interaction graph.
The subset of the full interaction graph learned by a server grows quickly as every newly confirmed positive
user uploads their entire contact history, which can be linked to existing nodes in the graph. Even though the
nodes in the graph are pseudonymous, this is a serious privacy concern because graph data is easy to reidentify.28
If deployed (including anonymous communication, ensuring enough mixing with uploads of other COVIDpositive patients, and anonymous authentication), the mechanisms in DESIRE to protect the social graph preclude
the DESIRE backend from learning the interaction graph.
27

Castellucia et al. (9 May 2020) DESIRE: A third way for a European Exposure Notification System https://github.com/3rd-ways-forEU-exposure-notification/project-DESIRE/blob/master/DESIRE-specification-EN-v1 0.pdf on 19 May 2020.
28
See, “Security and privacy analysis of the document ‘ROBERT: ROBust and privacy-presERving proximity Tracing’ ”,
The DP-3T Project, version 22 April 2020, https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/ROBERT%20%20Security%20and%20privacy%20analysis.pdf
29
See, “DESIRE: A Practical Assessment”, The DP3T Consortium, version 13 May 2020, https://github.com/DP3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/DESIRE%20-%20A%20Practical%20Assessment.pdf
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Location traceability. The decentralized design limits the potential for location tracking to users who have
received a positive diagnosis and for the course of the contagious period. In centralised systems in which keys are
generated on the server, access to server-side keys (e.g., the backend itself or law enforcement) enables linking
ephemeral EphIDs to the corresponding permanent app identifier. This enables tracing/identifying people based
on EphIDs observed in the past, as well as tracing peoples’ future movements.
When keys are generated on the phone and not used directly as EphIDs, as in DESIRE, location traceability is
equivalent to the decentralised unlinkable design.
At-risk individuals. In centralised systems in which the server controls key generation and notifies the user
(PEPP-PT-NTK, OpenTrace), by design, the backend recovers the identity of an at-risk individual to notify these
individuals.
In other centralised designs (ROBERT, DESIRE), users query the server to learn their exposure status. The
identity of at-risk users is only protected when servers cannot deanonymize users through their permanent app
identifiers and network identifiers.
As in decentralized designs, network eavesdroppers do not learn at-risk status.
COVID-19 positive status. The centralised and decentralised proximity tracing systems share the inherent
privacy limitation that they can be exploited by a tech-savvy user to reveal which individuals in their contact
list might be infected. However, the centralised designs hide when and how often the user was in contact with
a COVID-positive patient. As a result, tech-savvy attackers cannot benefit from linking between EphIDs and
timing information to amplify their attack. Instead, they need to rely on multiple accounts.
Depending on whether the centralized designs deploy dummy traffic correctly, network eavesdroppers might
still learn the COVID-19 status of users of the system.

7.4

Security comparison

Fake exposure events. Triggering false alerts is easy in all centralised designs except DESIRE and can be done
retroactively by any tech-savvy COVID-19 positive user. It does not require broadcasting. It suffices to add the
target’s EphIDs to the list of observed events prior to uploading them to the backend.
DESIRE requires an active exchange between users to trigger a fake exposure event, and therefore requires
broadcasting.30
Suppressing at-risk contacts. Hiding at-risk contacts is possible in any proximity tracing system.
Prevent contact discovery. Any proximity tracing system based on Bluetooth BLE is susceptible to jamming
attacks by active adversaries.

8

Conclusion

In this whitepaper, we designed a privacy-preserving proximity tracing system and analyzed three different
protocols. All three protocols minimize exposure of private data, limiting the risk of a privacy leakage.
Our design relies on smartphones to locally compute the exposure of an individual user to the SARS-CoV-2
virus through proximity over a prolonged period of time to COVID-19 positive people. Data about specific
exposure events, i.e., interactions of people, always remains on a user’s phone.
The three implementations offer different trade-offs between bandwidth and privacy protection. One design
results in an extremely lightweight system. The others offer extra privacy properties at the cost of a small increase
in download data size. The three alternatives scale to a large number of users with minimal local computation and
minimal centralization.
30
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We also provided evaluation criteria to assess the level of privacy provided by any proximity tracing solution.
We thoroughly evaluated our protocols with respect to performance, security, and privacy. Compared to central
designs in which the backend computes risks and informs users, our design protects interaction graphs from the
backend. Only a determined, tech-savvy adversary can learn any extra information besides that made visible by
the app. The centralized system, in comparison, leaks to the backend unnecessary information about contacts and
requires a large amount of trust in a central entity.
Our three implementations show that there are a wide range of alternatives to be explored among the trade-off
between resistance to different active and passive attacks, battery consumption, and bandwidth overhead. We
encourage researchers and technology companies working on proximity tracing to continue searching for the best
realistic operation point.
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Abstract
Contact tracing is a critical part of reopening society. While manual contact tracing by medical professionals is essential, there’s growing acknowledgement that supplementing this with digital approaches
might make a significant difference in the speed with which we can reopen.
Safe Paths is open source, standards-based, privacy-first framework that works closely with public
health entities. Our approach is to roll out apps, SDKs, privacy-preserving network backbones, and
interoperable protocols, so that any developer can build experiences that perform contact-tracing and
related activities in safe, easy to use ways.
In this paper, we’ll compare some of the existing technologies that can be used to aid contact tracing
and exposure notification efforts, and make the case for using a holistic, multi-modal approach rather
than relying exclusively on a single technology.

1

Bluetooth Tracing

The technology that’s being most widely explored for exposure notification today is Bluetooth Low Energy
transmission (BLE); it’s present on most modern mobile devices, and can provide evidence that two phones were
near each other. Several groups, including PACT, TCN, BlueTrace, D3PT, and others, have been working together
in recent weeks to create privacy-preserving protocols that use Bluetooth for COVID exposure notification. Most
recently, Google and Apple have collaborated on a framework for contact tracing apps, which will be extremely
helpful in overcoming major barriers to adoption (including interoperability between the two companies’ phones,
improvements in battery life, and allowing the use of BLE in the background). (For the rest of this essay, we’ll
refer to this Google / Apple Exposure Notification protocol as “GAEN”.) By building contact-tracing support
into their operating systems, GEAN could make a difference in adoption of these technologies.
At the same time, there are a host of reasons why the GAEN protocol is not, on its own, a complete solution
for contact tracing. Successful contact tracing requires a strong understanding of the context of encounters:
where and when did an encounter happen, and what are the chances that the encounter resulted in a transmission?
Bluetooth technology does a good job of detecting physical proximity, but it does not provide any other context
of the encounters.
Furthermore, contact tracing (with or without proximity detection) is itself just one piece of the puzzle; public
health officials need to be able to generate heatmaps, spread analysis, and other data that allow them to fight this
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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disease holistically. With an understanding of location and context, we can develop that more holistic solution.
We need to carefully consider the role of various technologies, their context to the end-user, as well as to the
health officials and communities, which we will explore throughout this document.
User experience and App Perspective: The need for a holistic solution with GPS, WiFi and Bluetooth
There are several reasons to consider a holistic multimodal solution that includes location tracking in addition to
Bluetooth proximity ID. Any one technology has limitations of either false positives, or false negatives. Ultimately,
the best solutions will leverage the advantages of GPS, Bluetooth, and WiFi in order to create more accurate,
useful, and private data.
Adoption Rate vs Effectiveness: Bluetooth requires many people to use the apps for it to be valuable. In
Singapore the Bluetooth App penetration is 12% which means only 1.44% of encounters are recorded (0.12*0.12).
As a reference, Casey Newton [1] has a good piece on Why Bluetooth apps are bad at discovering new cases
of COVID-19. While adoption can be increased through government and big tech buy-in, these numbers still
hamper effectiveness.
GPS based App scales linearly: With a 12% adoption rate of the app, considering a proportional approach, we
might get much better than 12% coverage in any given area. This means that if 12% of people install the app. (I.e.
if 100 infected people went to the store in a week, and we only caught 12 of them, that’s still potentially enough to
label it as a hotspot.12% of infected hotspots will be identified This identification would be very helpful, as nearly
everyone in town will hear about them, eg. local news channels. GPS is useful even if smartphone penetration in
a region is not widespread.
False positives or False Negatives: Attempting to do exposure alerting as the only intervention in such cases
has the risk of generating either false positives, or false negatives. For instance, if you are living in the apartment
below an infected person, sharing a ceiling/floor, or working from a neighboring office, such a notification can
still flag you as at risk. False negatives could occur if your phone was turned off or not with you when you came
into contact with an infected person. This ambiguity can only be handled by a good UX.
Contextual information is key: Users do not like to get an alert without understanding the context. They need
to know where exactly the encounter took place in order to trust the system. This location information can be
provided by GPS location logging. Note that adding location and time to BLE encounters make them less private,
because in some cases it will allow the person receiving the alert to deduce from whom the alert was sent (if they
know they were only in the presence of one other person at the time, for example). But without this contextual
information, it’s impossible for the exposed individual to judge the reliability of the notification.
Further, in the context of manual contact tracing by medical professionals, access to location information can
help them conduct interviews by helping the patients, for example, remember if they were wearing a mask or not,
whether they shook hands or not, etc.

2

Health Organisations Perspective: Public health needs more than just encounters

The prime need of the health officials is their ability to call the exposed person directly to assess their personal
situation and provide guidance about testing/isolation/hospitalization. Health care officials also need dashboards
of emerging hotspots to be able to map the spread. Safe Paths is working towards inclusion of building tools for
heatmaps and spread analysis to support their needs. Bluetooth does have certain advantages, especially in dense
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urban environments, but the optimal contact tracing solution will ultimately be multimodal (Bluetooth, GPS, and
Wi-Fi), leveraging the advantages of each technology. For example, contextual information from GPS location
logs can help a simple rejection mechanism for the false positives created by Bluetooth. As an example if there
can help a simple rejection mechanism for the false positives created by Bluetooth. As an example if there was a
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Safe Paths is building Ecosystems: Solutions require more than just Contact
Tracing
Safe Paths
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Contact tracing is just a tiny part of the public health interventions we need to build: for encounter memories,
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various technologies including the recent Apple/Google Bluetooth API. We are furthermore building interoperable
protocols and standards, so that each of these jurisdictions can benefit and learn from each other.
We are already developing pilots in 30 jurisdictions across the world. SafePaths is working closely with public
health entities, and we plan to roll out apps and end-to-end solutions for each entity that makes use of various
technologies including the recent Apple/Google Bluetooth API. We are furthermore building interoperable
69 can benefit and learn from each other.
protocols and standards, so that each of these jurisdictions

Safe Paths is Technology Agnostic:

4

Safe Paths is Technology Agnostic

We want to stress that Apple and Google are releasing Proximity AP but not a full contact tracing solution. The
released APIs will give contact tracing tools such as Safe Paths the ability to work at a deeper level on phones,
improving battery life, effectiveness and privacy.
Here, it might be important to bring to light that while there are many contact tracing solutions that could be
built on these APIs, there are issues of concern with relying on either one of the technologies alone - Bluetooth or
GPS based solutions. In the case of Bluetooth, each phone (not just the infected person’s phone) is emitting the
Bluetooth ID every few seconds. So if an app is not transparent or open source, or runs afoul of other important
privacy principles, there’s a great capacity for abuse, by listening in on the data of hundreds of millions of users
as they broadcast IDs that change very slowly (15 mins). Smartphones can help reduce the spread of the virus but
any network analysis could cause unacceptable intrusion to privacy and human rights.
Conversely, the underlying data set for location data is much riskier than for Bluetooth data; that is, if you did
share location data without privacy protection (either because of a poorly designed app, or by insufficient security
protection), the results would be much more damaging than the release of BLE data (which is composed only of
anonymous encrypted IDs).
In this vein, MIT SafePaths is in the process of building out both private tracing and a public health solution,
part of which will utilize the new Google/Apple API, defined by two key elements:
1. open source software components
2. interoperable standards and backbone that work across GPS/BT/WiFi/Telecom
We will be using either on-device calculation or use encrypted trail match with guarantees of privacy. Thus
it avoids the ‘big brother’ surveillance state problem in certain countries where GPS matching solutions have
been very effective but are draconian [3]. Such misinformation and distrust can cause civil unrest, especially in
heterogeneous societies.
The vision at Safe Paths is to enable a fusion of various technologies including GPS/Bluetooth/WiFi SSID
to provide a more reliable approach, reduce false positives/negatives, provide context for believability and also
provide aggregate dashboard view for public health officials. SafePaths is already delivering these technologies
and will continue to build them in an open source way. Follow CovidSafePaths.org for a more technical discussion.
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1

Introduction

We are a group of volunteers — researchers, software engineers, privacy and public health experts — who have
developed a privacy-preserving mobile app intervention to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Our mobile app
performs automatic decentralized contact tracing using bluetooth proximity networks.
Our volunteers care strongly about preserving human life and human rights. All data we could collect is
voluntary and fully anonymized. All code is transparent. It is open source [1] and could be easily reviewed,
reproduced and used anywhere on the planet.
The app could be installed by anyone with a bluetooth-capable smartphone, alerting them to their risk of
having been in contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19, and helping them to protect themselves and their
friends, families, and other contacts altruistically.
We believe scalable measures like an app are especially helpful in communities where contact tracing
resources are too limited to match the scope of the pandemic. We’re building this app to provide components and
tools that public health agencies can use to supplement their pre-existing efforts to fight COVID-19, assisted by
voluntary public action.

1.1

Privacy Focus

Existing mobile apps without a privacy focus have been an effective intervention to reduce the spread of COVID19. However, invasive interventions carry significant human rights costs, including the temporary loss of personal
freedom and fears around whether that freedom will be restored.
A mobile app with a strong privacy model may also have greater efficacy because people will be more likely
to share accurate data if they know that data is safe. Ensuring privacy prevents COVID-19 patients from being
ostracized or socially harmed on account of inadvertent potential data exposures. Also, mobile apps with poor
privacy models may further undermine public confidence in responses and exacerbate existing mistrust.
In contrast, our mobile app research has focused on developing a strong privacy model while still providing
effective intervention. Using the app, users can alert recent contacts without anyone being able to trace the
information back to them. We believe this intervention has the potential to slow or stop the spread of COVID-19
and save lives.
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1.2

Current Mobile Phone Interventions

South Korea and China have demonstrated two successful systems for containing COVID-19 that make extensive
use of technology. The results they have seen match well with predictions from numerical models: with a
sufficient diagnosis rate and contact tracing accuracy COVID-19 can be contained.
China [2] was the first to create a mobile app intervention. Their app uses GPS history and other data to
assign a risk score. This score is then used to control which individuals are allowed to move freely. China’s
intervention appears to have been successful, but required far-reaching state surveillance that, by the standards of
most liberal democracies, would be considered highly invasive, likely unlawful, and politically unpalatable.
South Korea [3] publicizes a large amount of information collected from the cellphones of infected patients
so that others can determine if they had been in contact. South Korea’s success has been attributed mostly
to (1) widespread testing (2) contact tracing and (3) case isolation. However, their mobile alert solutions do
not effectively anonymize patient data. They gather location data from interviews, mobile phone GPS history,
surveillance cameras, and credit card records then send text alerts with the location history of patients. Much like
the intervention in China, this appears to be effective, but takes a similarly high toll on personal privacy.
We’ve built a privacy-preserving version of these successful interventions that we believe would have a
regulatorily, publicly, and politically viable adoption process within the United States and other Western countries.
The system as designed complies with existing regulations around medical information in the United States and
does not reveal identifying patient information.

1.3

Making Interventions More Efficient

Non-pharmaceutical pandemic interventions fundamentally make a trade-off between two important social goods:
(1) loss of life from the pandemic and (2) economic impact, which influences health and well-being outcomes
indirectly. Mobile app interventions are a powerful public health tool because they can improve this trade-off.
In general, non-pharmaceutical approaches to infectious disease control have the following components:
• Filtering (picking a subset of the population)
• Intervention (modifying the behaviour of these people)
For example, quarantining patients with a positive diagnosis applies a filter based on testing and then applies the
quarantine intervention. Other examples include travel restrictions for at-risk areas, cancelling public events in
a specific city, or encouraging more handwashing in an entire country. Some of these interventions, especially
self-isolation, are highly effective [4] at preventing the transmission of infectious diseases like COVID-19. The
downside is that they can also be costly to use.
The quality of filtering plays a crucial role in determining the trade-off between loss of life and economic
impact. If filtering is poor, a correspondingly larger economic impact will be needed to achieve the same loss of
life reduction. Without good filtering, broad quarantines and social distancing are needed, incurring a huge cost
in the form of negative impact on people’s lives.
Unfortunately, traditional approaches to filtering, such as contact tracing, are labor intensive and don’t scale
well. So we expect filtering (and, correspondingly, the trade-off between loss of life and economic impact) to
degrade in quality as a pandemic grows. But automated contact tracing solutions have the potential to be more
scalable – and potentially even more accurate, with access to higher quality information than traditional contact
tracing. This may allow for a better trade-off to be maintained in the midst of a pandemic.

2

Proposed System: Three Parts

The system proposed here is intended to be used as part of a broader campaign to combat COVID-19 immediately
and in the long term. These methods focus on gathering and disseminating the information needed to perform
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targeted interventions.
There are three components to this system that work almost independently, but can be bundled into a single
mobile app. Depending on privacy requirements and the needs of specific public health authorities a subset of
these capabilities could be utilized.
1. Automated contact tracing at scale using anonymized bluetooth proximity sensing
2. Heatmap informed by epidemiological models using anonymized GPS data to warn users about high risk
areas
3. Recommendations from local health authorities and risk-aware suggestions about when to get tested

3

Part 1: Bluetooth Contact Tracing

3.1

Contact Tracing Background

Non-pharmaceutical methods focused on social distancing reduce the spread of COVID-19. These methods are
based on reducing contact between infected and susceptible people, even when it isn’t known who is infected. In
the simplest form, this is being achieved by reducing all social events and increasing precautions like handwashing.
This is an effective measure because the number of new infections is roughly proportional to the number of
contact eventsSLOWING
with infectious
people.
THE SPREAD
OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES USING CROWDSOURCED DATA
A more targeted approach employed by many health agencies is contact tracing [5]. This system works by
finding and monitoring contacts of patients that have been diagnosed. Individuals that are thought to be infected
are then put into isolation to prevent further transmission, and individuals who have previously been in contact
with infected individuals are quarantined.
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3.2

Model Description

Mobile phones are carried by a majority of people in several countries with an estimated 3.5 billion users
worldwide. They are extremely common in Western society, with over 70% of the US population estimated
to own one. Bluetooth is a radio protocol that can be used to wirelessly communicate between nearby mobile
devices and the signal strength can be used to estimate distance.
Mobile devices can be made to proactively record contact events with other nearby devices by sending
bluetooth signals. By measuring the signal strength and discrete number of contact events, the duration and
distance of contact between two phone users can be estimated.
By recording all contact events, a high accuracy list of at-risk individuals can be generated automatically
when a new person is diagnosed. These individuals can then be immediately notified to ensure they self-isolate
before infecting more people.
Bluetooth proximity may be the most accurate crowdsourcing method for approximating close contact
to perform contact tracing.
While GPS data is a more well-known general technology, there are significant advantages bluetooth has over
GPS in terms of accuracy for contact tracing. With bluetooth, proximity can be approximated by signal strength
that is reduced by obstructions like walls; therefore, it more accurately reflects functional proximity in high-risk
environments for close contact: inside buildings, in vehicles and airplanes, and in underground transit.
Bluetooth communication also occurs directly between mobile devices. This means a decentralized
system can be built more easily with and with stronger privacy protection than other crowdsourcing data
types like GPS trajectories.
We are also pursuing research in developing inexpensive external bluetooth devices under the same automatic
contact tracing alert system for use in communities with fewer smartphone users. These methods would face
much steeper adoption challenges, but if mobile app users and external device users could be integrated under a
single system, outcomes could be further improved over more global communities.

3.3

Privacy Model

The bluetooth contact tracing system (Fig 2) can be structured in a decentralized and anonymous way using
randomly generated and locally stored ‘Contact Event Numbers’. This allows the system to function fully without
any private information being stored or transmitted.
By generating a new random number for each contact event, the system is able to operate without storing or
transmitting any personal information. This method is designed so that only the phones involved in a contact
event are able to identify messages on a public database.
The only authentication required is the permission number provided by a public health authority. This
permission number is used so that malicious actors cannot send false alarms. After authentication, the permission
number is deleted from server memory.
The contact event numbers are random and only known by the message recipients and the message sender,
so the database can be made public without risk of sensitive information being discovered. While our current
intervention is based on permission numbers, in regions where widespread testing is unavailable, a well-designed
symptom sharing questionnaire may perform a similar function, with a higher number of false positives. Research
in this direction is currently being done by the CoEpi team. The most effective form of this intervention would
occur in communities that implement widespread testing and where permission numbers are shared with the
mobile app by public health departments.

3.4

Database

The specification for the database is very simple: it is shared across all installations of the app and stores
anonymized Contact Event Numbers. If protections against hoaxes are required, permission numbers can be used,
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Figure 2: Privacy Model
Bluetooth proximity may be the most accurate crowdsourcing method for approximating close contact.
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4
4.1

Part 2: GPS Heatmap
Model Description

GPS capability is ubiquitous among smartphone devices, and high-resolution spatiotemporal data is regularly
used by mapping and social media apps. Given anonymised GPS data along with user infection status, we can
approximately calculate where the fomite-based risk of infection is the highest; meaning, where there may be
inanimate objects capable of transmitting infection. Anonymized GPS data can inform an epidemiological model
to show how the disease is likely to spread. Based on this epidemiological model, we can generate a risk heatmap
showing comparative fomite risk for different geographical areas at the current time. This heatmap enables our
users to adjust their behaviours in response to their local environment. They could, for example, choose to take
extra precautions when in high-risk areas, or avoid them altogether. This both decreases the risk of our users
becoming infected, and decreases the risk that they will infect those around them. This provides a supplementary
service for our users to inform their social distancing measures.

4.2

Epidemiology Model

To describe it simply, the heat map builds upon SEIRS models [8]. The population of simulated users, and
probability and timing of a simulated user moving from one state to the next, are generated from the data we have
available: both on the background demographics of impacted areas and specific case data. Each simulated user
is given an age and has a chance of having pre-existing health conditions, which impact their contagiousness
and susceptibility to infection. The anonymised user trajectories are superimposed over a grid covering the area
being modeled, while the grid squares are filled with a number of randomly generated simulated humans based
on demographic data for that area. As simulated infected and contagious users move across the grid, they carry a
chance of infecting the other simulated humans (both user and non-user) sharing their grid space at any given
time. Simulated non-user humans also have a probability of adjusting their behaviour and movement throughout
the simulation, to model hospital admission and self-isolation. This simulation is run multiple times, and the
amount of time each infected human spent in each grid square contributes to its overall risk score, which is
represented by the final heatmap. As our understanding of COVID-19 progresses, this heatmap can be refined,
and the parameters tuned to more accurately reflect real-world data.

4.3

Privacy Model

Given the personally identifying nature of the spatiotemporal trajectories provided by GPS systems, this information will be handled in a more complex way involving two distinct servers. The first server, Server A, will handle
anonymisation using the methods described in the following GPS Anonymization Model section. Users will send
their GPS data to Server A first without any other information, and Server A will return the now-anonymised data
to them. They will then upload the anonymised data, along with their infection status, to the second server, Server
B. Server B will take this data and add it to our epidemiological simulation, generating a heatmap.

4.4

GPS Anonymization Model

The heatmap may either require the application of an anonymization algorithm, or the explicit consent of users to
publish high resolution GPS trajectories. There is a large body of academic work [9] behind the anonymisation
of spatiotemporal data, most of which draw from a handful of common strategies. These include aggregating
multiple similar trajectories together, decreasing the resolution of each datapoint across space and time, removing
particularly distinctive datapoints, and swapping sections of trajectories that cross paths.
Of the several metrics used for quantifying de-identification methods, we have chosen k-anonymization. A
dataset is anonymous for some integer k if no entry can be narrowed down further than belonging to one of k
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individuals. For example, a group of trajectories would be 3-anonymous if each trajectory could plausibly belong
to at least 3 individuals. Our aim is to create a dataset with the maximum possible k-value that still preserves
utility. The worst-case scenario we would be willing to publish is at minimum a 10-anonymous dataset with
respect to an adversary using commonly available geographical information.
Given the urgency of the situation, we intend to use contractual boundaries against deanonymization rather
than aiming to protect against more sophisticated and hypothetical attacks on our anonymization scheme. Building
anonymity systems that are resistant to more sophisticated attacks is challenging, and takes much more time.
The anonymisation model we are implementing is one created by [10]. It allows for flexible k-anonymity
without significant distortion, and has a proven and open-source implementation. This does require a significant
number of trajectories to be accurate, so we will be supplementing our initial database with plausible synthetic
trajectories created by the Brinkhoff trajectory generator. The end result is that the trajectories being used to
generate our heatmap can be mathematically verified to be anonymous, guaranteeing the privacy of our users.

5

Part Three: User Recommendations

We have designed the app user interface (UI) and are building a beta app with the following features:
• CDC general COVID-19 advice, symptoms, and resources
• An infection density heat map based on anonymized GPS data
• A notification system of potential COVID-19 contact risk via bluetooth proximity networks
• Personalized advice: If close contact is detected, a popup instructs the user to call the local public health
department, and looks up this number to call for them to inquire about next steps
• Future features may include: more personalized advice based on heat map location, a supplies map,
self-reporting of symptoms, FAQs, news updates tailored by geographic region, travel counseling, or access
to home-based testing

6

Why You Should Care

Incentives for Health Authorities
• High accuracy, instantaneous contact tracing
• Targeted interventions based on calculated risk and current health policy
• Easier communication of announcements and information
Incentives for Individuals
• Information about how to avoid contracting the disease
• Earlier warning to protect friends, family, and close contacts if you do get sick
• Friends, family, and close contacts who use the system will likely be warned before they can get you sick
• Broad health measures to contain the disease could be relaxed in favor of targeted and private interventions,
so regular life will not need to be disrupted as much
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Figure 4: Transmission Detection vs. App Usage curves for testing rates [0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8]. BLE Acc gives
the detection rate of transmission events between app users.
Monte Carlo Model

In order to investigate disease dynamics with clusters of app users, the model developed by Hellewel et al
was modified to account for two sub-populations, one that uses the app and another that doesn’t. The modified
implementation is available on Github here and currently assumes 90% app tracing accuracy and 50% non-app
tracing accuracy (assuming health systems are partially overwhelmed).
Figure 5 was used to estimate the average number of infections caused in 6 weeks due to a single imported
case. Results show a significant reduction in risk for clusters of app users that are partially distanced from non
app users. This is important because it provides an additional incentive for individuals to use the app even when
the overall adoption rate is low. As the proportion of the population using the app increases the risk for the entire
population is reduced and most outbreaks are contained.
What we’ve most wanted to know is the answer to this question: “Can an effective contact tracing program
reduce local transmission so that sustained local spread does not occur?” The answer looks like yes. With
a comprehensive testing program, high mobile app contact tracing accuracy, and self-isolation of diagnosed
individuals, our models predict that each new case could cause on the order of 10 other cases before the outbreak
is extinguished. Also, even in parameter regimes where automated contact tracing alone is not enough, this
technology can be used in combination with existing methodologies to provide greater protection with lower
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questionnaire noting recent travel and symptoms to better

from health organizations and testing centers.

We also want to emphasize that high user adoption as quickly
as possible after release will facilitate the best possible outcomes

Figure 5: Expected infections for total population (1st) and app population (2nd) adjusted for relative population
size.
social cost.
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7

Timeline

We estimate we could complete the remainder of the necessary technical requirements and deploy the first version
of the mobile app for pilot within 2 weeks, and possibly sooner, based on the rapid rate of progress that has so far
been achieved by the researchers and volunteers who have devoted their time to this technically sophisticated, but
potentially high impact intervention.
The track to development requires (1) more volunteers to help us with skill sets listed on our collaborate page
and (2) funding for, at a minimum, cloud services.
The app will be implemented and launched in two parts:
1. The first version will implement the Bluetooth proximity network and risk heatmap to notify users of
potential close contact exposure to SARS-CoV-2.
2. The second version will build upon the initial launch. Users may be able to self-report symptoms to receive
personalized advice based on their risk score and advice from the local health department.
We intend to build the tools for all of these systems, but understand that regulatory requirements may vary by
region. The app will be designed so that each component can be used separately if necessary.
We also want to emphasize that high user adoption as quickly as possible after release will facilitate the best
possible outcomes for intervention. The app may not be able to make use of historical GPS data from individuals,
and historical data from bluetooth contact events doesn’t exist. Therefore, a user needs to download the app in
order to start the clock and begin benefiting from the system as it anonymously logs bluetooth contact events.
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8

Conclusions

Mobile technologies can provide instantaneous and high accuracy contact tracing, even between strangers at low
social and economic cost. Instead of requiring thousands of healthcare workers to do this manually, the process
will be essentially cost-free. Because the system will be so accurate, a majority of people can resume living their
lives normally without the need for indefinite social distancing.
We are developing this technology as a high-quality filter to be used for the pandemic optimization problem.
Combined with a comprehensive testing program, our filter may be powerful enough to stop further spread of
COVID-19.
Who Can Help We continue to seek more collaborators, donors, and support from health organizations and
testing centers.
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Abstract
Governments around the world have become increasingly frustrated with tech giants dictating public
health policy. The software created by Apple and Google enables individuals to track their own potential
exposure through collated exposure notifications. However, the same software prohibits location tracking,
denying key information needed by public health officials for robust contract tracing. This information
is needed to treat and isolate COVID-19 positive people, identify transmission hotspots, and protect
against continued spread of infection. In this article, we present two simple ideas: the lighthouse and the
covid-commons that address the needs of public health authorities while preserving the privacy-sensitive
goals of the Apple and google exposure notification protocols.

1

Introduction

Apple and Google have adopted a decentralized approach to mobile contact tracing that prioritizes individual
privacy [1]. Under the Apple-Google Exposure Notification (AGEN) protocol (see Fig. 1), individual phones
determine if the user has been exposed, without revealing the identity of the infected individual and where the
contact event took place The AGEN protocol is related to contemporaneously proposed protocols including PACT
and DP-3T [2, 3]. Like these other protocols, the AGEN protocol does not use location information. Instead, it
relies on the Bluetooth radios present on all modern phones to detect proximity with others. Beyond not collecting
Protected Health Information (PHI), the decentralized approach retains the non-PHI on the phone, allowing
individuals to determine risk locally on their device.
Governments and public health authorities want to understand where and how the disease is spreading, so
they can take preventative measures. They also want to be able to use mobile contact tracing to augment existing
manual contact tracing efforts. With these goals in mind, governments advocate for a centralized approach,
whether national or regional, where they maintain records of each person’s locations and interactions. This allows
governments to determine exposures and notify people directly, as timeliness reduces spread. While centralized
contact tracing may offer utility critical to re-opening the world’s economy, it raises profound concerns for civil
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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Figure 1: Apple-Google Exposure Notification (AGEN) Protocol Overview.
liberties and personal privacy. Government efforts that avoid reliance on the industrial Exposure Notification
offerings have run into a host of failings, including reliability, power drain, interoperability, and participation.
Apple and Google have taken an unprecedented position – essentially dictating public policy, not just by
requiring the decentralized approach, but also by prohibiting contact tracing apps from collecting location
information. Further, they are restricting access to the new contact tracing APIs to national governments
and permitting only one app per country or region. This decision circumvents the local governments, tribal
organizations, and community health services that are often most aware of existing manual contact tracing efforts
and the needs of their communities. Meanwhile, government contact tracing apps have failed due to restrictions
imposed by AGEN.
In this article, we present two simple measures that enable the AGEN protocol to support manual contact
tracing efforts, provide visibility into the spread of disease, and return authority to local communities all while
preserving privacy within the Apple and Google framework.
1. Treat places as people. Endow public places with the same privacy-preserving technology used to monitor
exposure for individuals.
2. Nation-scale data, not apps and processes. Build a common backend for the AGEN protocol that spans
apps and governmental boundaries.
In the rest of this article, we describe these two simple measures and how they both improve contact tracing
while also preserving individual privacy.

Lighthouse: Treat Places as People
If we treat public places as people, we can use the AGEN protocol to (a) understand COVID-19 exposures across
space, (b) integrate with manual contact tracing, and (c) do so with the same privacy-sensitive protocol. To treat
places as people in AGEN, simply attach mobile phones or specialized low-cost beacons to publicly accessible
places (e.g., county services, stores, buses). Like a lighthouse, these devices help communicate risk associated
with places. Well-positioned, they can offer robust proximity detection, can detect their exposure, and can convey
aspects the risk that represents.
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Figure 2: Lighthouses can extend the AGEN protocol to physical places
By choosing to share their locally computed exposure risk with public health authorities through the AGEN
protocol, owners of publicly-accessible places can aid in mitigating virus spread. Alternatively, if a place is
identified through traditional, manual contact tracing, the place can still anonymously participate in the AGEN
protocol, notifying others without revealing where they were exposed. Treating places as people empowers
stewards of public spaces to collaborate with public health authorities to help mitigate the spread of disease
without jeopardizing the privacy of patrons or the reputation of the public spaces. This procedure can facilitate
detection of exposure from a non-participating individual while improving anonymity over manual contact
tracing methods. Going even further, such places could provide other means of beaconing that do not involve
smartphones, such as QR code displays, codes on receipts and so on.

COVID Commons: A Nation-scale Data Backend
Rather than “one app per nation,” a better solution would be to provide a common privacy-preserving data
exchange across apps and administrative boundaries — a Commons. This would allow societal structures and
innovation, rather than corporate policy, to determine how the app ecosystem should evolve. It is very likely
that participation will be greatest if the apps are available through local organizations (e.g., tribal organization,
university campus) that individuals trust. A common privacy-preserving data exchange is already compatible
with the AGEN protocol.
When an individual tests positive and they engage in a conventional contact tracing interview with a public
health professional. The professional obtains an authorization so the individual, on an opt-in basis, can share their
anonymous exposure information. Public health professionals serve to protect the integrity of the information in
the Commons without exposing any patient data or medical data.
Their actions are quite similar to publishing counts of cases, statistics and demographic information, as is
done today. The Commons might be hosted by governmental or NGO structures, based on national or regional
policy. A diverse and innovative app ecosystem can grow to meet the needs of individuals and agencies.
In the remainder of this article we describe both these technical solutions in greater detail. We have organized
each section to be relatively self-contained.

2

Background on Privacy-Sensitive Mobile Contact Tracing

The key building block for Privacy-Sensitive Mobile Contact Tracing (PS-MCT) is a subtle combination of radio
protocols, cryptography, and risk-calculation. Phones have a short-range radio, Bluetooth, used to connect to
nearby devices. To make those connections it periodically broadcasts tiny bits of information. The PS-MCT
protocols leverages this short-range background broadcast to resolve nearby individuals.
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Figure 3: Covid Commons exposure notification process.
In the Apple-Google Exposure Notification (AGEN) protocol, each phone generates a daily secret key called
a Temporary Exposure Key (TEK). Then every 15 minutes the phone uses the TEK to generate a new 16 byte
Rolling Proximity Identifier (RPI). The RPI sequence is generated using a cryptographic hash function, so it
does not carry any information about the source individual. The current RPI is then continuously broadcast every
few hundred milliseconds. All phones log the RPIs they hear for future exposure analysis. Because the RPI is
continuously changing, it also cannot be easily tracked.
When someone tests positive they can anonymously publish the daily keys (TEKs) from the days when they
were contagious. The confirmed positive collection of TEKs is called a Diagnosis Key in the AGEN protocol.
The Diagnois Keys are published by sharing them with a trusted server which publishes the TEKs for download.
Others can obtain these keys and use the same cryptographic hash functions to recreate the sequence of RPIs.
This sequence, combined with some region-specific weights, can determine if they encountered any infected
individuals. This entire process is accomplished within the Android and iOS operating systems. Government
sanctioned apps are only responsible for authenticating infected individuals and, with user permission, publishing
the keys.
It is important to note the distinction between policy and mechanism. The AGEN protocol (and the extensions
proposed in this paper) provide a mechanism to detect and notify users about exposure risk, but it is up to public
health authorities to define what constitutes an exposure. This distinction is explored in more detail in section 4.

3

Lighthouses: Treating Places as People

Despite their promise, there remains significant concern around the efficacy of privacy-preserving contact tracing
and exposure notification protocols. For one thing, not everyone has access to a mobile phone, and many that do
may be unwilling to participate (even Singapore only achieved 20% adoption[4]). This is a serious concern as the
probability of a successful detection grows quadratically with participation [2]. Of course, manual contact tracing
does not have this issue and remains the gold standard. Will these two techniques exist in isolation or will they
interact synergistically? Finally, bluetooth contact detection is limited in range and time; it cannot detect many
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important forms of transmission like surfaces or HVAC systems[5].

3.1

Treating Places as People

There is a simple extension to mobile contact tracing that can help address these issues. The idea is rooted in
centuries old maritime signaling. To navigate at night, ships use signal lights, much like our Bluetooth beacons, to
identify and safely navigate around nearby ships. However, to safely sail at night, ships also rely on lighthouses,
strategically placed beacons, to identify and safely navigate around key landmarks. It is this second form of
beacon, the lighthouse, that is needed to address several of the key limitations in privacy-sensitive mobile contact
tracing.

3.2

What is an Exposure Notification Lighthouse?

A privacy-sensitive exposure notification lighthouse is a device (e.g., a mobile phone or even a smart sticker)
deployed in a public space following the same privacy sensitive mechanisms as individuals. Figure 4 gives a few
examples of what lighthouses could look like. Much like the maritime lighthouse, contact tracing lighthouses can
be used to inform others of potential exposures associated with public spaces discovered through manual contact
tracing. A contact tracing lighthouse can also log passing beacons to inform owners and public health authorities
of exposure risks. However, because the lighthouse follows the same privacy-sensitive protocols as individuals, it
retains all of the privacy guarantees of the existing protocols. Moreover, by installing contact tracing lighthouses
in participating public spaces ranging from stores and restaurants to schools and buses, we introduce a privacy
sensitive mechanism to bridge manual contact tracing with mobile contact tracing. Such a bridge gives public
health authorities the ability to gain visibility into the spread of disease while preserving individual privacy.

42ABC17

(a) Existing Devices: Easily deployed immediately but expensive to
deploy to new places. They can also
be unreliable when unattended.

(b) Dedicated Devices: Cheap and
reliable. They will require new development and can be tricky to place
correctly.

(c) No Device: Allows those without
the app or even a mobile device to
participate. They may be easier to
re-identify and require manual effort
from users to check.

wikimedia commons © Travelarz
CC-ASA 3.0

Figure 4: Lighthouses can be deployed using a number of different devices with varying trade-offs. Each of these
examples is feasible to deploy in the near future.
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3.3

What Do We Get From Lighthouses?

Figure 5 walks through an example of how lighthouses could work in a typical case. Let’s explore some of these
benefits in more detail.
3.3.1

Bridging Place and Mobile

The contact tracing lighthouse empowers stewards of public spaces (e.g., shop owners, school administrators)
to collaborate with public health authorities to help mitigate the spread of disease without jeopardizing the
privacy of patrons or the reputation of the public spaces. When an individual is tested and confirmed, the manual
contact tracing interview process begins. One of the first questions asked is “Can you recall where you have been
that might have exposed others?”. A place, unlike an individual, has a large set of explicit relationships with
its institutional environment - business license, health department approvals, chamber of commerce, etc. The
interview process routinely seeks to gather information about places. But often there is little the place can do to
help. With its lighthouse, it has a very simple way to provide assistance without undue impact on its reputation.
Just like a person, it can check its own potential exposures. And, like a person, it can anonymously publish its
own random numbers as COVID positive so that people can use them for detecting their exposure risk. This is
especially useful if the individual who tested positive was not using an app that broadcasts their own sequence of
random numbers. Unlike a person’s phone, stationary lighthouses can be carefully positioned to avoid issues like
weak or unreliable broadcast that mobile phones can face. Finally, the public place may also take other measures
in assisting its local health authority in detecting hot spots, such as informing them of the exposure risk that it
observes.
3.3.2

Indirect Transmission

The lighthouse can be used to address forms of indirect transmission that are not captured in the existing privacysensitive mobile contact tracing efforts. If a COVID-positive individual enters a bus and touches or sneezes on
several surfaces they could potentially infect others over the next several hours, long after they have left the bus.
Air conditioning systems have also been implicated in spreading the virus over large distances [5]. Existing
wireless protocols will fail to capture these forms of transmission since they rely on close, contemporaneous radio
proximity with the positive individual. However, with the introduction of the lighthouse, the bus or restaurant
can automatically determine that it was exposed and choose to anonymously publish its own random number
sequence.
3.3.3

Beyond Mobile Contact Tracing

Finally, the lighthouse can also extend the privacy-sensitive mobile contact tracing protocol beyond the smartphone.
Places provide channels of communication to individuals that complement smartphones. Simple lighthouse codes
might be included on printed receipts or handed to customers. A person without contact tracing on their phone
might use such code to manually perform the exposure checks that are automated by the apps. For example, they
could enter such codes that they have received into a public website to determine their exposure risk.

3.4

Lighthouse Privacy

There are legitimate privacy interests for places, as there are for people. Businesses may fear irrational boycotts or
loss of reputation, and there are risks of perpetuating prejudice or stigma against neighborhoods or ethnic groups
(already a growing problem [6]). The good news is that lighthouses inherit the privacy protecting characteristics
of the AGEN protocol. In their simplest form, they are phones running ordinary apps, different only because they
live in a fixed place rather than in purse or pocket.
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Figure 5: An example scenario of an affected individual (Avery) and a stranger (Bernie) that may have been
exposed. Even if Avery is not an app user, the doctor can still notify the shop and bus of their exposure; lighthouses
connect manual and mobile contact tracing. Lighthouses bridge place and mobile by allowing the bus and
shop to notice their exposure and mark themselves as exposed, even if Avery did not remember visiting them.
They also enabled less direct forms of exposure by notifying Bernie of their potential exposure, even though
they were not on the bus at the same time as Avery. Finally, lighthouses offer places benefits beyond the standard
mobile contact tracing. They can now track how often they are exposed, at what times, and even in which
section within them (if they have multiple lighthouses installed).
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Lighthouses can complement manual contact tracing by offering greater confidentiality in situations where
people cross paths in stigmatized locations. For example, investigators following up on a recent case cluster
associated with nightclubs in Korea catering to the LGBTQ community have struggled to contact attendees who
are afraid of being “outed” or facing discrimination [7]. Lighthouses can fill such gaps without requiring or
relying on anyone, even an affected person, to disclose their location history.
A potential concern about lighthouses is that internal state, if combined and aggregated, could be used to
undermine some of the privacy guarantees of AGEN. Indeed, with a sufficiently large deployment of lighthouses
and centralized collection of recieved RPIs, it would be possible to resolve the locations of all the COVID positive
individuals. We therefore stress that each lighthouse must follow the existing decentralized protocol for risk
assessment in which only risk is aggregated and not the underlying RPIs.
To address some of these security concerns, it is possible to deploy transmit only (passive) lighthouses which
could be used to anonymously notify others of exposure without listening for RPIs. This eliminates the risk of
resolving COVID positive individuals locations but also limits visibility into where the disease is spreading.

4

Covid Commons: Unified Contact Tracing With Many Apps

Standardizing on an exposure notification protocol such as AGEN is crucial to achieving the critical mass of
participation required to make such an approach effective (estimated to be at least 80% for a city of 1 million
individuals [8]) and privacy preserving. Apple and Google, as producers of the two dominant smartphone OSes,
are uniquely positioned to bring these capabilities to nearly every smartphone and have engineered the AGEN
protocol to that end. Providing an implementation of the protocol through an OS upgrade would eliminate the
fragmentation of the protocol preventing sufficient adoption. However, standardizing the proximity detection
protocol is just part of the solution.
Due to concerns over potential misuse of the capabilities of the proximity detection protocol and location
tracking features of modern smartphones, Apple and Google have announced that access to the SDK for AGEN
to “public health agencies” [9]. The realization of this policy has evolved to essentially mean “one app per state.”
Centralizing the apps around state governments means that tracing efforts are not limited to local jurisdictional
boundaries. However, the public health authorities responsible for testing and tracing often operate at a more
local level [10, 11].
The fundamental issue with this policy is a failure to distinguish between ownership of the required repository
of “diagnosis keys” and the applications that produce and utilize them. The repository contains keys that
correspond to times when diagnosed individuals may have interacted with others and must therefore be publicfacing so that individuals, via AGEN-compatible apps, can download the keys and determine their own exposure
risk. The keys uploaded to the repository must be limited to those that have been authorized by a public health
authority through some testing and interview process. In the U.S., public health measures such as contact tracing
and case reporting are carried out at a county or city level through individually executed processes, in coordination
with state and national law and policy. However, health authorities do not generally have the technical, human or
financial resources to produce the required app and also stand up and maintain such a public-facing data service.
This is even less tenable during a pandemic, when such resources are already strained. Who, then, manages the
AGEN backend needed to share Report Keys?
The worst-case scenario is for the repositories to emerge as fragmented silos of diagnosis keys. In the midst
of the custody battle over administration of the emerging technical approaches to the contact tracing problem,
it is important to remember that exposure does not respect administrative boundaries. Regardless of how the
repository is established, it is essential that exposure notification can be transmitted across backends and across
apps. Indeed, there are already efforts to combine contact tracing efforts and data across the administrative
boundaries established by industry’s policy around AGEN [12].
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4.1

A Path to Nation-scale Data

A solution to this issue is the creation of a privacy-preserving data exchange shared and accessible across apps
and administrative boundaries — a Commons. Different public health authorities could cooperatively contribute
to the Commons and individuals across many jurisdictions would access it through their apps. Such a Commons
might operate at the scale of one per nation, or it might be regional with some form of federation to share keys and
exposure information across individual instances. The Commons may be hosted and maintained by governmental
authorities, foundations or other appropriate institutional entities.
The Commons requires no change to the EN protocols. Each individual participates in the proximity detection
using daily TEKs and the RPIs generated from them without change. With no other information leaving the
phone, the app on an indivual phone downloads the diagnosis keys and presents them to the SDK to obtain
exposure risk scores. The difference is that those diagnosis keys are not a priori limited to the ones produced
by users of the same app. Just as in the current decentralized protocol, an individual who tests positive — i.e. a
confirmed case — and participates in contact tracing with a specific public health authority is asked to voluntarily
submit their TEKs for the past period over which they are likely to have been contagious. The AGEN protocol
does not stipulate how that request is formulated or how that submission is performed, but the introduction of the
Commons allows us to answer that question precisely.

4.2

The PHA Experience: Federating Access to the Commons

A Commons is utilized by a well-defined set of public health authorities that are registered with it. Professionals
at PHAs can authenticate to and access the Commons using well-established authentication techniques such
as LDAP and OAuth. As part of requesting a patient to submit their diagnosis keys to the Commons, the
professional requests a one-time authorization (OTA) from the Commons. The OTA authorizes the upload of
TEKs corresponding to the extent of time during which the patient is likely to have been contagious; this will
involve some days prior to the diagnosis and extend to several days or weeks following. The OTA is provided to
the patient to authorize the submission of their keys to the Commons; the upload is opt-in, as under the usual
AGEN protocol.
Because the OTA corresponds to a single interaction between a healthcare professional and a patient, it is a
natural key on which helpful metadata can be associated. The authorizing PHA may want their identity to be
associated with the submitted diagnosis keys so that the provenance of the diagnosis is preserved. This identity,
realized by the TLS public key of the PHA, can be associated with generated OTAs in the Commons. This
provides no more information than having each PHA host their own exposure key store, as currently envisioned.
As we will discuss below, the PHA identity can also be used to filter which diagnosis keys are considered in the
matching process on an individual’s phone.
The OTA itself is also a useful piece of metadata when associated with the uploaded keys in the Commons.
The authorizing professional will likely want to be able to determine whether the patient has in fact contributed
their keys as requested to determine if follow-up is necessary. Associating the OTA with the uploaded keys places
no new information in the Commons: the professional knows what they know about those they interview and
they know what authorizations they have requested. Each such confirmed case can be expected to have generated
some authorization request, but that information, along with all other aspects of the contact tracing process, is
under the purview of the PHA. Counts of confirmed cases and other aggregate information are already regularly
reported to the public.
The Commons is able to provide this functionality despite no patient data — indeed, no health or medical
data of any kind — ever being entered into the Commons. The Commons also takes no position on which parts of
the contact tracing process are automated and which are manual. It integrates cleanly with the existing processes
established by PHAs for interviewing patients, deciding which diagnosis keys are appropiate to share, and so
on. The Commons merely provides a means of carrying out the result of these decisions in a way that does not
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require individuals to be using the same phone app.

4.3

The User Experience: Federating Downloads from the Commons

The current draft of the AGEN protocol says very little about how exposure notification information will be
transmitted or relayed among the different instances of the diagnosis key repository. A unified Commons
immediately addresses this issue — all diagnosis keys are uploaded and downloaded from the shared repository.
However, under a federated regime, it is necessary to address how exposure notification and uploaded keys can be
routed across instances of the Commons.
Consider a scenario where an individual is diagnosed by one PHA but may travel or may have traveled to
regions covered by different PHAs. Individuals in those other regions should be able to obtain the TEKs for the
diagnosed individual, even though the diagnosis was performed by a remote PHA. There are two complementary
approaches.
The first approach proactively forwards diagnosis keys to relevant PHAs. A PHA professional can “tag” a
requested OTA with public keys or other metadata identifying relevant remote PHAs, using information acquired
as part of the interaction with the individual. The process of uploading diagnosis keys authorized by that OTA to
the Commons can then incorporate a simple forwarding mechanism that replicates those keys to the federated
instances of the Commons managed by those other PHAs. This can be performed by the Commons itself, or it
may be performed on an opt-in basis by the individual.
Under the second approach, individuals may proactively request diagnosis key downloads from federated
instances of the Commons they are interested in. An individual may subscribe to diagnosis key downloads for
Commons covering regions the individual has travelled to or will travel to. Additionally, an individual may
subscribe to Commons for surrounding regions.
Regardless of whether the Commons is realized as an administratively centralized server or a federated
mesh, the Commons must provide some mechanism for filtering or scoping the download of diagnosis keys onto
an individual’s device. The number of keys downloaded from the Commons will grow with the adoption of
AGEN-based apps, improvements in testing, and the spread of COVID-19. Without the ability to filter the set of
keys down to a reasonable and relevant set that is still large enough to maintain the privacy-preserving properties
of AGEN, the bandwidth requirements and compute requirements (for deriving the thousands of RPIs used for
the matching process) may grow to be untenable.

4.4

Extending the Commons

Once this basic separation of key repository has been established, along with the method for authorizing
submissions and routing them to queries, it becomes possible to meaningfully entertain the question of including
earlier stages. Especially with testing being scarce, confirmation occurs late and involves the contact tracing
processes of public health authorities. Prior to that stage, we have Probable Covid (where a diagnosis has been
performed based on defined symptom criteria), preceded by Suspected Covid, and often preceded by individual
state of concern. Associated with each stage is a process, an (increasingly large) set of principals who might
authorize a submission, and a reduced significance in conveying exposure. For example, the physician or health
service making a Probable Covid diagnosis (and typically also authorizing testing) would be the natural principal
to authorize the individual to submit “Probable Keys”. The privacy-sensitive protocol could access these, as well
as the “Confirmed Keys” referred to as Diagnosis Keys in the EN protocol. The protocol permits the distinction
to be reflected in metadata carried along with the keys. Thus they might factor in, perhaps with lesser weight, into
the risk score.
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5

Conclusion

With these two simple innovations, we can move past the conflicts and controversy and on to utilizing privacysensitive mobile contact tracing to improve the efficacy of public health measures - thereby saving lives and
unnecessary suffering - while respecting civil liberty. The companies should provide the interoperable building
blocks without themselves getting into the business of providing the Apps or holding the data. They can maintain
their privacy-first, decentralization posture, but should advocate for an interoperable COVID key Commons, rather
than dictating policy on the app ecosystem. Government actors can regain policy determination and influence
the app ecosystem so as to best tailor offerings to their constituents. The tailoring could include questions
around how best to provide a Commons of appropriate scale, and utilize physical measures to relate anonymous
key reports to the places within their jurisdiction. Government actors already have extensive experience with
civic infrastructure such as security cameras, traffic signals and health inspections. They can apply the similar
principles towards recognizing the importance of public awareness, potential for creating stigma, and bringing
benefit to non-participating members of the communities. The technology can assist the contact tracing process,
but should not be dictating it or replacing the human relationship of the patient and the health professionals
performing interviews and care. The trust that is built there is what makes opt-in approaches viable, and only
with appropriate individual protections.
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Abstract
Contact tracing is an essential tool in containing infectious diseases such as COVID-19. Many countries
and research groups have launched or announced mobile apps to facilitate contact tracing by recording
contacts between users with some privacy considerations. Most of the focus has been on using random
tokens, which are exchanged during encounters and stored locally on users’ phones. Prior systems allow
users to search over released tokens in order to learn if they have recently been in the proximity of a user
that has since been diagnosed with the disease. However, prior approaches do not provide end-to-end
privacy in the collection and querying of tokens. In particular, these approaches are vulnerable to either
linkage attacks by users using token metadata, linkage attacks by the server, or false reporting by users.
In this work, we introduce Epione, a lightweight system for contact tracing with strong privacy
protections. Epione alerts users directly if any of their contacts have been diagnosed with the disease,
protects the privacy of users’ contacts from both central services and users, and provides protection
against false reporting. As a key building block, we present a new cryptographic tool for secure two-party
private set intersection cardinality (PSI-CA), which allows two parties, each holding a set of items, to
learn the intersection size of their sets without revealing the intersection items. We specifically tailor it to
the case of large-scale contact tracing where clients have small input sets and the server’s database of
tokens is much larger.

1

Introduction

Contact tracing is an important method to curtail the spread of infectious diseases. The goal of contact tracing is
to identify individuals that might have come into contact with a person that has been diagnosed with the disease,
so they can be isolated and tested.
In the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, contact tracing has been facilitated by mobile apps that detect nearby
mobile phones using Bluetooth, and several countries / organizations have developed such apps. Such large-scale
collection of personal contact information is a significant concern for privacy [1, 2, 3].
The main purpose of contact tracing applications—recording the fact that two or more individuals were near
each other at a certain moment of time—seems to be at odds with their privacy. The app must record information
about the individual’s personal contacts and should be able to reveal this information (possibly, on demand) to
some authorities.
Multiple ways have been proposed to protect user contact data, offering different privacy guarantees and
coming at different implementation costs. For instance, in the recently released BlueTrace protocol used by the
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Singapore Government [5], users are guaranteed privacy from each other, but this model places complete trust in
certain operating entities for protecting user information.
We consider a model where governments (or operators) do not store any such sensitive user information.
Not only are such databases lucrative targets for cyber-attackers, in many jurisdictions the collection of such
information may raise public concerns or even conflict with privacy regulations. This is important not just for
user privacy, but also because contact tracing is expected to be effective only when participation is high (e.g. 60%
or more of the population [4]). Thus the overall success of the app could be limited if users are reluctant to use a
contact tracing app due to privacy concerns.
In our model, the health authorities maintain a database of tokens corresponding to users which have been
diagnosed with the disease. The tracing app periodically checks an untrusted server to determine if the user is
potentially at risk. This is done in such a way that the server cannot deduce any information about the user which
is not implied by the desired functionality. The users also learn no information beyond whether they may have
been exposed to the disease.
Our model can also be contrasted to several other decentralized mobile contact tracing system/protocols,
which we analyze in the full version of the paper [7]. As we see through our analysis, existing proposals or
launched systems are vulnerable to one or more of the following privacy attacks:
(1) Infection status / exposure source by users: If tokens of users diagnosed positive are publicly released,
Alice can determine which publicly-posted tokens match the log on her phone. This could reveal the time,
for example, when Alice and the user diagnosed positive with the disease (Bob) were in close proximity,
enabling her to identify Bob. Such identification is undesirable as people have been reported to harass
individuals suspected to be the source of exposure to the disease [8], leading to the so-called “vigilante”
problem.
(2) Infection status by server: If the server can determine which users have been diagnosed with the disease,
this leaks the infection status of users to the server operator. This may not be a concern in jurisdictions
where the server is operated by the health authority which already knows this information. However, in
jurisdictions where the server is operated by another party that does not or should not have this information,
this form of linkage can be a serious privacy threat.
(3) Social graph exposure and user tracking: If a central database is used to collect both sent and received
tokens as in [9], or it is possible to infer the source of a sent token as in the case of [10], then the operator
of this server is able to deduce all of the social connections of a user that is reported positive for the disease,
including when and for how long each contact was made. This co-location information can also exacerbate
the risk of users’ location tracking [4, 3].
(4) False-positive claims by users: A user may claim to have been diagnosed with the disease when in reality,
they are not. This would spread false information and panic other users, and reduce trust in the system.
Table 2 provides a brief comparison of different contact tracing systems with respect to security/privacy
properties, required computational infrastructure and client’s communication cost, all of which are important for
a wide-scale real-world contact tracing. Details of the systems compared is discussed in the full version [7].
Our Contributions. In this work, we introduce Epione, a new system for decentralized contact tracing with
stronger privacy protections than the existing systems. As a key primitive enabling Epione, we introduce a
new private set intersection cardinality or PSI-CA, which is used to check how many tokens held by a user
(client) match the tokens in a set stored on a server, without the user revealing their tokens. More formally,
PSI-CA allows two parties, each holding a private set of tokens, to learn the size of the intersection between their
sets without revealing any additional information. Our PSI-CA primitive is designed to be efficient for a large
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System
TraceTogether [5]
Baseline*
Private Messaging [2]
Epione

System Req.
Trusted
#
Server
Yes
No

1
1
3
2

Privacy Protection Against
Infection Status
Social False-positive
By User By Server Graph
User
Yes
No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Most
Yes
Yes

Yes
Some
No
Yes

Client
Comm.
Cost
O(n)
O(N )
O(n log(N ))

Table 2: Comparison of contact tracing systems with respect to security, privacy, required computational
infrastructure, and client communication cost. Baseline systems include Private Kit[13], Covid-watch [9],
CEN [14], DP-3 [15], and PACT’s baseline system [12]. Some of these systems provide a limited level of
false-positive claim protection with an additional server (or healthcare provider), and most provide protection
from social graph discovery. N is the total number of contact tokens from users diagnosed positive with the
disease, n is the number of contact tokens recorded by an average user that need to be checked for disease
exposure (Note that N
n is typically the number of new positive diagnoses per day, thus n << N ).
server-side database and a small client-side database, as is the case for contact tracing applications. Our new
PSI-CA construction allows us to meet our privacy goals. With several other optimizations in our system design,
we show that PSI-CA can make privacy-preserving contact tracing practical.

1.1

System Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Epione system. Users of Epione want to be notified if any of the people they
have been in contact with are later diagnosed with the disease. They do not want to reveal to other users their
identity, reveal whether they have been diagnosed positive, be tracked over time, or reveal their contacts to any
other organization.
We use a short-range network (such as Bluetooth) to detect when two users are within close range and
exchange a randomly generated “contact token”. All of the sent and received contact tokens are stored securely
on the user’s phone in the “sent token list” and “received token list”, respectively. The received token list never
leaves the user’s phone in a form that can be used by anyone else, and the sent token list is only revealed to a
healthcare provider on a positive diagnosis and with the user’s consent. In Section 5, we explain in detail how to
generate and store the tokens.
In Epione, we assume that there is an untrusted service provider, which we call the Epione Server, which
can collect the transmitted contact tokens from all users tested positive with the disease. The Epione server
allows users to check whether they have received a token from a user who has since been diagnosed with the
disease, without revealing to the server their tokens (and thus their contacts) and without the server revealing
any information to the user about the tokens of users diagnosed positive beyond the count of contact tokens in
common. We use secure computation techniques, particularly PSI-CA, for private matching. This prevents the
Epione server from inferring linkages between users, as well as preventing users from inferring the diagnosis
status of other users, or the source of any exposure to the disease.
It is assumed that a healthcare provider (such as a hospital) is aware of the identity of the user whom it
diagnoses as having the disease. Thus, exposing the identity of the user diagnosed positive to the provider is
not considered as a threat. It is also assumed that the healthcare provider keeps a local database of positively
diagnosed users to be able to verify if a user was legitimately diagnosed positive. The healthcare provider collects
(with the user’s consent) the list of “sent tokens” from a positively diagnosed user’s app and sends it to the Epione
server, which the latter adds to a database of contact tokens from such users.
Note that in this model the server does not know the identity of the user diagnosed positive. It is not hard to
imagine collusion between the healthcare database and the backend server for Epione, say by a state actor or
attacker within the healthcare provider. Even then, the sent tokens are not useful for identifying any contacts
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Figure 1: Overview of our Epione system. When a person is diagnosed with the disease, the healthcare provider
collects their sent tokens and forwards them to the Epione server encrypted under the server’s public key (actually,
the PRG seed is collected to reduce communication costs). The Epione server decrypts the received ciphertexts
from the healthcare provider and obtains the transmitted tokens of all patients diagnosed positive. Next, each
user’s app uses PSI-CA to compare their set of received tokens with the set of sent tokens stored on the Epione
server. If the intersection size is more than zero, then the user is alerted that they may have been exposed to the
disease.
or any other private information. Since tokens are randomly generated, the attacker would need to know which
users received those tokens to re-identify them. Section 5 shows that the Epione server never learns the received
tokens of any user and thus linkage is not possible.

2

Related Work

We begin by discussing previous approaches to contact tracing, and then current approaches to secure computation
and private set intersection, which form the basis for our own PSI-CA used in Epione.

2.1

Contact Tracing Approaches

Due to the rapid spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the importance of contact tracing, many research
groups have been developing tools to improve contact tracing. Most schemes either (1) rely on and expose
data to a trusted third-party, such as TraceTogether [5], or (2) uses a decentralized/public list approach such as
COVID-Watch [9], PACT [12], or Google/Apple [11] that allows users to infer linkages such as exposure sources.
In this work, we focus on the latter approach. Covid-watch [9], Private Kit [13]1 , PACT’s baseline design [12],
and Google/Apple [11] are all variations on this design. Some use pseudo-random number generators, and
upload seeds for the sent token lists to reduce communication and storage costs at the expense of greater cost
for comparisons. All of these designs are susceptible to linkage attack by either users, the server, or both. Some
offer protection against false-positive claims. We refer the reader to the full verion of this paper [7] for additional
discussion of decentralized contact tracing.
1

PrivateKit claims that in V3 they will introduce strong privacy protections, but as of writing this paper the protocol to do so has not
been announced.
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In some of the above systems, each phone has to compare the publicly posted contact tokens against their
own history, which requires to them download all public tokens. This requires significant bandwidth and places a
burden on mobile devices.

2.2

Secure Computation and Private Set Intersection

Private set intersection (PSI) refers to a cryptographic protocol that allows two parties holding private datasets to
compute the intersection of these sets without either party learning any additional information about the other’s
dataset. PSI has been motivated by many privacy-sensitive real-world applications. It does, however, reveal
the intersection elements to at least one party. In many scenarios (such as contact tracing) it is preferable to
compute some function of the intersection without revealing the elements in it, such as whether intersection size
is more than a given threshold. Limited work has focused on this so-called f -PSI problem. The Diffie-Hellman
homomorphic encryption approach in [16] is preferable in many real-world f -PSI applications2 , due to its more
reasonable communication complexity.

3

Problem Statement and Security Goal

3.1

Problem Definition

We define the problem of contact tracing based on token exchange as follows. Various clients communicate with
each other and with a contact tracing service. The service is provided by one or more servers. The overall system
consists of the following procedures:
• Generate(κ) → t: Client uses the Generate function to generate contact tokens, t, to be exchanged
with other users. The function takes a security parameter κ as input.
• Exchange(ta ) → tb : The client (client A) uses the Exchange function to exchange tokens with another
user (client B). Client A sends token ta to B, and receives tb from client B. Client A then stores tb in the
“received tokens list” (TR ), and client B stores ta in their “received tokens list”.
• Query(TR , S) → a: With a set TR of received tokens from Exchange, the client uses the Query
function to query the server S and get an answer indicating how many of their tokens came from users
currently diagnosed positive for the disease.

3.2

Security Goal

We consider a set of parties who have agreed upon a single function f to compute (such as contact tracing) and
have also consented to give f ’s final result to some particular party. At the end of the computation, nothing is
revealed by the computational process except the final output. In real-world execution, the parties often execute
the protocol in the presence of an adversary A who corrupts a subset of the parties. In the ideal execution, the
parties interact with a trusted party that evaluates the function f in the presence of a simulator Sim that corrupts
the same subset of parties.
For simplicity, we assume there is an authenticated secure channel between each pair of clients, and clientserver pair (e.g., with TLS). In this work, we consider a model with non-colluding servers. A desirable contract
tracing system would make an honest user’s actions perfectly indistinguishable from actions of all other honest
users as well as servers. Thus, an ideal security system property would guarantee that executing the system
in the real model is equivalent to executing this system in an ideal model with a trusted party. In particular,
2

Google Security Blog, June 19, 2019 ”Helping organizations do more without collecting more data”
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Epione provably provides all of the functions of contact tracing while protecting against the linkage attacks and
false-positive claims described in Section 1.

4

Preliminaries

In this work, the computational and statistical security parameters are denoted by κ, λ, respectively. For n ∈ N,
we write [n] to denote the set of integers {1, . . . , n}.
Definition 1: [17] Let G(κ) be a group family parameterized by security parameter λ. For every probabilistic
adversary A run in polynomial time in λ, we define the advantage of A to be |Pr[A(g, g a , g b , g ab ) = 1] −
Pr[A(g, g a , g b , g c ) = 1]|, where the probability is over a random choice G from G(λ), random generator g of G ,
random a, b, c ∈ [|G|] and the randomness of A. We say that the Decisional Diffie–Hellman assumption holds for
G if for every such A, there exists a negligible function  such that the advantage of A is bounded by (λ).
Definition 2: [18] A pseudorandom number generator (PRG) is a function that, once initialized with some
random value (called the seed), outputs a sequence that appears random, in the sense that an observer who does
not know the value of the seed cannot distinguish the output from that of a (true) random bit generator.
Private Information Retrieval. Private Information Retrieval (PIR) allows a client to query information from
one or multiple servers in a such way that the servers do not know which information the client requested. Recent
PIR [19, 20, 21] reduces communication cost to logarithmic in the database size. In PIR, the server(s) hold a
database DB of N strings, and the client wishes to read item DB[i] without revealing i.
Chor, et al. [22] define a variant of PIR called keyword PIR, in which the client has an item x, the server has
a set S, and the client learns whether x ∈ S. In this paper, we are interested in Keyword PIR based on both
1-server PIR [20, 21] and 2-server PIR [23, 24] with different trade-offs.
Private Set Intersection Cardinality. Private set intersection cardinality (PSI-CA) is a two-party protocol that
allows one party to learn the intersection size of their private sets without revealing any additional information.

5

Our Epione System

We now present the Epione system in detail, the construction of which closely follows the high-level overview
presented in Section 1.1. Recall that Epione aims to alert any users who have, within the infection window, come
into contact with another user who has been diagnosed positive with an infectious disease.
Epione’s design combines several different cryptographic primitives. We refer the reader to Section 4 and
Section 6 for more details on the cryptographic gadgets used here. The Epione system consists of four phases as
follows.
Agreement and Setup Phase. The Epione server takes a security parameter λ as input, outputs a public-private
key pair (pk, sk), and shares the public key with every user. Each user/client ui generates a random PRG seed si
which it uses to generate contact tokens in the next phase. As long as the server’s configuration does not change,
this phase does not need to be re-run. Whenever a new user registers with Epione, they only need to generate
their own PRG seed, and the server shares the public key with the new user.
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Figure 2: Epione System Design without Agreement and Setup Phase. (I) Tokens are exchanged when two users
are in close proximity. (II) When a user is diagnosed with the disease, the user encrypts their PRG seed using the
public key of the Epione server, and gives the encrypted value to the healthcare provider, who then transmits it to
the Epione server. Using its private key, the Epione server decrypts the received ciphertexts and obtains the
PRG seeds of diagnosed users. The Epione server generates the sent tokens of users diagnosed positive using the
PRG. (III) Each user invokes a secure matching algorithm with the Epione server, where the user’s input is their
received tokens and the server’s input is the database of tokens from users diagnosed with the disease. The user
learns only whether (or how many) tokens there are in common between the two sets, while the Epione server
learns nothing.
Token Generation. Similar to most recent contract tracing systems [2, 9, 14, 12], we use Bluetooth to exchange
contact tokens whenever two users are in close proximity. The Generate(su , di , j) → tu,i,j function is used
to generate tokens of κ bits each to be sent by user u on day i and timeslot j. The precise details of the token
generation are left as an implementation detail, so long as the following criteria are met:
• Tokens are indistinguishable from random by anyone not in possession of the user’s seed su . In other
words, the Generate function acts as a PRG as defined in Section 4.
• Tokens can be deterministically generated for the given day di , and time slot j using a secret seed, su , such
that when a user gives their seed to the Epione server, the server is able to regenerate the tokens sent by
the user.
• All users and the Epione server agree on the method used to generate tokens, the time intervals, and day
numbering.
Contact. As illustrated in Figure 2 part I, when two users, say Alice and Bob, enter within close proximity,
Epione detects this condition with a short range network such as Bluetooth, and then uses that network to
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exchange tokens using the function Exchange. Alice generates token ta ← Generate(sa , di , j), where
sa is Alice’s private seed, di is the current day, and j is the current time slot. Similarly Bob generates token
tb ← Generate(sb , di , j). Alice sends ta to Bob, and Bob send tb to Alice.
Alice then adds the token received from Bob, tb , to her set of received tokens, TR,A , and Bob adds ta to
TR,B . We use TS,A to represent the set of tokens Alice has sent to other users (which includes ta ), though Alice
does not actually store such a list since it can be regenerated at any time from her private seed. Alice and Bob
discard received tokens that are older than the infection window (e.g. 14 days for COVID-19).
Positive Diagnosis and Token Collection. When a user (ui in general) is diagnosed with the disease, the user
encrypts their PRG seed using the public key of the Epione server and gives that to the healthcare provider
(provided the user consents to this, of course). The healthcare provider gathers the seeds from several users
diagnosed positive, shuffles them, and transmits the set of seeds over a secure channel to the Epione server. Using
its private key, the Epione server decrypts the received values to obtain the secret PRG seeds. The Epione server
b S.
can then generate all of the tokens for the infection window sent by users diagnosed positive with the disease, T
The token collection process is shown in part II of Figure 2.
Two servers are used at this phase to prevent any one server from knowing both the diagnosis status of a
user and their sent tokens. This is useful in the case that the Epione server is operated by an untrusted party,
such as a commercial provider, that should not have access to sensitive information such as a user’s diagnosis. If
such protection is not needed, for example if the Epione server is operated by a health authority that already has
access to the infection status of users and can be trusted not to try to discern a user’s diagnosis status from the
token collection process, then both services can be provided by the same server.
Alternatively, the healthcare provider could provide a token to the user that the user then provides the Epione
server when they upload their tokens to prove that they have a legitimate positive diagnosis. This would allow the
Epione server to verify that the user’s claim is legitimate, but does not protect the user from the server linking
them to a positive diagnosis.
Query. Recall from the contact phase that each user ui keeps a list of tokens received from other users they
have been in contact with within the infection window, TR,ui . The query phase aims to securely compare the
user’s received contact tokens TR,ui with the Epione server’s set of tokens sent by users diagnosed positive
b S . If there are any tokens in common, then user ui has come into contact with an individual
with the disease, T
diagnosed positive within the infection window, and should be notified that they are at risk of having contracted
the disease. This process is illustrated in part III of Figure 2.
The comparison of tokens is done by calling the Query function, which we implement using PSI-CA. We
describe PSI-CA in detail in Section 6. Note that revealing the intersection size is acceptable in the contact tracing
application we consider, however, it is possible hide the intersection size as we discuss in the full version [7].

6

Cryptographic Gadgets

This section provides more detail on the cryptographic tools we use to implement Epione, with a specific
emphasis on our PSI-CA design and PIR. Extension to those tools is discussed in the full version [7].

6.1
6.1.1

PSI cardinality (PSI-CA) for asymmetric set sizes
Our technique

We start with a private set intersection (PSI) in the semi-honest setting, where two parties want to learn the
intersection of their private set, and nothing else. The earliest protocols for PSI were based on the Diffie-Hellman
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(DH) assumption in cyclic groups. Currently, DH-based PSI protocols [25] are still preferable in many real-world
applications due to their low communication cost.
DH-based PSI. Assume that the server has input X = {x1 , . . . , xN } and client has input Y = {y1 , . . . , yn }.
Given a random oracle H : {0, 1}∗ → G, and a cyclic group G in which the DDH assumption holds, the basic
DH-based PSI protocol is shown in Figure 3. Intuitively, the client sends {H(yi )r }yi ∈Y for some random, secret
exponent r. The server raises each of these values to the k power, and the client can then raise these results to the
1/r power to obtain {H(yi )k }yi ∈Y as desired.
PARAMETERS : cyclic group G of order p; random oracle H.
I NPUTS : Server has input X = {x1 , . . . , xN }; client has input Y = {y1 , . . . , yn }.
P ROTOCOL :
1. Client chooses r ← Zp , for each yi ∈ Y sends mi = H(yi )r to the server.
2. Server chooses k ← Zp and for each i
in a randomly permuted order .

∈

[n], sends m0i

=

mki to the receiver

3. For each i ∈ [n], the client computes vi = (m0i )1/r .
4. For each xi ∈ X, the server computes ui = H(xi )k and sends U = {ui | xi ∈ X} (randomly permuted)
to the client.
5. [PSI -CA output] The client outputs | {i ∈ [n] | vi ∈ U } | .
Figure 3: DH-based PSI protocol and extension to PSI-CA with changes highlighted .

From DH-based PSI to PSI cardinality (PSI-CA). If the client uses the same r for every item, it is possible
to extend the basic PSI algorithm to compute functions such as intersection set size (cardinality) without revealing
the intersection items by having the server shuffle the items. This observation was suggested by [25] and recently
was incorporated into private intersection sum [16], which allows two parties to compute the sum of payloads
associated with the intersection set of two private datasets, without revealing any additional information. Clearly,
PSI-CA is a special case of private intersection sum, where the payload is constant and equal to 1.
Figure 3 also shows the extension to PSI-CA with the highlighted changes. The key idea to transform
PSI into PSI-CA is that instead of sending m0i in step 2 of Figure 3 in order, the server shuffles the set in a
randomly permuted order. Shuffling means the client can count how many items are in the intersection (PSI-CA)
by checking whether vi ∈ U , but learns nothing about which specific item was in common (e.g. which vi
corresponds to the item yj ). Thus, the intersection set is not revealed.
From PSI-CA to PSI-CA for asymmetric sets. In many applications, including contact tracing, the two
parties (client and server) have sets of extremely different sizes. A typical client has less than 500 new tokens per
day, while the server may have millions of tokens in its input set. In PSI, most work is optimized for the case
where two parties have sets of similar size, and as such their communication and computation costs scale with the
size of the larger set. For contact tracing, it is crucial that the client’s effort (especially communication cost) be
sub-linear in the server’s set size. More practically, we aim for communication of at most a few megabytes in a
setting where the client is a mobile device.
We observe that the last two steps of Figure 3 are similar to the function performed by keyword PIR, which is
communication-efficient in the conventional client-server setting. Keyword PIR allows clients to check whether
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their item is contained in a set held by a server, without revealing the actual item to the server. Therefore,
step 4 and 5 of Figure 3 can be replaced by keyword PIR. Concretely, after step 3, the client has an input set
V = {v1 , . . . , vn } and the server has input set U = {u1 , . . . , uN }. The client sends a multi-query keyword PIR
request with all of the elements in V to be queried against U on the server. From the PIR response, the client can
count the number of vi ∈ U to find the set size, without revealing to the server the actual values in V and without
the client learning any more information about U .
6.1.2

Protocol

Our semi-honest PSI-CA protocol is presented in Figure 4, following closely the description in the previous
subsection. The client runs keyword PIR searches for each vi∈[n] in a set U held by the server. For communication
and computation efficiency, the values of both ui and vi can be truncated, and the protocol is still correct as long
as there are no spurious collisions. We can limit the probability of such a collision to 2−λ by truncating to length
λ + log(N ) bits. In Figure 4, we use a truncation function τ (z) which takes z as input and returns the most
significant λ + log(N ) bits of z.
PARAMETERS : cyclic group G of order p; random oracle H, Multi-query Keyword PIR primitive (Section 4),
a truncate function τ (z) takes z as input and returns first λ + log(N ) bits of z.
I NPUTS : Server 1 has input X = {x1 , . . . , xN }; client has input Y = {y1 , . . . , yn }; Server 2 has no input
P ROTOCOL :
1. Server 1 chooses k ← Zp , and computes dataset U
Server 1 sends U to Server 2

=

{τ H(xi )k



|

i

∈

[N ]}.

2. Client chooses r ← Zp , and sends mi = H(yi )r for each yi ∈ Y to the server 1 .
3. Server 1 chooses a random permutation π : [n] → [n]. For each i ∈ [n], sends m0i = (mπ(i) )k to the
client.

4. For each i ∈ [n], the client computes vi = τ (m0i )1/r .
5. Parties invoke Multi-query Keyword-PIR:
• Server 1 acts as Keyword-PIR server 1 with dataset U
• Server 2 acts as Keyword-PIR server 2 with dataset U
• Client acts as Keyword-PIR client with V = {vi | i ∈ [n]}
• Client learns whether vi ∈ U, ∀i ∈ [n]
6. Client outputs |V ∩ U |
Figure 4: Our semi-honest PSI-CA protocol for asymmetric sets, and extension to 2-server PIR based PSI-CA
with changes highlighted

PSI-CA Cost. The server and client must communicate (1) O(n) group elements, (2) O(n) homomorphically
encrypted selection vectors for Keyword-PIR. If Keyword-PIR uses O(log(N )) bits for each vector3 , the total
3
There is a tradeoff between communication and computation complexity in PIR/Keyword-PIR as discussed in [21]. Traditional
PIR is O(log(N )) or O(polylog(N )) for query vectors, but some schemes trade slightly higher communication complexity for reduced
computational complexity.
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communication cost is O(n log(N )) bits. We provide more analysis of performance in Section 7 and the full
version of the paper [7]. The client’s computation is O(n) and the server’s computation is O(nN ).
The two-server PIR model can be used to speed up the server side computation by avoiding homomorphic
encryption operations.

6.2

PSI-CA with 2-server PIR

Recall that the client and server invoke Keyword PIR in step 5 of Figure 4. To speed up the computational
overhead on the server side, we introduce a second, independently operated server. The primary server sends the
dataset U to the second server after it has been computed. By DDH, the second server learns nothing about the
item xi from ui .
The client sends PIR queries with keyword vi to both servers, and learns whether vi ∈ U and nothing else.
Neither PIR server learn anything about the client’s query as long as the two servers do not collude.
With 2-server PIR, the computation cost of PIR contains only symmetric-key operations, using approximately
2N PRF calls, and the communication cost of PIR is O(log(N )) bits. The highlights in Figure 4 shows the
changes in PSI-CA to go from single-server to 2-server PIR.

7

Implementation Choices and Performance Estimates

The main computation cost of our solution is PSI-CA algorithm, which itself is dominated by (1) token transforms
(exponentiation) and (2) keyword PIR [20, 21]. We first propose the parameters of our estimation in the following
subsection, then summarize the overall system performance. We refer reader to the full verion of the paper [7]
for additional analysis of the Epione’s performance.

7.1

Parameters and token storage

Assuming that a contact token is generated every 15 minutes for approximately 20 hours a day, then each user
sends 80 distinct 128-bit tokens per day. If we assume that a user also receives approximately the same number of
tokens and the infectious period is 14 days for COVID-19, then each client receives a total of n = 1120 over 14
days. If there are 5,000 new cases per day, the server receives N = 1120 × 5000 = 5.6 × 106 new tokens per day.
In Epione, the server maintains a list of tokens from positive patients for the duration of the infectious window.
When a user is diagnosed positive for the disease, they give all of their sent contact tokens for the infection
window (or the seeds to generate them) to the server. Rather than storing these by day they were exchanged, it is
both more efficient and improves privacy for the server to store them by the day the server received the tokens.
This way clients can query only for new tokens that have arrived since they last checked, rather than querying
against the entire set.
If there are 5,000 new cases per day, the server receives 5.6 × 106 new tokens per day. Storing both sent
and received tokens requires 35 KiB of storage on the client (this can be reduced to 18 KiB if sent tokens are
generated with a PRG and only the seed needs to be stored). Assuming the server needs to keep 15 days of tokens
in case clients are offline, the total storage for tokens is 1.25 GiB.

7.2

Implementation optimization: Database shape

The bottleneck for scaling PSI-CA to serve a large dataset to a large number of users is PIR. In order to scale up
PIR, we propose using a bucket system similar to the password checkup design in [21]. First, the database is split
into nshards shards (sometimes referred to as megabuckets). Transformed tokens are grouped into buckets, each
bucket holding the same number of tokens, with dummies added as needed. Rather than performing keyword
PIR, normal PIR with a bucket address is used. Since tokens are expected to have a uniform distribution (both
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before and after transformation), tokens should be uniformly distributed across shards and buckets. As such,
the bucket addresses can simply be the first log2 (nshards nbuckets ) most significant bits of the transformed token
itself. Alternatively, a fast hash of the transformed token into the number of bits needed can be used. Recall that
each transformed token is truncated to 74 bits before being stored in the database. We use the top bits of the token
to be the shard index and bucket address, and only store the remaining bits.
For example, if there are 5.6 million tokens in the server’s set, the database can be sharded into 8 sets each
with approximately 700,000 tokens (again, assuming a uniform distribution of tokens). If each shard holds 218
buckets, then each bucket holds d 700,000
e = 3 transformed tokens, with dummies added as necessary to pad
218
buckets to the required length. The first three most significant bits of the transformed token are used as the shard
number, and the following 18 bits of the transformed token are then the bucket address. Since each transformed
token is stored as 74 − 3 − 18 = 53 bits, each bucket has 20 bytes. More detail of the implementation is present
in the full version [7].

7.3

Overall PSI-CA Performance Estimates

A major advantage of the Epione design is that the database shape described in the previous section can be tuned
to fit the needs of the application and adjusted over time. If on a given day there is a spike in the number of tokens
from users diagnosed with the disease, the number of database shards can be increased or the size of the buckets
increased.
Using the parameters in Section 7.1 as a starting point and a few assumptions on the database shape, we
estimate that single-server PIR-based PSI-CA will take approximately 35 seconds to complete a query. If the
query is done in the background without the user waiting on a response, then the query can be done in the cloud as
a lower-priority batch processing job, and server resources can be scaled up to meet the number of users required.
This was an intentional tradeoff for network efficiency. If the server does some caching of the query keys, then
only 37 MiB of network traffic is needed.
The 2-server approach reduces both server computational load and produces a large savings in network
bandwidth, but requires an independent party and thus may increase infrastructure costs. Concretely, to complete
a query, it requires 1.8 seconds and 679 KiB data transmitted.
We believe that the Epione solution proposed is feasible in practice. This will be studied further at implementation to determine the optimal configuration.
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Abstract
Contact tracing is an important method to control the spread of an infectious disease such as COVID19. However, existing contact tracing methods alone cannot provide sufficient coverage and do not
successfully address privacy concerns of the participating entities. Current solutions do not utilize the
huge volume of data stored in business databases and individual digital devices. This information is
typically stored in data silos and cannot be used due to regulations in place. To successfully unlock the
potential of contact tracing, we need to consider both data utilization from multiple sources and the
privacy of the participating parties. To this end, we propose BeeTrace, a unified platform that breaks
data silos and deploys state-of-the-art cryptographic protocols to guarantee privacy goals.

1

Introduction

The lessons learnt from the recent events of the COVID-19 pandemic show the need to effectively track the
chain of infection. This task entails locating exposed individuals as well as identifying places that infected
individuals have contaminated. The act of contact tracing via contact chain can significantly contribute in
controlling the outbreak of an infectious disease. Unfortunately, traditional manual contact tracing approaches
are not sufficient [1] against viruses that spread quickly via multiple transmission routes. Digital contact tracing
has the potential to be more effective by efficiently utilizing large amounts of data from multiple sources. In this
work we focus on digital contact tracing, as opposed to manual.
Shortcomings of Current Approaches. Most existing contact tracing applications focus on monitoring
direct contacts between individuals. While this is a significant step forward, such an approach does not consider
the case of indirect contact where individuals appear at the same location after a contamination event. To address
this phenomenon, we view contact tracing as a continuous monitoring procedure that identifies both individuals
who may have been exposed to the virus as well as high-risk places.
The data sources used by existing contact tracing solutions are often limited, which in turn leads to coverage
problems. Many contact tracing apps rely exclusively on GPS and/or Bluetooth for collecting contact information.
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Unfortunately, for the more challenging case of the indirect contact tracing, these sources are not enough.
Additionally, these sources are not always reliable since GPS suffers from location precision, while Bluetooth
techniques exchange tokens only between devices that are simultaneously at the same place and as a result does
not capture the case of indirect contact. The above state of affairs makes clear that we need additional sources to
improve coverage, e.g., data from business records. Interestingly, these needs have already been identified in
manual contact tracing, where business data such as hotel and restaurant records are incorporated to discover
potential contact with carriers. However, in the digital world, business records are stored in data silos, with records
that are often in different formats, and are protected by strict legal regulations that forbid access to third-parties.
As a data collection and aggregation procedure, contact tracing needs to process sensitive data of users’
location and interactions. Therefore, privacy needs to be a key characteristic of a contact tracing platform. In
order for the platform to notify exposed individuals it has to collect personally identifiable information (PII),
along with the contact history and daily trajectory. Exposure of this sensitive information in plaintext violates the
privacy of users and exposes the participating parties to liability issues. To illustrate this point, an adversary that
gets access to this information [2] can infer the daily habits of traced users as well as their social graph based on
the contact history.
Our Contributions. In this work we propose BeeTrace, a unified contact tracing platform that breaks data
silos and achieves efficient data utilization while protecting privacy. We apply two key design elements: a unified
data format with granularity adaptation and a privacy-preserving distributed query framework. Our contributions
in this paper are the following: (1) We introduce a multi-source perspective to digital contact tracing systems
and provide a way to track indirect contact by specifying high-risk places as one of our tracing targets. (2) We
put forth the setting of multi-source data collection in contact tracing. In this setup we include business-side
participation. (3) We list privacy requirements and discuss information distribution options for the participating
parties. (4) We incorporate all of the above insights in a unified contact tracing platform called BeeTrace. Our
platform sets the vision for the standardization of the data format as well as the deployment of privacy-preserving
distributed query processing. We provide use cases for a number of contact tracing scenarios and explain the
corresponding cryptographic techniques, i.e., multi-party computation (MPC), and security protocols that meet
our privacy requirements.

2

Problem Definition

Contact tracing is a necessary control measure for highly infectious diseases [3] that typically present a high
pre-symptomatic ratio and a high basic reproduction number (R0 ), i.e., the average number of infections caused
by a single carrier. In the recent case of COVID-19, the source of transmission may come from droplets, aerosol,
contamination of surfaces, and fecal-oral contamination [4]. As a result, once an infectious carrier contaminates a
place, the risk of infection remains for a prolonged period of time.
Terminology. In this work we consider both static places, such as hotels and restaurants, as well as dynamic
places, such as buses and taxis. We use diagnosed carriers to refer to individuals who have positive medical test
results and have not recovered yet. Asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic or mildly-symptomatic infectious individuals
are often unaware of their infection before taking a medical test. We call these individuals undiscovered carriers.
Since both diagnosed carriers and undiscovered carriers are infectious, we consider all the places they have visited
as high-risk places. We describe the process of contact tracing using the following terminology, see Figure 1 for
an illustration:
• Tracing Starting Points. This is a list of verified carriers as well as places for which a confirmed carrier
visited. All entries of this list are accompanied by an official record that proves the authenticity of their
contamination claim, e.g., for the case of a carrier a medical test result and for a case of a contaminated
place a business transaction initiated by a confirmed carrier.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the Contact Tracing process and its key terms. The top row presents potential direct
and indirect contact scenarios. A contact tracing system needs to start from the confirmed cases defined as tracing
starting points and compile the tracing targets that get a medical test to produce the tracing results. As a last step,
newly diagnosed carriers and contaminated places are added to the tracing starting points.
• Tracing Targets. This is a list of individuals and places that interacted with an entity from the list of
tracing starting points. This list includes the following entities:
– Individuals that have been within certain distance from a diagnosed carrier from the list of tracing
starting points.
– Individuals that have visited a contaminated place from the list of tracing starting points.
– Places that have been visited by a diagnosed carrier from the list of tracing starting points.
• Contact Tracing. This functionality takes as an input the tracing starting points, and outputs the the
tracing targets. We use the term tracing result to refer to the output of the contact tracing functionality. A
successful contact tracing should have a tracing result that matches precisely the true tracing targets.
A contact tracing system is an automated system that uses data from multiple sources to conduct contact
tracing. Our vision for large-scale contact tracing involves (1) a unified approach of processing data from multiple
sources, (2) and a focus on the privacy requirements for all participating individuals and businesses.

2.1

Contact Tracing from Multiple Sources: Necessity of Breaking Data Silos

A unified contact tracing system needs to break data silos and use multiple data sources to achieve high coverage.
Figure 2 illustrates with a concrete example the necessity of breaking data silos. We note here that this is the
running example that we use across our work and it is used for motivating our vision for BeeTrace.
In the following we list potential events from which a newly confirmed carrier, whom we call Alice, was
infected either through direct or indirect contact by a known carrier, whom we call Bob. Then, given the events
that took place during Alice’s outing, see Figure 2, one of the following events took place: (1) Bob took the same
taxi earlier that day, (2) Bob had lunch at that restaurant, (3) Bob walked at a very close distance to Alice at the
park, (4) Bob was at the same subway car as Alice, (5) Bob stayed at the same hotel room.
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One sunny morning, Alice decides to visit her friend in a distant town. After taking a commercial flight to
her friend’s town, she calls a taxi using her mobile phone and goes to a famous restaurant for lunch with
friends. Alice and her friend then go for a walk at a nearby park before parting ways. She takes the subway
from the park to the airport but is informed that her flight was delayed. She changes her plans and decides
to stay overnight at a nearby hotel. The next day,
• Alice receives a notification on her phone to self-isolate and seek a medical test.
• (Or) the hotel staff is also aware that Alice is at risk and calls to adviser her to self-isolate before
taking a medical test.
Figure 2: Real-world example of contact tracing based on Alice’s outing.
Without records from multiple sources, e.g., transactions from the taxi company and the restaurant, it is highly
unlikely that a contact tracing platform can identify which of the above events took place. As a result, users
such as Alice would not have been notified and would probably spread the infection even further. To address
the challenges of multi-source contact tracing we use existing (traditional) data sources and we create new data
sources tailored to task of contact tracing.
Existing Data Sources. Notice that existing databases from businesses that Alice visited already record her
contact history with both individuals and places. We envision a platform, namely BeeTrace, that can facilitate a
secure computation over multiple service providers such as ride-sharing companies, subway companies, restaurant
businesses, and hotels, in order to perform accurate, scalable, and privacy-preserving contact tracing.
New Data Sources. As for new data sources that are focused on contact tracing data, one can either
incorporate data from newly developed applications such as [5] or develop an independent contact tracing
application. Most new applications use either Bluetooth or sensors such as mobile-phone camera for QR code
scanning. In order to cover high-risk place tracing using Bluetooth, one potential approach is to install Bluetooth
beacons in taxis, subways, and restaurants. These beacons transmit random identifiers that can be later found
on a carrier’s device. Such an approach is compatible with solutions like Google/Apple exposure notification
systems [5]. This solution has a low implementation overhead if one is to follow the same format (Rolling
Proximity Identifier) as the protocol of a deployed notification mechanism. Another approach is to put QR-codes
in public places that can be scanned with a mobile phone camera and accurately locate the time and the location
of a participant. This technique is successfully applied in China [6]. Both approaches can contribute to indirect
contact tracing.
Proposed Approach. Interestingly, one can decouple the step of collecting data from the step of aggregating
data. We only consider the case where the data that is collected by each participant is not transmitted to a
centralized authority but rather stays in a thin client that is part of our platform. Specifically, our approach can
integrate data from existing contact tracing apps into our aggregation platform for comprehensive coverage. Our
platform can also integrate data from individual users’ mobile phones and can be extended to consider other data
sources including data sources collected by businesses. To achieve this functionality we propose the conversion of
the data generated by third-party apps and we use them as a contact tracing input to our platform. A challenge that
we had to overcome is that both the precision and the format of third-party generated data varies. A key-design of
our platform is a unified data format with granularity adaptation, which is discussed in Section 4.

2.2

Privacy Requirements and Information Distribution

Privacy is a central issue in contact tracing platforms especially since the most essential data is the most sensitive
data, e.g., geolocation of users, health records of carriers, business transactions. Societies have already witnessed
the consequences of exposing sensitive information of participating individuals, e.g., [7].
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Designers of contact tracing platforms need to consider the following three questions: (1) Where does the
input data go? (2) Who performs the contact tracing computation on the input data? (3) Who is the recipient of
the output of the contact tracing computation? A first attempt is to put all data into a single central server but such
an approach introduces a single point of failure and exposes sensitive data to whoever has access to the server.
Jumping ahead, our platform is based on cryptographic techniques and scalable secure protocols [8, 9, 10] that do
not reveal any information to the participating parties other than the result of the computation.
Distributing the Result of Contact Tracing. The options for distributing the contact tracing results vary
depending on which party needs to be notified. We consider three major parties: the medical authorities (MA),
the businesses, and the users. There are two main goals for the BeeTrace platform:
• Broadcast of High-Risk Places. The MA publishes heat maps that depict the high-risk places. This list
can help individuals to independently evaluate the risk of infection and self-report when in need for a
medical test. Sharing this data with the community contributes in data-informed decisions about daily
travel routes. Thus, users have the option to avoid high-risk areas and means of transportation.
• Targeted Notifications. The BeeTrace platform provides continuous updates for every participating user.
It takes MA-reported diagnosis as input and distributes the tracing results to the relevant targets. Users
that are part of the tracing result are notified by BeeTrace and can proceed with taking a medical test. We
emphasize that the notifications are sent directly to the relevant party without exposing to MA the identity
of the user at risk, which protects the privacy of BeeTrace users.
We propose a decentralized approach, which is a main key design of our BeeTrace platform: a privacypreserving and distributed query framework, which is discussed in more detail in Section 5. Our privacypreserving design focuses on introducing no extra privacy leakage, while improving the efficiency of the contact
tracing. We enable this functionality using secure multi-party computation (MPC) techniques which are shown to
be practical in other deployed real-world systems.
Privacy Requirements. In addition to the information distribution requirements, one needs to consider
privacy requirements such as, (1) Anonymity requirement: Avoid both explicit and implicit PII exposure. It should
prevent linkage attacks and intersection attacks. (2) Informed consent requirement: Participants have the right to
know what information is provided and how the information is processed. (3) Confidentiality requirement: All
provided information should be protected against unauthorized access. (4) Limited-time storage requirement:
All locally-stored information must not be kept longer than needed. (5) Right to be forgotten requirement:
Participating individuals and businesses should be able to retract all their information generated through direct
and indirect contact.

3 BeeTrace: Platform Overview
The BeeTrace platform follows two new key components. The first component is a unified data format with
granularity adaptation and introduces a new unified format that is comprised of a series of objects, see Figure 3.
We address the challenges of multi-source contact tracing presented in Section 2.1 by proposing this unified
format which captures all the useful attributes that are generated by existing and new data sources. The second
component is a privacy-preserving distributed query framework that allows the execution of queries over the
objects of the unified data format. We note here that the result of each query is distributed only to relevant parties
as described in Section 2.2. To simplify the exposition in this section, we refer to unified data format and secure
protocols without explaining the terms in detail. We note that a more thorough presentation of these two terms is
provided in Section 4 and Section 5.
In the following we present the workflow of the proposed platform BeeTrace. Our platform consists of two
phases: the setup phase and the operating phase. The description of both phases is presented from the perspective
of the three participating parties, the medical authorities (MA), the businesses, and the users.
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3.1

Setup Phase

The first step that a party takes towards joining the BeeTrace platform is to download and install the client
application of the platform according to the party’s type. In particular, there are three types of client applications—
MA-side client application, business-side client application, and user-side application. We assume that all parties
operate under the semi-honest security model and they use their real data as an input for the secure multiparty
computation protocols.
Medical Authorities. In the setup phase, the medical authority (MA) simply installs the client of the platform.
As a next step, the newly installed client converts all the information stored locally in the database of MA into
the proposed unified data format. We note that the database of the MA at setup time contains all the verified
infections that were collected before the MA joined the platform.
Businesses. The businesses that voluntarily participate in BeeTrace have to first install the business-side
client application of the platform. For simplicity, we assume that there are no malicious actors that impersonate a
business; we note that one can deal with such a scenario with known mechanisms such as Certificate Authorities.
As a next step, the business converts locally each transaction that is stored in the local database into a unified
data format entry. For example a hotel converts the stay of each visitor into a new unified data format entry. The
rationale behind this step is that in future operating phases that take place after the setup, the hotel has already
converted its information to the appropriate format and can participate in the privacy-preserving distributed query
execution. We emphasize that the unified data format entries never leave the premises of the business and only
participate in secure computation protocols that do not reveal the input of each party.
Users. The users that choose to participate in the platform have to first download user-side client application
for their mobile device. As a next step the application converts the data collected from the device’s sensors to the
unified data format. For example, this data includes GPS traces and Bluetooth tokens. Similar to before, this
conversion is performed so that the client can participate in the privacy-preserving distributed query execution
and the plaintext unified data format entries never leave the premises of each user.

3.2

Operating Phase

In the operating phase, the participating parties collectively and continuously engage in privacy-preserving
distributed query executions. The setup phase already converted the previously-generated data of each party to the
unified data format. Every future data generation is converted to a unified data format entry automatically through
the local client application. At a high-level, every discovery of an infection as an expansion of tracing starting
points triggers the distributed execution of a query across all participants to finally generate the notifications. Our
approach creates a closed loop for continuous multi-source monitoring of the chain of infection.
Medical Authorities. In the operating phase, the MA continuously receives reports about diagnosed carriers
and contaminated places in our unified format. For each diagnosed carrier, the MA only learns a pseudonym or
some tokens , i.e., an opaque ID or Rolling Proximity Identifiers. These unified data format entries in received
reports are added to the list of tracing starting points. In turn the knowledge of the newly infected party triggers
the execution of a query so as to discover the participating parties that came in direct and indirect contact with the
carrier, i.e., discovery of tracing targets. Another responsibility of the MA is to collectively compute a high-risk
heat map of the known infections so as to inform the community. The computation of this heat map takes place
using cryptographic techniques that only output the aggregate information without revealing the identity of the
infected individuals. The resulting map of this process is broadcast to all participating parties in the platform.
Businesses. The participating businesses use their locally stored data in unified format to contribute in the
distributed privacy-preserving computation that is triggered by the contact tracing cycle. If a verified carrier
completed a transaction with a participating business, then the platform notifies the manager of the place that the
business is part of the list of tracing results. In turn the business shares the unified data format entries of the rest
of the clients that performed a transaction within a certain time-frame. The affected users are now also part of the
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Figure 3: Format conversion between business data and our proposed unified format. On the left, we have records
from businesses and third-party contact tracing apps with different format. All contact tracing related information
from these records can be converted and stored locally in our unified format.
tracing results and, after further medical tests, the contact tracing continues. The business follows the direction of
the MA to decontaminate its premises and removes itself from the tracing starting points list after the prescribed
period of time. With the consent of the user, the business may also actively notify the user about their risk using
communication methods already existing in their businesses.
Users. The participating users contribute in the distributed privacy-preserving computation with their data
that capture, among other things, the GPS trajectories, collected Bluetooth tokens, visited businesses, precise
QR-code generated geolocation etc. If a user is added to the tracing results via a confirmed direct or indirect
contact then the platform directs the user to the closest medical test center. If the user is indeed a newly infected
case, then the platform triggers another distributed query that updates the list of tracing starting points.

4

Unified Data Format with Granularity Adaptation

In this section we give a detailed road-map of our vision about a unified data format. The first step towards
breaking data silos is the creation of a unified representation for contact tracing data. We need to convert data
from different sources to a universal format before processing it. Another challenge that we need to address is
that spatial and temporal data is often in different granularity. Therefore, we need to create the corresponding
abstraction to capture all generated data.
An Approach for Securely Unifying Data. For business purposes, the data stored locally at each business
party typically contains information related to individuals, e.g., full name, username, registration email, credit
card number etc. Our privacy requirements do not permit the uniquely identifiable information to leave the
premise of the participating business/user. We introduce the notion of an opaque ID to represent each piece of
sensitive information. This identifier does not reveal anything about the true identity of the entity it refers to. We
note that opaque IDs can be generated by one-way hash function.
To demonstrate the power of the proposed unified data format we list a series of data objects that are relevant
to typical contact tracing scenarios. We propose intuitive object descriptions to facilitate an easy conversion
between original data and our proposed format. With the term domain object we denote a record associated with
an opaque ID which in turn refers to either a user or a place. With the term relation object we denote a record that
describes the relation between a pair of objects, e.g., the relation between a subway car and a subway train.
Domain Objects. We identify that the following domain objects are typically used in contact tracing:
• Traced Individual Object. It uses a set of key-value pairs of strings to describe the real-world information
of an individual which will be used later in matching during contact tracing. It also contains a field for
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infection status and a field for risk evaluation status. The descriptive information can contain names, email
addresses, phone numbers, or just usernames in apps depending on what information has already been
collected for business purposes. All the values are secured by opaque ID to further protect user privacy. We
note that a traced individual object may contain many fields, this design choice allows matching based on
data that comes from different sources.
• Traced Place Object. These are the objects for traced places. They describe a static or dynamic place,
and each object contains a field for contamination status. The description can be tailored to cover different
location granularities, e.g., room of a hotel, floor of a hotel, hotel building, street of the hotel. We use place
structure relation objects, detailed in the next paragraph, to explain the belonging relation between traced
places.
• Generated Identifier Object. This object contains tokens generated by BLE or other contact tracing apps.
These tokens can be associate to either individuals or places. Generated identifier objects are ephemeral
and often have an expiration date different from the first two types of data objects. They also contain a field
for risk evaluation. To illustrate its generation, when our client collects Rolling Proximity Identifiers from
the Google/Apple solution we convert them to our unified format and use them for querying.
Relation Objects. These objects tie two distinct parties so as to keep track of either direct contact or indirect
contact. We note that depending on the circumstances it is plausible that only one of the two parties generated a
relation object. To overcome this asymmetry, we explain in the next section how to perform distributed queries to
discover the relation objects that users/places unknowingly participate in. We identify that the following relation
objects are typically used in contact tracing scenarios:
• Visit Record Object: This is a record that describes the event where an individual visited a place at a
specific time (with varying precision granularity). It usually contains one traced individual object (or
generated identifier object) and one traced place object (or generated identifier object). Visit record objects
are created when businesses have an entry in their database describing this visit, e.g., a customer checking
in at a hotel or a customer getting on a car. They are also created periodically by user-side client application
using GPS sensors.
• Contact Record Object: This is a record that describes the event of two individuals being within a certain
distance at a specific time (with varying precision granularity). It usually contains two traced individual
objects (or generated identifier objects). For example, the ride-sharing companies create contact record
objects for the driver and the customer, and the restaurants create them for customers who seat close. The
user-side client application also collects generated identifier objects from existing contact tracing apps, e.g.,
ones that contain the Rolling Proximity Identifiers, and create contact record objects for them with the
timestamp attached.
• Place-Structure Object: This record describes the relation between two traced places. For example, we
want the system to understand a room in a hotel (which is a traced place) is in that hotel (which is another
traced place). This comes handy, when we have a record of a carrier visiting the hotel without knowing
which room (s)he stayed at. With place structure object, we can automatically infer that all traced places in
this hotel are at high risk. Place structure objects form a tree-like structure for all traced places. E.g. room
301 is on the third floor of a hotel, which belongs to a certain hotel, which is part of a street block.
As discussed in Section 3, each party will first download and install the client application of the platform.
After the installation, the MA import all existing data about diagnosed carriers and contaminated places, and
the MA-side client application will create the corresponding domain objects which are labeled infected. The
business creates place-structure objects using the user interface of business-side client application and also import
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Figure 4: Illustration of expansion and unitization. The data from ride-sharing app is first converted into objects
in our unified format. In the expansion step, the visit record object is expanded to three visit record objects that
cover the start location, the end location, and the dynamic place of the car. Then in unitization step, we split one
hour into four segments and generate the visit record objects accordingly.
their contact tracing related data or connect its client application to its databases for continuous object creation.
The user inputs their personal information and the user-side client application will generate traced individual
objects secured by opaque ID for later matching. The user also turns on the sensors and grant app data access
permissions so that user-side client application will start to collect and save domain objects and relation objects.
It use GPS and QR code scanning to collect visit record objects, and use Bluetooth and other contact tracing apps
to collect contact record objects, e.g., the Rolling Proximity Identifiers are first converted to generate identifier
objects and are used for matching later.
We note that in each object description the granularity of the place and time may vary. We use two techniques
to convert objects to the same granularity: expansion and unitization. Figure 4 presents a concrete example of
these two steps using our motivating scenario with Alice.
In the expansion step, we expand an object by splitting the object into the smallest granularity. Given a traced
place object, we analyze its tree structure implied by the place-structure objects to locate the smallest granularity.
E.g., for GPS coordinates, we create a tree structure by superimposing grid cells (see the map in the lower right
corner of Figure 4).
In the unitization step we process the continuous data entries, e.g., coordinates, timestamps. The continuous
data may have a large domain; to limit the output space we split the domain into multiple segments and map the
data accordingly. The number of segments is a tunable parameter of the platform. For example, in the figure we
use fifteen minutes as the hour unit and split 24 hours into 96 segments with the same length. By processing the
data under the same basic unit, we can seamlessly execute queries under a consistent domain of values.

5

Privacy-preserving Distributed Query Framework

In this section, we introduce the proposed framework of platform BeeTrace for privacy-preserving distributed
data queries. We first formalize the application scenarios for both targeted notification and high-risk place
broadcast, then discuss security protocols that enable these applications.
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In this work, we consider a semi-honest security setting where the adversary is assumed to follow the protocol,
but attempts to infer additional information from the execution of the protocol. We assume there are multiple
businesses and multiple users in our BeeTrace but only a single MA.
The Generated Identifier Objects, see Section 4, may refer to either traced individuals or traced places. To
illustrate this ambiguity, notice that a Bluetooth beacon installed at a place may use the same format as the Rolling
Proximity Identifier which is tied to individual and, consequently, we may not be able to distinguish these two
scenarios. As a solution, when exchanging data related to either individuals or places, we assume Generated
Identifier Objects to be both and always include them.

5.1

Targeted Notifications: A Privacy-Preserving Approach

There are two targeted notifications, a notification towards a business, and a notification towards a user. The first
case takes place when the MA assists businesses in resolving whether they are a high-risk place. The second case
takes place when the MA and businesses collectively use their data to assist a user in resolving whether they are
in the tracing results. Concretely,
(1) Notification Towards a Business. The MA has domain objects that describe individuals and places in the
tracing starting points. A business has a list of domain objects and wants to find out if any of its domain
objects appear in the tracing starting points.
(2) Notification Towards a User. A user has a list of domain objects related to (or generated by) himself or
the individuals (s)he met, e.g., the Rolling Proximity Identifiers from google/apple solution, and the places
(s)he visited. The user wants to know if any of these objects matches the objects with infection risk or
diagnosis from MA or businesses.
BeeTrace performs targeted notification while maintaining the privacy of each participant. To solve this
problem in a privacy-preserving manner, we deploy an efficient cryptographic primitive called private set
intersection (PSI). The setup of PSI is the following: there are two parties, the sender and the receiver, and each
party holds a set of elements. The PSI functionality allows the receiver to learn the intersection set and nothing
else. Some real-world applications have already adopted the PSI primitive and achieve practical performance [9].
Using the PSI functionality, our BeeTrace can provide solutions for (1) and (2).
For (1), the MA and the business execute a PSI instance where the desired output of this protocol is the
tracing result, i.e., the intersection between sets. Each party provides as an input a collection of locally-stored
domain objects (e.g, traced place object). At the end of the PSI, the business who acts as PSI receiver learns the
tracing result and nothing else, which protects the raw tracing starting points. On the other hand, the PSI gives
nothing to the PSI sender MA which protects the business’s input. Having the tracing result, the business can
notify their customers about the newly discovered risk, e.g., the hotel in our example scenario, or just mark the
status of their locally stored objects and wait for queries from users.
Similarly, for (2), the user executes a PSI instance with the MA as well as all businesses that (s)he has visited.
With the list of domain objects as input from each party, PSI allows the user to learn if any of its objects appears in
the object lists of MA or the businesses. Because of the cryptographic guarantees of the underlying PSI protocol,
no information is revealed except the PSI output. If the intersection is non-empty then the user may potentially
be infected. We emphasize that our platform also discover the risk that can be detected by different existing
contact tracing apps. Because the generated identifier objects are also domain objects, and by matching them,
e.g., matching the Rolling Proximity Identifiers, the user-side client application can deduce if the user is at risk.
As an alternative if we only want a business to check its contamination status without revealing which
customers was infected, we can use a variation of PSI called PSI-CA [11]. From the output of this protocol the
business only learns the number of infected users that visited its premises without identifying their opaque ID. An
important technical detail of our approach is that we need to choose records with reasonable timestamp before
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• The business knows the infected individuals
The MA confirmed that Bob is a diagnosed carrier therefore the MA keeps a record of him as
a traced individual. After interacting with the MA, the ride-sharing company confirms that its
customer Bob is infected (if we select to use PSI, not PSI-CA). Moreover the company learns
that one specific car has been contaminated. This car is linked to Alice via her ride-sharing
account history. Therefore, both the license plate number of the car and the name of Alice
appear in the tracing result. When the platform app on Alice’s cell phone runs query with the
ride-sharing company, it discover that Alice is in the tracing results and displays a notification.
In case the business initiates the discovery first, it will send Alice a notification using her account
cell phone number and will contact the owner of that car and report that car as a contaminated
dynamic place to MA.
• The business does not know the infected individuals
MA confirmed that Bob is a diagnosed carrier and got a visit record from his cellphone. The
restaurant chain discovered that one of its restaurants is contaminated based on the privacypreserving queries with MA. If the restaurant does not keep records of all its customers, it cannot
deduce who contaminated the restaurant and who is in risk of infection. Based on its staff
rotation in the form of employee visit records the protocol outputs a new list of contaminated
places. Since Alice has a visit record to one of these restaurants, during her periodical query she
finds out that she is in the tracing result but nobody else knows about this.
Figure 5: Example for the privacy-preserving distributed query framework in BeeTrace
issuing a query in order to reduce the false-positive alerts to customers, which is especially important when the
query contains a large number of generated identifier objects describing ephemeral tokens like Rolling Proximity
Identifiers.
When using PSI and PSI-CA to handle the generated identifier objects, the method is different from the
google/apple approach but the ephemeral tokens, like Rolling Proximity Identifiers, are still used in a privacypreserving way. The user-side application deduces the risk of individual infection by executing a PSI instance
with the MA to check if the user has a matched token, which indicates whether the user has direct contact with
someone in the tracing starting points. With tokens generated by Bluetooth beacons, this can be generalized to
tracing for places similarly to cover indirect contacts.
Recall that the proposed platform BeeTrace aims to protect the privacy of participants while maintaining the
contact tracing functionality. We illustrate this goal with two examples of distributed queries in Figure 5.

5.2

Private Discovery of High-Risk Place

To enable the discovery of high-risk places, the MA wants to learn which area the diagnosed carriers have visited
while the carriers do not want to expose their own trajectories. In fact, the MA only needs the aggregated result,
which does not expose information of an individual user. We first formally define the problem and then discuss
two solutions that give different efficiency and privacy trade-offs.
• Input: We consider n users who tested positive and each of them has visited at most m places. We assume
that each traced place object contains an opaque ID that refers to either a static place, e.g. a subway station,
or to a dynamic place, e.g., a subway car. The identifiers are consistent across the platform so that all users
have the same opaque ID for the same place.
• Goal: The MA wants to have daily access to the aggregate result of contaminated locations, which is the
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counting of related traced place objects. From previous findings in manual tracing results [12] it has been
observed that it is typical to have several locations where a lot of carriers have passed by. The goal is to
summarize this information concisely through a heat-map that describes the risk of each location.
In order to securely find high-risk places, we consider two privacy-preserving solutions with different tradeoffs. The parameters that we consider are: the communication and time complexity of the protocol, the scalability
with respect to the number of users, and the security guarantees. Depending on the system specifications, the
platform can be adjusted to the appropriate design. The two solutions are:
Heavy Hitters Based Approach. If we consider high-risk places as the frequent items from an open set, the
setup resembles the heavy hitters problem. In particular, one is given a list of m integers in the domain [1, . . . , `],
and the goal is to identify the items among the domain that appear frequently in the list. In BeeTrace, there are n
users, each user has a set of visit record objects/items. If we consider the MA as the untrusted aggregator, the MA
would like to continuously track the most recent heavy hitters (i.e. the popular items/places), namely those items
that were held by at least a threshold number of different users. The problem of computing heavy hitters has
been well-studied in the area of data stream algorithms. The earliest work can be traced back to the 1980s [13].
Over the last few years, several works propose efficient privacy-preserving schemes that can achieve practical
performance [14]. However, most of the solutions rely on differentially private guarantees.
Oblivious Aggregation Approach. We are also interested in a secure computation model where no information about the private data held by the parties can be inferred during the execution of the protocol. Given an array
of key-value pairs, oblivious aggregation allows to compute some aggregation function over all pairs with the
same key in the privacy-preserving manner. We assume that there exists a one-to-one index mapping table of size
` between a particular place and the index (e.g. zip code area). Each diagnosed carrier has a set of (key, value)
where the key is an index i ∈ [1, . . . , `] which has been mapped to a visit traced place in the mapping table, and
the value indicates how many time the carrier visited this place. Given n > 2 diagnosed carriers (users), each
holding a private set of key-value pairs, the functionality of oblivious aggregation is to allow the MA to compute
the sum of all values with the same key without revealing any information. The oblivious aggregation [15, 10]
can be implemented in time O(` log `) per each user’s query.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose BeeTrace, a privacy-preserving contact tracing platform that breaks data silos. We
show that by including business-side participation and standardizing the format of data, we can incorporate
existing efforts and improve coverage. By deploying the state-of-the-art cryptographic protocols from the area of
secure multi-party computation, we can achieve an efficient design that meets the privacy needs of contact tracing.
We motivate our design choices by a complete workflow of a multi-source decentralized approach.
Our vision for a privacy-preserving data collaboration platform can be extended beyond the problem for
contact tracing. The design principles of our platform can be adapted to address other pressing problems such
as private contact discovery [9] as well as compromised credential checking [16]. The contact tracing scenario
described in this work can be the first step towards a practical decentralized secure data collaboration platform.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic is a global health crisis of our time that has significantly affected almost
every single person on earth in just several months. Even worse, we do not know when it will slow down
and how long it will last. Analogous to fighting the COVID-19 pandemic in the physical world, data
scientists need to deal with the infodemic of COVID-19 data to discover useful insight in order to guide
wise and informative decisions, where the COVID-19 infodemic refers to all (messy) data relevant to
COVID-19. In this paper, we present D EEP E YE, an end-to-end data science system for monitoring and
exploring COVID-19 data, which ranges from (task-driven) data preparation, (descriptive, diagnostic,
and prescriptive) data analytics, user interactions through (linked) spatio-temporal data visualizations,
and applications in different use cases.

1

Introduction

1.1

Where do we stand today on COVID-19?

The history of pandemics. Nothing has killed more people than infectious disease throughout the human
history1 . Many pandemics changed history; for example, the Antonine Plague (165-180) and the Black Death
(1347-1351) have changed the history of Europe. Situations are getting worse in the last two decades, because
epidemics happened much more frequently than what we have seen in history: SARS (2002-2003), Swine Flue
(2009-2010), MERS (2012-present), Ebola (2014-2016), and now the COVID-19 (2019-present).
The history of COVID-19. Shortly after the first confirmed case in early January 2020, and a statement at
January 21 from WHO’s mission to China saying that there was evidence of human-to-human transmission,
COVID-19 quickly spread out to almost every corner of the world. WHO officially named it a pandemic at March
11 2020. Till the date of June 1, 2020, there are more than 5.5 million confirmed cases and it has caused more
than 350K deaths worldwide.
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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No system to stop a pandemic. Bill Gates envisioned, during his TedTalk on 20152 , that if something will kill
more than 10 million people in the next few decades, it will be infectious disease rather than wars. He has also
questioned: “Are we ready for the next outbreak?” Sadly, the answer was not that the current health systems do
not work for pandemics. Instead, there is no global health system at all for such pandemics.
Where do we stand today? Undoubtedly, COVID-19 has changed and will keep changing our history from
many different dimensions, such as living style, studying style, the way of traveling, among many others. Indeed,
we are not even at the peak of the 1st wave of COVID-19, and there might have the 2nd and the 3rd waves, such
as the 1918 influenza pandemic and the 2009-2010 H1N1 pandemic, where the 2nd and 3rd waves were much
more deadly than the 1st wave – we need to buckle up because the ride is just beginning. In order to stop or get
better prepared to stop pandemics, global public health systems need to be ready, like military is ready for wars.
Meanwhile, to help stop pandemics, data science has played a key role in discovering insights to guide decision
makers and general people to make wise and informative decisions.

1.2

Do we have good data science systems for monitoring and exploring COVID-19?

From the real world pandemics to the virtual world infodemics. As the WHO Director-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus said3 : “We’re not just fighting an epidemic; we’re fighting an infodemic.” Here, the term
“infodemic” generally refers to an excessive amount of information about a problem, which makes it difficult to
identify a solution. Similar to the pandemics in the real world, infodemics are in the virtual world, where the
goals of scientists in many domains are to deal with the information from the infodemics of the virtual world, so
as to find meaningful insights that can be used to fight against the pandemics of the real world.
No data science system to stop an infodemic. Unfortunately, similar to the case there is no global health system
that is ready to stop a pandemic, there is no data science system that is ready to deal with infodemics, even if we
have seen the fruitful successes from many communities for data science, such as database, data mining, machine
learning, natural language processing, bioinformatics, and many others. Essentially, all scientific methods are
based on empirical or measurable evidence that is subject to the principles of logic and reasoning. In terms
of infodemics, the evidence is the data that has been collected. However, the central problems are: (i) Data
is inaccurate: the real confirmed cases and the number of death are conjectured to be much higher than the
reported numbers. (ii) Data is missing: nobody knows precisely when and where did COVID-19 start, therefore
many data is missing from its origin to the date that the data was first collected. (iii) Data is inconsistent: there
are misinformation, disinformation, and rumors that are widely spread. (iv) Data is not directly comparable:
different countries calculate mortality rate in different measures, e.g., the death totals compiled by US CDC
include ‘probable’ cases starting from April 16, 20204 , while UK mainly considers the cases from the hospitals
from the department and health of social care (DHSC) data5 .
The goal of an ideal data science system for infodemics. The dark side of infodemics is that we never have
the data well prepared for deriving the truth in any context. Note, however, that the only certainty in (data)
science is uncertainty, just like every single decision we have ever made. Hence, the bright side of the dark
side is that this infodemics dilemma forces us to re-evaluate and re-design existing data science systems, for
fighting against infodemics. Broadly speaking, the main goal of an ideal data science system for infodemics
is about giving that data a purpose, which can provide hints to guide wise decisions. For example, although
the reproduction number (Ro, pronounced R-nought or r-zero) of COVID-19 keeps changing, we are certain
that social distancing is important. More concretely, an ideal data science system should be able to tackle all
2

https://www.ted.com/talks/bill gates the next outbreak we re not ready?language=en
https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/munich-security-conference
4
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/15/health/us-coronavirus-deaths-trends-wednesday/index.html
5
https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/blogs/understanding-the-data-about-covid-19-related-deaths
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traditional data analytical tasks but under the situation of infomedics – data is very messy (the above i–iv) and
new (and conflicting) data keeps coming – that can: (1) effectively collect, integrate and clean data from different
sources; (2) make descriptive analytics to tell what happened in the past; (3) conduct diagnostic analytics to help
understand why something happened in the past; (4) do predictive analytics to predict what will happen in the
future; and (5) perform prescriptive analytics to recommend actions that one can take to affect those outcomes.

1.3

D EEP E YE: A small step towards a (ideal) data science system for infodemics

In this paper, we present D EEP E YE, an end-to-end data science system for collecting, cleaning, analyzing, and
visualizing COVID-19 data. Since the system was launched in 05/02/2020, we have accumulated more than 2
million visits in a month. Some news media in China have reported our system67 , and we have launched online
public courses to give tutorial for the system8 , which attracted nearly 100,000 people to participate. Besides, as a
research-oriented platform, some research institutions (e.g., CMU, The University of Hong Kong) also conduct
preliminary processing and analysis of COVID-19 epidemiological data based on our platform.
Generally speaking, D EEP E YE consists of three layers: data preparation layer, data analytics layer, and user
interaction layer (Section 2).
In data preparation layer, a key observation we made is that it is impossible to prepare the data in the
traditional way for some tasks, simply because data preparation is expensive and error-prone, especially when the
data keeps changing every day. In particular, we will discuss task-driven data preparation, with the basic intuition
that it is much cheaper to prepare the data that is needed for a given task (Section 3).
The data analytics layer contains several components. For descriptive analytics, we use linked data visualization to provide sufficient context for a user to understand what happened in the past. We also use visualization
recommendation techniques that can automatically discover interesting stories (Section 4). For diagnostic analytics, we show that by combining with other (domain) knowledge, we can test our hypotheses (e.g., the effect of
urban (population) density or temperature to COVID-19) about why something happened (Section 5). For predictive analytics, we have tried some predictive model, in particular Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered
(SEIR) [3], that has been widely used for epidemiology. However, our empirical results show that the prediction
for COVID-19 is typically inaccurate that may due to the messy data of infodemics, hence we will not discuss
further about it in this paper. For prescriptive analytics, we will discuss our collaboration with China mobile that
help the government to recommend actions (Section 6).
The discussion of user interaction layer will be blended with the discussion of data analytics layer, while
describing various use cases.

2

An Overview of DeepEye

2.1

System Architecture

We present D EEP E YE, an end-to-end framework to prepare data, select visualizations and allow easy-to-use
interactions. An overview of D EEP E YE is given in Figure 1, which consists of three layers: (task-driven) data
preparation layer, (smart) data analytics layer, and user interaction layer. Data preparation is responsible for
crawling daily updated data from different sources, and cleaning them when needed (Section 2.2). Data analytics
describes the process of both which charts will always be shown (e.g., a heat map on a world map showing new
cases of every country), and how to automatically recommend visualizations that are “interesting” w.r.t. new
incoming data, for visual analytics (Section 2.3). Interaction allows a user to explore various and (maybe) new
COVID-19 stories in an interactive fashion (Section 2.4).
6

https://news.tsinghua.edu.cn/info/1416/77464.htm
https://www.aminer.cn/research report/5e774aa1e34bad84366f1f7e?download=false
8
https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1FE411W7p4/?spm id from=333.788.videocard.0
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Figure 1: System Overview

2.2

Task-driven Data Preparation Layer

This layer has a predefined pipeline to prepare data, which will run periodically, with the following three steps.
Data Collection. We collect data from the following data sources. (1) We download hourly the official data from
the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and other countries’ CDCs. (2) We crawl infected
cases’ age and gender from authoritative news websites. (3) We also connect to other data sources like population
statistics, temperature data, and so on. (4) We are also provided with trajectory data of (potentially) infected
persons from China Mobile Limited9 .
Data Integration. Next, we need to integrate different types of data into predefined relational tables (i.e., global
views). For example, we need to extract report date, location, patients’ type, #-cases from each country’s CDC’s
reports, and perform schema alignment into S1: (Date, Country, State/Province, City, Total Confirmed, Active
Confirmed, Total Deaths, Total Recovered, Death Rate, Recovered Rate, Gender), a typical ETL-based data
integration process.
Data Cleaning. After integrating data from multiple sources, there have typical data errors such as duplicates,
missing values, synonyms, and so on. Because data cleaning is known to be tedious and error-prone, we employ
our recently proposed technique V IS C LEAN [7] for visualization-aware data cleaning, which is way cheaper than
cleaning the entire dataset. This is doable only after the charts to display have been selected, as discussed below.
We will depict more details about visualization-aware data cleaning in Section 3.

2.3

Smart Data Analytics Layer

Based on the availability and reliability of data and meta-data, we have successfully conducted the following
types of data analytics.
9

We are collaborating with the company and got mobile phone location data under privacy protection.
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Click to drill down

(a) world-level

(b) country-level

Figure 2: Drill Down Operation

(c) province-level

Descriptive analytics. We use linked data visualization and visualization recommendation algorithms to effectively show what happened in the past.
Diagnostic analytics. We use maps with different layers to test the spatio-temporal properties of COVID-19 data,
especially to show the effect of urban (population) density and temperature to the outbreak of COVID-19.
Prescriptive analytics. Based on the collaboration with companies to get private data, we were able to do some
meaningful prescriptive analytics that can recommend actions to decision makers.

2.4

User Interaction Layer

This is the interface we present to the public. When a user visits D EEP E YE, he/she can further explore visualizations by interactive module for finding more interesting insights. D EEP E YE supports popular interactions such as
drilling down/up, zooming in/out and linked visualizations, powered by the visualization library ECharts [5].
Take drill down as an example (see Figure 2), when a user clicks a country (e.g., China) on the world-level
map, the map will drill down into the country-level map for more details. Note that, D EEP E YE provides linked
visualizations of the analytical results. That is, when a user performs a drill down operation, other visualizations
will also drill down into certain level automatically. In addition, the user can zoom in/out the map by rolling
up/down the mouse.

3

Task-driven Data Preparation

In the era of big data, from the data perspective, the data can come from governments, business companies, Web,
and so on. As shown in Figure 1, in the scenario of COVID-19, the data can come from WHO, each country’s
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), news websites, microblog text, and other statistic datasets
(e.g., population, temperature and international airline data). In addition to heterogeneous data sources, how to
integrate data with different data formats (e.g., table, JSON-like, and text) from different data sources is another
problem. One concrete example is how to extract the data from the CDC daily reports and then align such data
into predefined relational tables. In this work, we develop an algorithm to crawl, extract data and fill them into
relational tables.
Clean data is one of the essential requirements for data analytics and accurate analysis results [1, 2]. However,
data collection and integration usually introduce errors (e.g., missing values, mixed formats, and duplicates) in
data due to the integration of heterogeneous data sources [6]. As shown in the Figure 3(a), they are four types
of common data errors in the scenario of COVID-19. First, the synonyms usually appear when integrating data
from different sources, especially when the data standard of data sources may change. The second data errors
is missing value, as shown in Figure 3(b), this type of data error is usually caused by the data source not being
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Figure 3: Examples of Data Errors
updated in time. More concretely, on the 05/02, the data source may not have published the total number of
deaths on that day, so a missing value was introduced. The missing value imputation is usually estimated using
the data of the first few days and later, or imputation by querying other data sources. Similar to the missing value,
as shown in Figure 3(c), it may also introduce incorrect values. We use the average values of the data of the
first few days and later as a repair candidate to correct the wrong value. As shown in Figure 3(d), we crawl the
travel records of some infected people from the news website. However, because data is crawled from multiple
websites and then integrated, it is easy to introduce duplicate records. For duplicate records, we can use the entity
matching algorithm to detect and remove duplicate records.
Because the analysis scenarios of COVID-19 have high requirements on data quality, we first need to ensure
the data quality, and then consider how to reduce the cost of data cleaning. However, it’s too expensive and
infeasible to resolve all errors. Therefore, we discuss how to conduct problem-oriented (task-driven) data cleaning
for COVID-19. The key idea is that we only clean those data relevant to the data analytics tasks, which can reduce
the cost of data cleaning. In other words, instead of applying cleaning tools to clean each type of data errors
before visualization, we aim to clean those data errors that have heavy impact on the accuracy of the visualization
results. We devise our recent technique, a framework for visualization-aware data cleaning, called V IS C LEAN to
achieve this goal. The key idea is that we first generate visualizations based on the possible dirty dataset, and then
run cleaning tools in the backend to find possible errors and their repairing candidates. Next, we organize those
data errors and their repairing candidates by a graph model. Based on the graph and a predefined benefit model,
we aim to select the most “beneficial” questions to interact with the user. The large the benefit is, the high quality
of visualization improvement is. After the user answer the data cleaning questions, the system will fix data errors
and refresh the visualization.

4

Descriptive Data Analytics of COVID-19

Visualization selection generates three categories of charts: linked common visualizations, ad-hoc visualizations,
and recommended visualizations.
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(General) Linked Visualizations. There are common visualizations for spatio-temporal data exploration, such
as a choropleth map (a heat map based on a map), line charts to show various trends, bar charts to show the
comparison between various groups, scatter charts (or bubble charts) to quantify the relationship between two
quantitative variables (e.g., death rate vs. cure rate). We carefully selected charts (see Figure 4) that can attract a
wide range of interest, and make them “linked”, e.g., when one zoom in from a world level to a country level,
all the other charts will be zoomed in, so as to provide a synchronized view from multiple charts. The user can
get high-level situations of COVID-19 from Figure 4. For example, the user can catch the overall information
of the reported cases from Figure 4(A). The choropleth map in Figure 4(B) shows the location and number of
confirmed cases, deaths and recoveries for all affected countries. It also provides a timeline toolbar for the user
to look back upon previous situations, and a user can click the “I” button to show an animation. The user can
click a country, e.g., China, to drill down into the country-level (province-level or city-level) for more details.
Since we apply the linked visualization techniques, the rest of the visualizations will also drill down into the
country-level. Figure 4(C), a line chart, illustrates the daily increased cases of the selected location. The stacked
bar chart in Figure 4(D) depicts the number of cases for the selected location. The pie charts in Figure 4(E) show
the proportion of patients’ type. Figure 4(F), a bubble chart, illustrates the relationships across #-cases, deaths
rate, and cure rate. The bar chart in Figure 4(G) shows the distribution of patients’ age, and the calendar chart in
Figure 4(H) illustrates the proportion of types of reported cases for each day.
Location-based Search. For the general public, D EEP E YE provides the module of finding confirmed cases in
nearby neighborhoods. Take Figure 5 for example, users can understand the COVID-19 situations near Tsinghua
University, Beijing, China by a location search box. Note that this module only supports for the Mainland China
area currently.
Similarity Trends Discovery. D EEP E YE also supports the similar trend search functionality for finding similar
trends. For example, if the user wants to find those trends of confirmed cases that are similar to Switzerland, the
similarity search functionality will return top-k similar trends about Switzerland. The running example is shown
in Figure 6. Besides line charts, the similar trend search also supports other charts (e.g., bar chart and pie chart).
Thanks to this functionality, users can perform comparative analysis easier.
Automatic News Generation. Automatic news generation, in other words, automatically extracting insights
from data visualization is promising research and practical direction [10]. Currently, the user usually interacts
with the visualization dashboard to get insights and make decisions. For example, the reporter may interact with
the dashboard to observe the trend of daily new confirmed cases of each country/state and find a set of similar
trends (or find a set of rapidly increasing trends) as news stories. In this scenario, it heavily relies on the user
to manually get insights and write a news release. One intuitive idea is whether we can derive insights (news
stories) from the visualization dashboard automatically. Roughly speaking, given a set of visualizations V and
a news generation model M, the automatic news generation problem is to output a set of new stories S. The
key challenge is how to design the news generation model M. One straightforward approach is predefined a set
of expert knowledge rules to mine insights from the visualization dashboard. Such rules can be similar trends
discovery, outlier trend detection, trends comparison, and so on.

5

Diagnostic Data Analytics of COVID-19

Another purpose of data visualization is to perform hypothesis testing, we show how to design visualizations to
test two hypotheses – urban (population) density vs. total confirmed cases, and temperature vs. total confirmed
cases.
Urban (Population) Density. One intuitive hypothesis is that whether high population densities catalyze the
spread of COVID-19? Since we want to know the relationship (correlation) between the population density and
the spread of COVID-19, we first visualize the population density in the map named population density map, and
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Figure 4: The Frontend of D EEP E YE (https://ncov.deepeye.tech/en)
then we map the confirmed cases on the top of population density map. As shown in Figure 7(a), it takes United
States as an example. It shows that in areas with high population density and without lockdown policy, e.g., New
York and California, more people are infected with coronavirus. For example, New York with a relatively high
population density is likely more vulnerable to the spread of the coronavirus. This conclusion is reasonable,
because the intensive contact greatly increases the probability of coronavirus transmission [11].
Temperature. We also design visualization to show the relationship between the outbreak of COVID-19 and the
temperature factor. Similarly, we first visualize heatmap using temperature data, and then we map the confirmed
cases on the top of the heatmap. As shown in Figure 7(b), it is hard for us to make conclusions like the higher
temperature, the more infected cases, or the lower temperature, the less infected cases. For example, the average
temperature in the central United States is lower than in California, but there are also hundreds of thousands
of infected people in the central United States. Comparing Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b), we can find that under
the background of no lockdown, the population density has a stronger correlation with the number of confirmed
cases.
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Figure 6: Similar Trend of Confirmed Cases

Figure 5: Find Confirmed Cases Around You
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(a) the effect of urban (population) density
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Figure 7: Diagnostic Data Analytics (Case in United States)

6

Prescriptive Data Analytics of COVID-19

We also design ad-hoc visualizations to answer specific questions. In terms of COVID-19, besides publicly
available datasets, we also have private trajectory data of potentially infected persons. Based on which we have
designed two map-based visualizations, one to show infection paths of these patients (see Figure 8), and the
other to show the level of risk for each area (see Figure 9) and thus suggest the authorities to take different
anti-epidemic policies for different areas.

6.1

Infection Path

Based on the trajectory data of (potentially) infected persons, we can support to visualize and track the infection
path at the high-level. Taking Figure 8 as an example, a person started from Beijing Haidian Hospital at 13:28
on 2020-02-28, and walked through several streets and finally arrived at his/her neighborhood. Therefore, we
cluster those trajectories of infected persons to find a group of high-risk roads. Moreover, we devise a trajectory
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Figure 8: Tracking Infection Path
similarity search technique to find other trajectories similar to those trajectories of infected persons. It will help us
to find and report the potentially high-risk groups. Thus, the authorities can take different anti-epidemic policies
against people at different risk levels.
Findings and Insights. According to the sample trajectory data of (potentially) infected persons provided by
China Mobile Limited, we find that most of the trajectories passed through some living places such as restaurants
and supermarkets, and finally return home. Some trajectories intersect with public transportation such as trains
and subways. There are a few trajectories with several other trajectories that coincide, indicating that they may be
traveling together. Since many trajectories have visited supermarkets and other living places, the government can
suggest that people go to supermarkets as little as possible, or that different people go to supermarkets at different
times, and limits the number of customers in supermarkets.

6.2

High-risk Areas Discovery

To further explore the trajectory data of (potentially) infected persons, we also design a visualization for the
trajectory points using a heatmap. Figure 9 gives an at-a-glance understanding of the spatial distribution of the
potentially infected persons from Hubei, China to Beijing, China. Those “hot” areas mean there have more
potentially infected persons visit. We also indicate those neighborhoods that have several confirmed cases in the
heatmap by the symbol

.

Findings and Insights. According to the location data of potentially infected persons from Hubei to Beijing
provided by China Mobile Limited, we make the following observations: (1) Most of the potential persons arrive
in Beijing through transportation hubs such as railway stations ( in Figure 9) and airports. Intuitively, such
transportation hubs likely play a significant role in the spread of the coronavirus in Beijing City. Therefore,
the government should take corresponding measures for these transportation hubs to minimize the risk of
the transmission of coronavirus; (2) Many potentially infected persons visit some commercial places (e.g.,
supermarkets) and end up staying in their residence; and (3) There is a high overlap between areas where high-risk
people are active and neighborhoods containing confirmed cases. Intuitively, we can infer that other places (e.g.,
the red rectangles) visited by high-risk groups may also be dangerous. Therefore, the authorities can take different
anti-epidemic policies against people at different risk levels. Note that, for those “hot” areas do not appear
confirmed cases (e.g., the red rectangles), some of them are later reported confirmed cases by the government.
Thus, the authorities can take precautions against these areas in advance and take different anti-epidemic policies
against different areas to achieve refined and effective management.
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Figure 9: High-risk Area Discovery

7

Concluding Remarks

There exist many systems for monitoring and analyzing spatio-temporal data, such as a dashboard for visually
tracking the outbreak of COVID-19 [4] and a tweet stream sentiment analysis system for US election 2016 [9].
One lesson from the existing systems is that they are usually designed on a case-by-case basis and built from
scratch, which cannot fully leverage the recent techniques for data integration and automatic visualization.
On the one side, D EEP E YE-COVID-19 shares many common visualizations as the other popular websites
for tracking COVID-19 cases. On the other side, it differs from the others in (1) D EEP E YE-COVID-19 is based
on a general end-to-end framework D EEP E YE, and leverages recent techniques for data preparation (e.g., V IS C LEAN [7]) and for visualization recommendation (e.g., D EEP E YE [8]); (2) it supports linked visualization for
the users to easily zoom in/out multiple visualizations by a single click; and (3) it also obtains some private data
that is not publicly available, so it can demonstrate some unique features.
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1

A Pivotal Moment

Our society currently faces the most profound and deeply disruptive public health crisis in modern history. As
communities across the world grapple with the COVID-19 pandemic, scientific advances spanning biochemistry
and epidemiology to manufacturing and data engineering offer hope—and a spectrum of guidance is unfolding in
an effort to respond to monumental shifts in our daily lives. The rising demand for data and the emerging efforts
to responsibly collect, share, and analyze information across traditional boundaries play a vital role in our next
steps.
From facilitating dialogue and decision making, to underscoring the importance of a shared, honest assessment
of where we are in our collective fight against the pandemic, data are now more important than ever. Our
computational capacity and the value that we as a community can generate through data science are fundamentally
crucial to our resilience. As we look to transition from crisis response to longer-term recovery, we have an
unprecedented opportunity to re-imagine a new data-enabled future.

2

Emerging Research: The Challenge of the Unknown

Our landscape has shifted, and our paths forward will require unparalleled levels of creativity, persistence, and
humility as we strengthen connections across sectors and disciplines, translating ideas into action. Although the
data are rarely complete and extracting useful signals from the noise can be elusive, a number of COVID-19
data-enabled research efforts are emerging, including:

Analysis and Modeling
Considerable emphasis on data analysis and modeling has spurred discussion that bridges statistical methods,
machine learning, and artificial intelligence with policy development and risk communication [1, 2, 3, 4]. For
example, N. Alteri et al. have developed several predictors after curating available data, collaborating with
nonprofit organizations and healthcare providers to address medical supply needs for individual hospitals [5]. U.
Seljak et al. have employed robust statistical methods to identify systematic errors and correct mortality rates
Copyright 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Figure 1: Supporting Public Health. The COVID-19 pandemic surfaces challenges where data science can
enable new insights within a human-centered context. Current efforts, ranging from data analysis and predictive
modeling to risk communication, set the stage for recovery and a new future, reinvigorated with critical questions
and opportunities.
that are integral to further analysis [6], while S. Yadlowsky et al. have modeled the infection prevalence of the
virus [7], with J. Steinhardt and A. Ilyas noting shortcomings of existing tracking measures [8].
Such efforts can help communities visualize the nature of fluid events and iteratively explore reasonable
response strategies when faced with unprecedented scenarios. Notably, as communities across the globe adjust
their behavior against a backdrop of changing policies, guidance, and tactics, we have an opportunity to improve
our assessments about the spread of the virus and to understand how our actions and other factors relate to key
outcomes. Intentional and thoughtful data collection and analysis during recovery, focused on public health
risks and implications—and acknowledging the critical lag between knowledge and informed action—will be of
paramount importance.

Exploration to Aid Medical Therapeutics
As researchers and medical professionals from a variety of disciplines seek to accelerate actionable knowledge,
collaborative frameworks and data exploration efforts are forming. National laboratories and science centers
are searching databases for drug candidates that could be re-purposed for COVID-19 or used to inform clinical
practice, sharing and updating progress more rapidly than traditional publication timeframes [9, 10]. Consortia
aiming to speed dialogue and visualization of SARS-CoV-2 genomes through open online reports [11], as well as
clinical study groups and collaborators working together in new ways, have the potential to shape and improve
diagnostics, vaccine development, and outcomes [12, 13].
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3

Shared Human-Centered Context: The Need To Explore Difficult Questions,
Together

As our collective response to the pandemic evolves, openly updating and sharing code, data, and insights as they
develop is particularly critical for scientific reproducibility and effective coordination. Yet, a tension exists when
evaluating the quality of information and choosing how to provide data, analysis, or tools to others. Noting the
importance of clear, accurate, updated, and actionable information, the State of California coronavirus response
team published a Digital Crisis Standard [14] with principles and framing questions that highlight accessibility,
interoperability, and a focus on user needs and accountability.
Indeed, in the realm of disaster response and recovery, essential questions and unexplored frontiers arise in a
fundamentally human-centered context. Issues stemming from ethics concerns and socioeconomic implications
must be addressed early and often. Existing frameworks, theories, and practices that cut across disciplines are
being put to the test and reconsidered as we face COVID-19, including:

Incorporating Privacy by Design
Adopted by the International Assembly of Privacy Commissioners and Data Protection Authorities nearly a
decade ago, the foundational principles of the Privacy by Design framework [15] build upon views and practices
emphasizing proactive, “by default”, and embedded mechanisms that respect user privacy. With a backdrop of the
General Data Protection Regulation and increasing prevalence of data privacy acts, laws, and norms [16, 17],
emerging work towards privacy-sensitive proximity contact tracing looks to enable data exchange without
compromising civil liberties, to query encrypted data, and to comply with unfolding guidelines for privacy
safeguards [18].
Sharing information that could be relevant for individual or community health outcomes surfaces a number of
deeper questions, where personal sentiment and expectations can vary widely. What information should remain
private, under what circumstances? What might I share in hopes of helping others? Will my privacy preferences
change? Am I empowered to make choices about my privacy and data? The tensions surrounding privacy and
nuances around data sharing, while not new by any means [19, 20], are integral to our COVID-19 response and
recovery.

Addressing Disparities and Inequities
With increased capacity to view data about disease incidence and mortality across demographic information,
analysis showing disproportionate COVID-19 impacts on black communities, Latinx communities, and additional
historically marginalized groups has surfaced [21]. Z. Obermeyer et al. have noted how existing measures
can obscure rather than demonstrate inequality [22]. For example, communities with less access to testing for
SARS-CoV-2 will have fewer diagnosed cases, making the epidemic look less severe. This can lead to disparities
in attention and funding, and distort algorithms meant to help.
Networks of government cohorts have featured data-driven equity visualization tools and are increasingly
convening public discussions focused on inclusion, a sense of belonging, and equity [23]. In order to support
meaningful change, we will need to find ways to support empathy and shared understanding, directing energy
towards measurable improvements. Partnerships to enable data compilation, analysis, and deeper research are
essential, but we will need to leverage our ingenuity holistically and hold ourselves accountable to the bigger
picture. What levers do we have to address systemic issues? Who is missing from the conversation? How might
we support public awareness, engagement, and education, creatively?
Globally, with 265 million people projected to suffer from acute hunger by the end of this year, data-driven
analysis is creating new options to help mitigate the most devastating impacts of COVID-19 in low- and middleincome countries. For example, applications of machine learning to satellite imagery and mobile phone data are
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helping identify those individuals most in need of immediate humanitarian aid, and complement conventional
methods that are limited by a lack of reliable and up-to-date data [24, 25].

Mechanisms for Supporting Risk-Based Action
Design through the lens of risk underscores the need to better quantify and qualify threats, vulnerabilities, and
consequences. Throughout the pandemic, the corpus of available information and the assessment of risk are
continuously changing as more is discovered about the virus and how it interacts with our communities. In a
world where the opportunity for technology-driven situational awareness during a crisis is strikingly juxtaposed
with an “infodemic” of extensive misinformation and dis-information [26, 27, 28], we are starving for transparent,
appropriately vetted, and curated information in context.
In the clinical setting, aggregating data to capture patient risk indices could help communities more methodically assess and navigate difficult situations with new information, but effectively focusing attention and limited
resources towards optimized patient outcomes remains an ongoing, and often overwhelming, challenge [29, 30].
In all too many cases, the pandemic is exacerbating existing vulnerabilities. Any “solutions” or approaches need
to consider the nature of risks and how risk evolves over time.

4

Compound Disasters and Interdependencies

Moreover, as the pandemic extends, the likelihood that additional communities will be impacted by both COVID19 and compounded disasters—such as wildfires, hurricanes, earthquakes or tornadoes—is increasingly high. The
U. S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has published guidance to prepare State, Local, Tribal,
and Territorial (SLTT) responders to adapt their response and recovery procedures to this new combination of
threats. The COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane Season (May 2020) notes the
need for response and recovery adaptation that includes virtual damage assessments and significant reliance on
the “whole of community” (including the private and non-profit sectors) to maximize their abilities to respond to
simultaneously occurring disasters [31].
While in any given year, national-scale agencies managing emergencies routinely respond to multiple
disasters simultaneously, SLTT responders often respond to one devastation at a time. Local economies strained
by COVID-19 create an inability for communities to truly prepare and protect themselves from all impending
hazards. Communities unable to protect themselves may suffer additional strain and damage that makes recovery
from the compounded disaster even further from reach.
In an effort to proactively acknowledge limitations, the U.S. National Interagency Fire Coordination Center
notes in its May 2020 plans, “In the event of a high disease spread scenario with a high rate of infection, the
associated loss of individuals from service will severely tax the ability to maintain an adequate wildfire response,
even during a moderately active fire season”. The need for adaptation and re-orienting plans in light of COVID-19
extends to all hazards, as the methodologies and tools SLTT decision makers and responders currently use do not
conform to physical distancing guidance and may amplify concerns about responder long-term health.
Moreover, some communities’ plans and capabilities are not robust to damaged infrastructure or limited
internet capacity, rendering strategies for multiple in-depth virtual interactions ineffective at best. Our reflections
and how we navigate these challenges promise to impact our communities long after the virus has run its course.
While the movement to “flatten the curve” offered fairly uniform and straightforward guidance, to shelter in
place and physically distance, the road for recovery and the notion of what a “new normal” looks like is riddled
with additional interdependencies and tensions. These multifaceted challenges are increasingly being addressed
through diverse coalitions, for example, with State-level economic development agencies working alongside
university researchers, healthcare institutions, and volunteers to develop and share data, rapidly register products,
and mitigate risks as guidance and authorizations evolve [32, 33].
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5

Re-imagining Resilience

With such a complex backdrop, it is more critical than ever to consider the roles for computing in social change
[34] along with ethical implications [35, 36, 37, 38, 39] to enable response—responsibly. Data scientists and data
enthusiasts globally have immense potential to light the path towards:

Improved Healthcare Delivery and Accelerated Growth of Immunomics
The pandemic has surfaced severe inadequacies in healthcare systems worldwide. New approaches to healthcare
delivery must incorporate current lessons learned, and context, to address the fundamental needs of local
communities and strive for measurable reductions in racial and economic biases. How might we meet individuals
and communities where they are, culturally and metaphorically? How can we imagine and achieve equitable
health services across numerous barriers that exist today? These framing questions should keep us grounded as
exciting advances in computational immunomics promise to not only mitigate the effects of new viruses, but also
provide novel treatments for autoimmune diseases, cancer, and other conditions.

Reinvigorated Climate Action
The dramatically altered global patterns of transportation and energy use during the pandemic will allow us to
imagine new methods of interacting with each other and our environment. With many international and local
borders closed for non-essential activity, and individual confinement extending, we have an opportunity to revisit
the impacts of both policy and behavior changes on greenhouse gas emissions, our natural resources, and our
clean energy economy [40]. Worldwide, individuals and organizations have a chance to reflect on our choices
and climate commitments. Moreover, the pandemic continues to expose the lack of safe, accessible water in
underserved rural as well as urban areas, raising opportunities to support equitable infrastructure investment and
environmental justice.

New Paradigms of Online Education
Our concept of how we learn and the future of work may be forever changed. Online learning, once viewed
as a less-prestigious option relevant only to a subset of students, is now at least temporarily the norm across
the globe, for students from preschool through doctoral programs and in continuing and executive education.
Ensuring that all students have access to appropriate hardware, software, internet connectivity, and resources
to support distance learning is critical [41, 42, 43]. As remote teaching and learning extends, further research
on the impacts of adopting new technologies—spanning issues from student privacy, safety, and mental health
to the metacognitive aspects of learning, including motivation, resiliency, persistence, and scaffolding, will be
needed. We must also be mindful of demands on instructors; training in new methods and logistical support for
teachers should become a social priority. Experts, institutions, and authorities who are able to do so should share
resources for effective and responsible distance learning widely, following open source models [44].

6

Conclusion

While our community will surely grapple with unanticipated complexities over the next weeks, months, and years,
we have a call-to-action in this moment and a hope for building a more resilient future. The future needs us to
learn from the past and present—to deploy an inherently human-centered approach that connects research with
the realities of crisis management, long-term recovery, and the vulnerabilities of being human. The future needs
us to ask Can we? and Should we? as we learn how to harness the full potential of our collective resources.
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